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Preface

Why, it may reasonably be asked, write on the subject of dispersion forces and add
to the already existing high-quality literature dealing with molecular QED theory?
A complete answer to the question emerges after consideration of several diverse
aspects. The dispersion interaction occurs between all material particles from the
atomic scale upward and is a purely quantum mechanical phenomenon. Employing
a quantised electromagnetic field–matter coupling approach allows for its rigorous
calculation, along with an elementary understanding of the origin and manifestation
of this fundamental interaction. Fluctuations of the ground state charge and current
densities of the source and the vacuum field interact via the propagation of virtual
photons—by definition unobservable quanta of light, resulting in an attractive force
between atoms and molecules. The ubiquitous nature of the dispersion interaction
means that it impacts a wide range of scientific disciplines and subareas. An
opportunity therefore presents itself to bring the pioneering work of Casimir and
Polder to an even broader audience, one who might ordinarily only be well versed
with the London dispersion formula, by exposing them to the eponymous potential
associated with the two aforementioned Dutch physicists, and the extension of their
result to related applications involving contributions from higher multipole moment
terms and/or coupling between three particles. This topic is also timely from the
point of view that lately there has been renewed interest in a variety of van der
Waals dominated processes, ranging from the physisorption of atoms and small
molecules on semiconductor surfaces, to the hanging and climbing ability of
geckos. These and many other problems continue to be studied experimentally and
theoretically. In this second category, advances have occurred at both the micro-
scopic and the macroscopic levels of description, frequently within the framework
of QED.

Inspired by Casimir’s original calculation of the force of attraction between two
perfectly conducting parallel plates, much research has ensued in which the dis-
persion interaction has been evaluated, often within the confines of Lifshitz theory,
for a plethora of different objects including plate, surface, slab, sphere, cylinder, and
wedge, possessing a variety of magnetodielectric characteristics while adopting
numerous geometrical configurations. In this respect, the recently published
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readable and comprehensive two-volume set by Stefan Buhmann titled Dispersion
Forces I and II (Springer 2012) on the application of macroscopic QED to Casimir,
Casimir–Polder, and van der Waals forces is recommended for its scope and detail.
Similarly, with density functional theory now such a routine method that is being
employed for the computation of electronic and structural properties of atomic,
molecular and extended systems, prompting re-examination of elementary particle
level treatments, the availability of van der Waals corrected functionals has allowed
a wider class of problem to be tackled both accurately and efficiently.

This book therefore concentrates on the van der Waals dispersion interaction
between atoms and molecules calculated using the techniques of molecular QED
theory. Detailed presentations of this formalism may be found in the monographs
published by Craig and Thirunamachandran in 1984 and by the present author in
2010. Consequently, only a brief outline of QED in the Coulomb gauge is given in
Chap. 2, sufficient to understand the computations of the dispersion energy shift that
follow. Evaluation of interaction energies among two and three particles, in the
electric dipole approximation or beyond, is restricted to diagrammatic perturbation
theory methods. This starts with a presentation of the calculation of the Casimir–
Polder potential in Chap. 3. A summary is first given of its evaluation via the
minimal coupling scheme, followed by its computation using the multipolar
Hamiltonian. Short- and long-range forms of the interaction energy are obtained,
corresponding to London and Casimir shifts, respectively. In Chap. 4, the electric
dipole approximation is relaxed, and contributions to the pair potential from electric
quadrupole, electric octupole, magnetic dipole, and diamagnetic coupling terms are
computed. Extension to three atoms or molecules is dealt with in Chap. 5 by
considering the leading non-pairwise additive contribution to the dispersion inter-
action, namely the triple-dipole energy shift. A retardation-corrected expression is
derived first, which is shown to reduce to the Axilrod–Teller–Muto potential in the
near zone. A general formula is obtained in Chap. 6 for the three-body dispersion
energy shift between species possessing pure electric multipole polarisability
characteristics of arbitrary order, from which is extracted specific contributions
which are dependent upon combinations of dipole, quadrupole, and octupole
moments valid for scalene and equilateral triangle geometries and for three particles
lying in a straight line.

For those readers interested in greater detail, or alternative computational
schemes, references cited at the end of each chapter may be consulted, with the
caveat that the bibliography listed is far from exhaustive, with many landmark
publications knowingly left out. For this choice, responsibility rests solely with the
author, as with any errors that are discovered in the text.

Winston-Salem, NC, USA Akbar Salam
June 2016
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Abstract The concept of an inter-particle potential energy is introduced, and long-
and short-range interaction regions are identified. Following the multipole series
expansion of the charge density, the static coupling potential between two elec-
tronic distributions is obtained. Quantum mechanical perturbation theory is then
employed to extract the electrostatic, induction and dispersion energy contributions
to the total interaction energy at long-range. To account for the electromagnetic
nature of forces between particles of matter, the photon is introduced within the
framework of quantum electrodynamics theory. Manifestations of dispersion forces
between microscopic entities and macroscopic bodies are briefly reviewed.

Keywords Inter-particle potential � Quantum electrodynamics � Real and virtual
photons � Van der Waals dispersion force � Casimir-Polder energy � Casimir shift

1.1 The Inter-Particle Potential

Evidence that forces operate amongst the constituent particles of a material sample
is provided by the observation that matter exists in distinct physical phases [1].
With objects that are infinitely far apart taken to have zero energy of interaction,
this quantity becomes increasingly negative as the entities are brought closer
together, changing in curvature before reaching a minimum. As the inter-particle
separation distance is further reduced, to displacements corresponding to the
overlap of charge clouds, repulsive forces eventually prevail. This is confirmed by
the incompressibility of condensed forms of matter, and ultimately of species in the
gaseous state too, the latter situation supporting the hypothesis of finite volume
associated with microscopic particles of matter. Between these two extremes of
large and small separation distance, the stationary point on the energy versus
coordinate profile already mentioned, corresponds to the configuration in which the
two competing forces of attraction and repulsion exactly balance one another. What
have been described are the characteristic features of a potential energy curve or
surface, which were first recognised by Clausius [2], who heralded the concept of

© The Author(s) 2016
A. Salam, Non-Relativistic QED Theory of the van der Waals
Dispersion Interaction, SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Magnetic Properties
of Atoms, Molecules, and Clusters, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-45606-5_1
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an inter-particle force. The formation of a particular state of matter attests to the fact
that attractive forces dominate overall. Commonly, the stationary point provides a
convenient dividing line between short- and long-range regions, or between the
repulsive and attractive components to the potential energy, UðRÞ

UðRÞ ¼ UrepulsiveðRÞþUattractiveðRÞ; ð1:1Þ

where R is the inter-particle separation distance. UðRÞ may be interpreted as an
energy shift between the total energy and that of each individual species, or as the
difference in energy evaluated at R and at infinity. It is often given the symbol DE.
Clearly, the total energy is a sum of one-body, two-body, three-body, …,
many-body contributions.

Significant progress in understanding the manifestation of forces among mi-
croscopic entities, at least of particles in the gaseous state, occurred with the sta-
tistical mechanical theories of Maxwell [3] and Boltzmann [4], culminating in the
kinetic molecular theory of gases. This work in turn inspired van der Waals to
formulate his equation of state [5], enabling real as opposed to ideal gases to now be
treated, and finally allowing phase transformations between matter to be explained.
He introduced two parameters in his equation. One of these took account of the fact
that the reduction in the pressure of the gas was proportional to the density due to
the presence of attractive forces, while the second variable made proper allowance
for the definite volume of each individual particle. The association of van der
Waals’ name with inter-particle forces occurring between neutral species continues
to this day.

1.2 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

Underlying the notion of the molecular potential energy curve, and the partitioning
in Eq. (1.1), is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [6], in which the electrons
adjust their positions instantaneously to any change in the electromagnetic field
originating from the nuclei. The approximation is especially useful in the elucidation
of molecular electronic structure [7]. It rests on the large difference in mass between
protons and neutrons on the one hand, and electrons on the other. At this stage in the
theoretical development, where the Coulomb interaction terms between charged
particles are expressed explicitly, the nuclear kinetic energy terms are dropped from
the expression for the total internal energy of the collection of charged particles that
have been grouped into atoms and/or molecules. This leaves the electronic
Schrödinger equation, which is then solved for a specific nuclear configuration in the
clamped nuclei approximation. The electronic wave function, welec½ð~raÞ; f~Rng�;
depends explicitly on the position of electron a; ~ra, and similarly to the electronic
energy, Eel, it depends parametrically on the nuclear coordinates of centre n; ~Rn.
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Solving the electronic Schrödinger equation at different nuclear positions yields Eel,
to which is added the repulsion energy between nuclei, thereby generating the
potential energy surface, E½f~Rng�. Adding the nuclear kinetic energy terms to E gives
rise to the Hamiltonian function for the nuclei, whose solution yields the total or
molecular energy, Emol, which includes electronic, vibrational, rotational and trans-
lational degrees of freedom, as well as knowledge of the nuclear wave function,
wnuc½f~Rng�, which correctly accounts for the last three named possible dynamical
modes. The total wave function, dependent upon electronic and nuclear coordi-
nates, has therefore been factored into a product of nuclear and electronic wave
functions, Wtot½ð~raÞ; f~Rng� ¼ wnuc½f~Rng�welec½ð~raÞ; f~Rng� in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation.

The effects of spin may be described automatically within relativistic quantum
mechanics [8], or included as an additional postulate in any non-relativistic theory,
as is often the case in chemistry.

1.3 The Interaction Energy at Long-Range

Interactions between microscopic forms of matter, whether they be atoms, or
electrically neutral molecules, or charged entities such as ions, are ultimately a
manifestation of electromagnetic effects since each composite species is an
aggregate of elementary charged particles. For separation distances between objects
comprising a physical phase that are considerably larger than the dimensions of the
constituent particles, it is commonplace to expand the electronic charge distribution
associated with each specific centre in a multipolar series about a particular refer-
ence point. This may be the origin of charge, or the centre of mass, or an inversion
centre, or the site of an individual chromophore or functional group. Often the
expansion is limited to consideration of the electric polarisation field only, thereby
giving rise to electric charge, dipole, quadrupole, …, terms. Outside the region of
overlap of the atomic or molecular charge distribution, the long-range interaction
energy arising from the Coulomb potential between all of the electrons within each
object, and between individual centres, is evaluated via Rayleigh-Schrödinger
perturbation theory. Taking the expectation value of the coupling operator over the
ground electronic state of each interacting particle does this. Hence the shift in
energy of the interacting system relative to the energy of each isolated species when
the multipolar expansion is taken to various orders in perturbation theory allows for
the following decomposition to be made, namely

DElong�range ¼ DEelec þDEind þDEdisp; ð1:2Þ

in which the interaction energy at long-range is separated into a sum of electrostatic,
induction and dispersion energy contributions [9].
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Explicit expressions for each of the three contributing terms are easily obtained
on taking for the perturbation operator, the multipolar expansion of the potential
coupling two of the species within the sample, A and B, which are separated by a
distance R,

VAB ¼ ð4pe0Þ�1 eAeB

R
þ eAliðBÞri

1
R
� eBliðAÞri

1
R

� �
� liðAÞljðBÞrirj

1
R
þ � � �

� �
;

ð1:3Þ

where en is the net charge, and liðnÞ is the electric dipole moment, of species n:
This is the frequently encountered pairwise approximation to the total interaction
energy. Equation (1.3) represents an infinite sum of familiar charge-charge, charge-
electric dipole, electric dipole-electric dipole, …, interaction terms. The Roman
subscripts denote Cartesian tensor components with an implied Einstein summation
convention over repeated indices. The unperturbed Hamiltonian operator is given
by the sum of the Hamiltonians for the two particles,

H0 ¼ HpartðAÞþHpartðBÞ; ð1:4Þ

assuming that there is negligible exchange of electrons at long-range, so that the
charged particles associated with each species remain with that particular centre.
Each individual atomic or molecular Hamiltonian, a sum of kinetic and
intra-molecular potential energy terms, satisfies the eigenvalue equation

HpartðnÞjmn
� ¼ En

m jmn
�
; n ¼ A;B; ð1:5Þ

where En
m is the energy of species n when it is in the quantum mechanical state jmn

�
corresponding to the wave function wmðnÞ, m being the pertinent quantum number.
The eigenstates of HpartðnÞ may therefore be used as base states in the perturbation
theory treatment.

1.4 Electrostatic Energy

Taking the expectation value of Eq. (1.3) over the non-degenerate ground state of
each particle, j0A�j0B� ¼ j0A; 0B�, first-order perturbation theory yields the elec-
trostatic energy,

DEelec ¼ 0B; 0A jVABj 0A; 0B
� �

¼ ð4pe0Þ�1 eAeB

R
þ eAl00i ðBÞ � eBl00i ðAÞ� 	ri

1
R
� l00i ðAÞl00j ðBÞrirj

1
R
þ � � �

� �
;
ð1:6Þ
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where the ground state permanent electric dipole moment of species n is
l00i ðnÞ ¼ 0n j liðnÞ j 0n

� �
, with similar definitions occurring for permanent moments

involving higher electric multipoles. From the form of the coupling potential VAB,
Eq. (1.3), it is clear that DEelec is strictly pairwise additive. The total electrostatic
energy is given by summing the contributions from all pairs, with care being taken
to avoid double counting of interactions. Furthermore, the energy shift (1.6) may be
attractive or repulsive. When the coupling is between neutral particles, Eq. (1.6) is
also known as the Keesom interaction [10], whose leading term is the static cou-
pling between ground state permanent electric dipole moments of each species,
displaying the characteristic inverse cubic dependence on separation distance,

DEll
elec ¼

l00i ðAÞl00j ðBÞ
4pe0R3 ðdij � 3bRibRjÞ: ð1:7Þ

Higher-order contributions follow straightforwardly.

1.5 Induction Energy

Substituting the coupling operator VAB into the expression for the second-order
perturbative correction to the energy shift,

DEð2Þ ¼ �
X
r;s
r 6¼0
s6¼0

0B; 0A
�

 

VAB 0A; 0B

�

 

2
ðEA

r � EA
0 Þþ ðEB

s � EB
0 Þ
; ð1:8Þ

gives rise to the second and third terms contributing to the interaction energy at
long-range, namely the induction and dispersion energy shifts. In formula (1.8), the
sum is taken over a complete set of excited electronic states of A and B, jrA� and
jsBi, respectively, with energies EA

r and EB
s . The denominators in Eq. (1.8) corre-

spond to differences in energy between excited and ground levels in each species. It
is seen that the term in which jrA� and jsBi are simultaneously identical to the
ground electronic state is excluded from the sum over intermediate electronic states.

Considering the case in which A is electronically excited, but B remains in the
lowest level, produces

DEindðAÞ ¼ �
X
r 6¼0

0B; 0A
� jVAB j rA; 0B

�
0B; rA
� jVAB j 0A; 0B

�
EA
r � EA

0

¼ � 1
2

1
4pe0

� �2

eBri
1
R
� l00j ðBÞrirj

1
R
þ � � �

� �
aii0 ðA; 0Þ eBri0

1
R
� l00j0 ðBÞri0rj0

1
R
þ � � �

� �
;

ð1:9Þ
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which is identified as the induction energy of species A. It has a simple physical
origin, arising from the static electric field due to the charge and ground state
permanent moments associated with the charge distribution of B, which polarises
the charge cloud around A, inducing electronic moments in the latter particle. The
inducing and induced moments interact, producing the induction energy, which is
always attractive. Noticing that the second equality in Eq. (1.9) may be rewritten to
leading order as

DEindðAÞ ¼ � 1
2
aii0 ðA; 0ÞEiðB; 0ÞEi0 ðB; 0Þþ � � � ; ð1:10Þ

readily makes apparent the interpretation of the induction energy as arising from the
response of A, through its static electric dipole polarisability tensor,

aijðA; 0Þ ¼
X
r 6¼0

l0ri ðAÞlr0j ðAÞþ l0rj ðAÞlr0i ðAÞ
EA
r � EA

0
; ð1:11Þ

to the static electric field of species B,

EiðB; 0Þ ¼ 1
4pe0

eBri
1
R
� l00j ðBÞrirj

1
R
þQ00

jk ðBÞrirjrk
1
R
� � � �

� �
: ð1:12Þ

Appearing in the polarisability of A is the transition electric dipole moment
matrix element between states j0A� and jrA�; ~l0rðAÞ ¼ 0A

� j~lðAÞ j rA�.
Higher-order multipole contributions, such as the electric quadrupole dependent
term, Q00

jk ðBÞ, and cubic, quartic, …, dependencies on the static electric field ensue
from Eq. (1.10) on further expansion of the charge density. Taking species A to
only be in its ground state, but permitting B to be electronically excited, so that
s 6¼ 0 in Eq. (1.8), gives rise to the induction energy of B. Expressions similar to
Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) follow on taking advantage of the symmetry inherent in this
phenomenon, and which may be realised on effecting appropriate change of labels
identifying the respective molecular state and species involved. Unlike DEelec, the
induction energy is non-additive because the electric field originating from particle
A say, is not due solely to this entity, but also contains contributions from the
presence of species B, as well as from other bodies C, D, …, that comprise the
sample. Often, the force between neutral species resulting from the induction
energy is called the Debye force [11].

1.6 Dispersion Energy

Returning to expression (1.8), we now consider the case in which both A and B may
be simultaneously excited as a result of transitions to virtual electronic levels. Thus
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DEdisp ¼ �
X
r 6¼0
s6¼0

0A; 0B
� jVAB j sB; rA

�
rA; sB
� jVAB j 0B; 0A

�
ðEA

r � EA
0 Þþ ðEB

s � EB
0 Þ

; ð1:13Þ

and which is identified as the dispersion energy shift. For electrically neutral sys-
tems that are non-polar, the latter implying an absence of permanent moments,
Eq. (1.13) is the only term contributing to the interaction energy at long-range.
Inserting the perturbation operator (1.3) into (1.13), the leading contribution to the
dispersion potential between species that are electrically uncharged overall, is

DEll
disp ¼ � 1

24p2e20R6

X
r 6¼0
s6¼0

j~l0rðAÞj2j~l0sðBÞj2
EA
r0 þEB

s0
; ð1:14Þ

for freely tumbling A and B, with energy denominator differences written as En
t �

En
0 ¼ En

t0: Result (1.14) is immediately recognisable as the London dispersion
energy [12], with characteristic inverse sixth power separation distance dependence,
a consequence of the static dipolar coupling operator being evaluated at
second-order of perturbation theory.

The dispersion force is interpreted as arising from the coupling of transition
multipole moments induced at one centre by the fluctuations in electronic charge
density occurring in a second atom or molecule due to the continuous motion of
electrons in that species, and vice versa. Hence Eq. (1.14), and its higher-order
corrections, is often called the induced dipole (multipole)—induced dipole (mul-
tipole) interaction. It is purely quantum mechanical in origin and manifestation,
having no classical analogue. The dispersion force is therefore an ever-present
feature between interacting particles of all types, charged or neutral, polar or
non-polar. The collection of charged particles associated with a particular atom or
molecule may be considered as a source of electromagnetic radiation, whose
oscillating fields polarise a second body, inducing a transient moment in it.
A similar moment is induced in the first particle due to the radiation field of the
second. The coupling of the temporary electric dipoles or higher multipoles pro-
duces the dispersion force as before, but which may now be viewed in terms of
oscillating charges giving rise to propagating electromagnetic radiation [13].
Because the coupling between particles in the calculation by London is static rather
than dynamic, the force is transmitted instantaneously, clearly an unphysical phe-
nomenon and an artefact of only describing the material entities quantum
mechanically. While causal Maxwell fields may be employed in a semi-classical
treatment, the effects of retardation are rigorously accounted for through photon
propagation by adopting a fully quantized theory of radiation-molecule interaction,
as exemplified by molecular QED theory [14–16]. Application of the latter for-
malism to the study of van der Waals dispersion forces forms the subject of this
brief volume.
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1.7 Photons: Real and Virtual Light Quanta

A condensed outline of the construction of the theory of molecular QED will be
given in Chap. 2. Its characteristic feature is that both matter and electromagnetic
radiation are subject to quantum mechanical principles. Photons—elementary
excitations of the radiation field, emerge automatically on quantisation [17].
Coupling of atomic and molecular charge and current distributions to the Maxwell
fields may be conveniently expressed in terms of electric, magnetic and diamagnetic
distributions. These may be expanded to give the familiar electric and magnetic
multipole moments [18]. This proves advantageous on application of the molecular
QED formalism to systems of general interest in chemical physics, as well as to the
specific consideration of explicit contributions to the van der Waals dispersion
energy shift to be detailed in the subsequent chapters of this book. Hence molecular
QED theory not only enables inter-particle interactions to be correctly understood
and evaluated, but also allows linear and nonlinear spectroscopic processes
involving the single- and multi-photon absorption, emission and scattering of light
to be treated accurately and consistently [19, 20].

Underlying this wide-ranging applicability of the formalism, are two types of
light quanta permitted by the theory: real photons, which are ultimately detected,
and their virtual counterparts, which by definition are not observed [21]. Curiously,
this second type of photon may be emitted and absorbed by the same centre,
thereby giving rise to a virtual cloud [22], and radiative corrections to the
self-energy of a particle such as the electron, for instance [23, 24]. Virtual photons
may also be exchanged between multiple sites [25]. This is the origin of coupling
between material particles through the electromagnetic force.

Even though the theory of molecular QED may be derived from first principles
by starting from the classical Lagrangian function for the total system comprised of
a collection of charged particles, the electromagnetic field, and their mutual inter-
action, and carrying out the canonical quantization scheme to arrive at a QED
Hamiltonian operator [14–16], it also follows on approximating the speed of
electrons in atoms and molecules to be significantly less than that of light within the
fully covariant formulation of QED developed by Feynman, Schwinger, Tomonaga
and Dyson [26]. In this sense, molecular QED is synonymous with non-relativistic
QED [27], and applies to bound electrons possessing energies E � mec2, where me

is the mass of the electron, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. In both versions,
the electromagnetic field is Lorentz invariant.

Over the years molecular QED theory has been developed and applied suc-
cessfully to problems occurring in atomic, molecular and optical physics, and
theoretical chemistry [14–16, 19, 20]. These include a vast array of spectroscopic
techniques involving one- and two-photon absorption of linearly and circularly
polarised light, to forward and non-forward elastic and inelastic light scattering
(Rayleigh and Raman) processes, to more sophisticated laser-matter phenomena
such as sum- and difference-frequency and harmonic generation, and other effects
arising from multi-wave mixing. Apart from being able to treat electron-photon
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interactions taking place at a single site, QED theory also permits coupling between
two or more particles to be mediated by the exchange of one or more virtual
photons and to be calculated using the same theoretical formalism that describes the
emission and absorption of real photons. It is in this aspect of the theory that the
power and versatility of QED resides. Numerous examples of fundamental
inter-particle processes adeptly tackled via the techniques of a fully quantised
prescription exist [15, 16]. They include resonant transfer of excitation energy, and
the electrostatic energy Eq. (1.6), both of which are understood in terms of single
virtual photon exchange; and the retarded dispersion potential, which arises from
the exchange of two virtual photons.

Calculation of the Casimir -Polder energy shift [28], and the dispersion inter-
action among three-bodies [29, 30], as well as higher-order multipole moment
corrections, will be carried out using diagrammatic perturbation theory [31] in the
chapters to follow. This visual depiction of electron-photon coupling events in
space-time was originally devised by Feynman [32, 33]. It is a powerful aid in
computing matrix elements since each diagram corresponds to a unique contribu-
tory term in the perturbation sum and series, in addition to providing a pictorial
representation of the specific process under investigation.

1.8 Dispersion Forces Between Macroscopic Objects

Since all quantum field theory computations of the dispersion force necessarily
involve taking the expectation value of the initial and final state of the radiation
field in which there are no photons present, this interaction is often interpreted as a
manifestation of fluctuations of the vacuum electromagnetic field and its associated
zero-point energy [34]. In fact this idea was central to Casimir’s pioneering cal-
culation in 1948 of the attraction of two parallel conducting plates separated by a
distance R [35]. He found that the force of this isolated system varied as the inverse
fourth power of R. The presence of the plates served to impose boundary conditions
on the vacuum electromagnetic field, resulting in the number of allowed modes
between the walls being restricted relative to those outside, causing net attraction of
the two surfaces. This work inspired much study, being classified under the
headings of “Casimir effect” or “Casimir physics” [36–40].

Fairly soon after the appearance of Casimir’s, and Casimir and Polder’s work,
and its extension to cover the force between two dielectrics as in the general theory
formulated by Lifshitz [41], attempts were made at rederiving the various force laws
using differing physical viewpoints and computational schemes within the multi-
polar formalism of QED. One fruitful method, in which there was no reference
made to the vacuum field and zero-point energy, was the source theory approach
developed by Schwinger and co-workers in 1978 [42], and which was later applied
by Milonni to dispersion forces between atoms and molecules [43, 44]. In this
viewpoint, the presence of a second neutral polarisable species causes a change in
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the modes of the radiation field. These are composed of vacuum modes plus the
dipole field created by the source itself. This in turn alters the radiation reaction
field—the interaction of the particle with the field it generates, of the first particle
from its free-space functional form. In the case of atoms and molecules, that part of
the ground state shift in energy levels, which depends on the pair separation dis-
tance, is equal to the van der Waals dispersion energy. Both perspectives, namely
that the Casimir force, and its formulation in terms of Lifshitz theory, may be
attributed to the effect of the vacuum only, or due to the sources only, are legitimate
and equally valid viewpoints within the confines of QED theory, and are in fact
necessary for its internal consistency, ultimately resting on the property that the
equal time particle and field operators commute [34]. Hence, in general in a normal
ordering of field operators, in which the boson annihilation operator occurs on the
right and the creation operator appears on the left in any expression involving
products of operators, there is no explicit contribution from the vacuum field, with
only the source field contributing. Conversely, if the field operators are ordered
symmetrically, only the vacuum field contributes explicitly to the energy shift or
force, with the source field playing no role. Interestingly, in a non-normal ordering
of field operators, explicit contributions from both vacuum and source fields appear.

It may therefore be concluded that in QED it is the fluctuation of both charges
and the electromagnetic field that gives rise to Casimir, Casimir-Polder, and van der
Waals dispersion forces of attraction. One consistent way in which these phe-
nomena have been treated when they take place in a magnetodielectric medium is
by the methods of macroscopic QED [45], recovering where appropriate, pertinent
results usually obtained via normal mode QED. The key feature in the construction
of macroscopic QED is that a linear, isotropic medium, together with the electro-
magnetic field, is quantized, resulting in a body-assisted radiation field. The med-
ium is taken to be dispersing and absorbing. It is characterised by the complex,
scalar, causal, response functions eð~r;xÞ, and lð~r;xÞ, the electric permittivity and
magnetic permeability, respectively, that each depend upon the field point position
vector, ~r, and the circular frequency, x. Additional properties of the medium
include the random noise polarisation and magnetisation fields, ~PNð~r; tÞ and
~MNð~r; tÞ, respectively, whose ground state fluctuations are related to the imaginary
parts of the permittivity and permeability via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Constitutive relations allow the auxiliary fields to be defined, with the electric
displacement field, ~Dð~r; tÞ, related to ~PNð~r; tÞ and the fundamental electric field
~Eð~r; tÞ, while the magnetic field, ~Hð~r; tÞ, is expressed in terms of the magnetic
induction field, ~Bð~r; tÞ, and ~MNð~r; tÞ [45]. The fundamental and auxiliary fields
obey the macroscopic Maxwell equations. Solutions for ~Eð~r; tÞ and ~Bð~r; tÞ are
written in terms of the classical Green’s tensor for an absorbing magnetodielectric
medium. Second-quantised body-assisted boson annihilation and creation operators
are introduced to describe photon absorption and emission events. These operators
are subject to equal time commutation relations, which are analogous to those
occurring in the quantisation of the free electromagnetic field. Next the
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body-assisted field operators are used to construct the Hamiltonian operator for the
radiation field and the magnetodielectric medium. Coupling to material particles
and objects enables the total system Hamiltonian function to be obtained in either
the minimal- or multipolar-coupling schemes.

1.9 Different Physical Ways of Understanding
the Dispersion Interaction Between Atoms
and Molecules

Early methods focussing on the re-calculation of the Casimir-Polder dispersion
potential between two atoms involved the use of relativistic quantum field theory
and the S-matrix technique, from which the non-relativistic form with respect to the
particle velocities and energies was then extracted [46–50]. Closely related to these
approaches were the scattering theory calculations of Feinberg and Sucher [51].
They evaluated the amplitude for scattering of two-photons from each centre, and
employed real form factor structure functions that were directly related to atomic
dipole polarisability tensors. Their method also allowed for higher multipole
moment contributions to be calculated [52], although care is needed when
expanding the photon momentum vectors featuring in the electric and magnetic
form factors and their proper identification with higher multipole moments [53, 54].
Nonetheless, their efforts resulted in the magnetic dipole analogue to the
Casimir-Polder potential, as well as the energy shift between an electric dipole
polarisable atom and a paramagnetically susceptible one to be calculated, with the
sum of retarded dipolar dispersion interaction contributions often being referred to
as Feinberg-Sucher potentials [51] . Specific higher multipolar terms to the total
pair dispersion energy are presented in Chap. 4, while contributions beyond the
electric dipole approximation to the three-body dispersion potential may be found
in Chap. 6.

The methods described in relation to the evaluation of the Casimir effect, along
with Casimir and Polder’s original calculation of the dispersion force between two
atoms, still necessitates the use of sophisticated mathematical techniques in tech-
nically demanding computations. Alternate approaches were sought in which the
retardation corrected form of the London dispersion formula in particular, could be
arrived at more simply. This challenge helped spur the direct use of non-relativistic
QED theory, culminating in a wide variety of calculational schemes now being
available within the framework of the multipolar formalism of molecular QED
theory.

One of the most versatile methods is response theory [55–58]. In this approach,
the charged particles that form atoms and molecules are viewed as a source of
electromagnetic radiation. The quantum electrodynamical Maxwell field operators in
the vicinity of the source are evaluated, and expanded in a series of powers of the
multipole moments. Calculation of the radiation field operators is most conveniently
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carried out in the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics [8], which has the
additional advantage that the ensuing formula for the quantum mechanical expres-
sion for the interaction energy operator is formally analogous to its classical
counterpart. A second, electrically polarisable or magnetically susceptible atom or
molecule is then taken as a test species, responding to the electric and magnetic fields
of the first particle. The symmetry underlying the problem enables the roles of source
and test bodies to be freely interchanged. Taking the expectation value of the
operator expression for the interaction energy over the ground electronic state of
each species, and the electromagnetic field in the vacuum state, yields the
Casimir-Polder dispersion potential when both source and test particles are restricted
to the electric dipole approximation.

Reminiscent of the way in which the Casimir force between two parallel con-
ducting plates in vacuum was computed, the Casimir-Polder dispersion potential
between two atoms was rederived by calculating the difference in zero-point energy
between the electromagnetic vacuum, and a vacuum containing two ground state
atoms. The presence of matter changes the mode structure of the vacuum relative to
its absence. While the mode sums in each of the two situations are infinite, their
difference produces a finite, measureable inter-atomic energy shift [59].

Another physically insightful method relies on the well-known phenomenon of
an electric dipole being induced, to leading order, in an electrically polarisable
species when subject to an applied electric field. The dipoles induced at each centre
are coupled through an interaction tensor, whose static form was given by Eq. (1.7).
Its retarded version is well known, featuring in the matrix element for resonant
transfer of excitation energy [15, 16],

Vijðk;~RÞ ¼ 1
4pe0R3 ½ðdij � 3bRibRjÞð1� ikRÞ � ðdij � bRibRjÞk2R2�eikR; ð1:15Þ

where k is the magnitude of the wave vector of the exchanged photon. As expected,
the dispersion energy shift results on taking the expectation value over the ground
state of the total system of the product of dipoles induced at each site with the
dipole-dipole coupling tensor (1.15) [13]. This particular approach is similar to that
originally adopted by London in his solution to the problem, in which the disper-
sion force was interpreted as arising from the coupling of fluctuating electric dipole
moments at the position of each particle [12, 60].

A final, fundamental way of interpreting and calculating the dispersion energy
shift that is important to mention involves the dressed atom approach. In this
particular context the term “dressed” refers to the cloud of virtual photons sur-
rounding a bare atom that is induced by the quantum mechanical fluctuations of the
vacuum electromagnetic field [61]. This results in the continuous emission and
re-absorption of photons by the same centre, producing the self-energy interaction.
This process is ultimately responsible, through renormalisation, of the observed
charge and mass of the electron [26]. The interaction of one atom, possessing its
own virtual photon field, with a second dressed atom, imbued with its own virtual
cloud, between which photons are exchanged, leads to coupling between particles
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and the Casimir-Polder dispersion potential [28]. Interestingly, this picture bears
fairly close resemblance to the response method described earlier, where in the
present case a test polarisable species is coupled to the electromagnetic energy
density due to the virtual photon cloud of the dressed source.

Common to all of the various approaches briefly described above to arrive at the
retarded dispersion force between a pair of atoms or molecules is the concept of the
photon [62], the particle that results on quantisation of the electromagnetic field,
and which is an inherent feature of QED theory. Mediation of the interaction takes
place through the exchange of virtual photons. When electromagnetic influences are
described in terms of photons propagating with finite velocity appropriate to the
medium in question, the ensuing delay between the action of the Maxwell field of
the first particle, polarising and inducing moments in the second species, whose
electromagnetic field couples to the first object, is 2R/c, meaning that the induced
moments are no longer oscillating in phase, thereby causing a weakening of the
London dispersion potential, whose functional form is replaced by the R�7

dependent Casimir-Polder energy shift. Computation of the latter is given in
Chap. 3. It will be seen that both the London and Casimir-Polder interaction
energies may be written in terms of molecular polarisability functions [25]. This last
quantity is in general complex, with the real part being related to the variation of the
refractive index with frequency, while the imaginary part describes light absorption,
making clear the association of the adjective dispersion with the manifestation of
the force between neutral polarisable bodies. When the interacting species are in
their ground electronic states, the dispersion potential is always attractive. If one or
both species is electronically excited, however, the energy shift may be of either
sign, and therefore has the possibility of being repulsive.

While the dominant contribution to DEdisp is obtained by summing over con-
tributions arising from interactions between pairs of particles, the dispersion force,
like the induction energy, is non-additive, with many-body correction terms coming
from three-, four-, … body contributions. In the case of dispersion energy between
three particles, the sign of the potential depends on the geometry adopted by the
objects in question. Perturbation theory calculation of the triple dipole dispersion
energy shift is presented in Chap. 5, with contributions from higher multipole
moments between pairs of molecules and three-bodies extracted in Chaps. 4 and 6,
respectively. In the three-particle case, the potentials are obtained for scalene and
equilateral triangles, and for a collinear configuration. As for two-body potentials,
near- and far-zone asymptotically limiting forms are found for three coupled
species.

A few remarks regarding the naming and classification of the various types of
forces and couplings contributing to the total interaction energy of a collection of
particles are in order. In short, there is no general consensus on terminology.
Researchers within the same field and different sub-area, as well as across diverse
disciplines have adopted a variety of definitions to categorise the physical effects in
play. In this work we employ the following descriptors and naming conventions.
Long-range inter-particle forces between neutral species in the ground state are
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termed as being of the van der Waals type, and may be followed by electrostatic,
induction or dispersion as appropriate since van der Waals forces include all three
of these types of interaction, but rules out the resonant interaction, even though
dispersion forces occur between species in electronically excited states. Because the
retarded dispersion potential between two ground state atoms first appeared in the
paper published by Casimir and Polder [28], these two names are also associated
with, and will refer to, the dispersion energy shift between two neutral particles.
Note that in this same article, these two authors also obtained the dispersion
potential between an atom and a semi-infinite half-space, which may be thought of
as an atom-body interaction, the body being considered as a macroscopic object. In
the literature, this interaction is also referred to as a Casimir-Polder dispersion
energy shift or force. We will only be concerned with the dispersion potential
between two and three microscopic particles—atoms or molecules in this work. In a
similar vein, the term Casimir forces commonly describes the dispersion interaction
between two semi-infinite half-spaces or bodies. A variety of shapes have been
studied within the context of the last two categories defined, including surface, slab,
cylinder, sphere, and wedge, along with cavities of differing geometry, with the
materials themselves possessing a wealth of individual linear response character-
istics such as metallic, dielectric or magnetodielectric [38, 45, 47]. Frequently,
especially in the older literature, the prefixes van der Waals and Casimir-Polder
were used to distinguish between non-retarded and retarded dispersion forces,
respectively, with the compounded form London-van der Waals dispersion force,
for example, having widespread usage to describe the situation in which coupling
between centres is electrostatic. Other naming conventions will be mentioned as
and when they are encountered.
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Chapter 2
Non-relativistic QED

Abstract A brief presentation is given of the construction of the theory of
molecular QED. This is done by first writing a classical Lagrangian function for a
collection of non-relativistic charged particles coupled to an electromagnetic field.
After selecting the Coulomb gauge, Hamilton’s principle is invoked and the
Lagrangian is substituted into the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion and shown to
lead to the correct dynamical equations. These are Newton’s second law of motion
with added Lorentz force law electric and magnetic field dependent terms, and the
wave equation for the vector potential in the presence of sources. Canonically
conjugate particle and field momenta are then evaluated, from which the
Hamiltonian is derived. Elevation of classical variables to quantum operators finally
yields the molecular QED Hamiltonian, which is expressed in minimal-coupling
and multipolar forms. In the QED formulation, the electromagnetic field is
described as a set of independent simple harmonic oscillators. Elementary excita-
tions of the field, the photons, emerge automatically on quantisation.

Keywords Lagrangian � Polarisation � Magnetisation � Minimal-coupling
Hamiltonian � Canonical transformation � Multipolar Hamiltonian � Perturbation
theory

2.1 Classical Mechanics and Electrodynamics

As implied by its name, quantum electrodynamics (QED) [1] concerns the quantum
mechanical description of charged particles in motion. Newton’s Laws of Motion
adequately treat the vast majority of kinematical situations encountered by
macroscopic objects [2]. If these bodies move with velocities that are appreciable
relative to that of light, however, then a Lorentz transformation may be applied,
resulting in a relativistic treatment of the dynamics, as formulated by Einstein in his
Special and General Theories of Relativity. A particularly elegant and advantageous
form of classical mechanics, from the viewpoint of development of a quantum
mechanical theory [3], is through the utilisation of the Lagrangian function, L,

© The Author(s) 2016
A. Salam, Non-Relativistic QED Theory of the van der Waals
Dispersion Interaction, SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Magnetic Properties
of Atoms, Molecules, and Clusters, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-45606-5_2
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which is defined for a conservative system as the difference between kinetic and
potential energies, T � V , along with the invocation of Hamilton’s principle. This
states that the path taken by an object as it moves in configuration space from
space-time point ðq1; t1Þ to ðq2; t2Þ; where q is the generalised coordinate and t is the
time, is the one for which the action, S, is a variational minimum. S is defined as the
time integral of L, so that the extremum condition is

dS ¼ d
Zt2
t1

Lðq; _q; tÞdt ¼ 0; ð2:1Þ

where d denotes the variation, and the velocity, _q ¼ dq=dt. Standard calculus of
variations [4] leads to the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion

d
dt

@L
@ _qa

� �
� @L
@qa

¼ 0; a ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N; ð2:2Þ

for a system with N degrees of freedom. Selection of a suitable coordinate system
for a specific dynamical problem often prevents the wider exploitation of Eq. (2.2)
in classical mechanics when compared to applications of Newton’s Second Law of
Motion.

Since charged particles, protons and electrons are constituents of all matter—
from the atoms of elements to the chemical compounds they form, any theory of the
dynamics of such sources must also include a correct description of the electro-
magnetic fields that necessarily ensue, or which may be applied. These are
expressed beautifully by Maxwell’s equations, which encapsulate the properties and
behaviour of all electromagnetic phenomena [5]. Hence classical mechanics and
classical electrodynamics form two key ingredients in any theory of
radiation-matter interaction. Unfortunately, these classical laws do not apply to
microscopic entities. Elementary particles are instead governed according to
quantum mechanical principles. This is the third, and obviously the most crucial
element in the construction of QED theory. Slow or fast moving sub-atomic spe-
cies, with energies that are significantly less than or comparable to mc2, where m is
the mass and c is the speed of light, may then be appropriately tackled by using
non-relativistic or relativistic formulations of quantum mechanics, respectively.

To facilitate the application of quantum mechanical rules to the coupled charged
particle-electromagnetic field system, Maxwell’s equations are written in their
microscopic form:

e0div~e ¼ q ð2:3Þ

div~b ¼ 0 ð2:4Þ
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curl~e ¼ � @~b
@t

ð2:5Þ

curl~b ¼ 1
c2

@~e
@t

þ 1
e0c2

~j; ð2:6Þ

with e0 the permittivity of the vacuum, which along with the permeability of the
vacuum, l0, are related to the speed of light via c2 ¼ ðe0l0Þ�1:

Maxwell’s equations may be converted to their more familiar macroscopic
counterparts after performing a spatial average over the fundamental microscopic
electric field~eð~r; tÞ, and the magnetic induction field ~bð~r; tÞ, which are both func-
tions of position~r, and time, t. These fields are related to the sources via the charge
and current densities, qð~rÞ and~jð~rÞ, respectively. In a microscopic description these
densities are defined as follows for a collection of point particles that give rise to
continuous distributions of electric charge and current:

qð~rÞ ¼
X
a

eadð~r �~qaÞ ð2:7Þ

and

~jð~rÞ ¼
X
a

ea _~qadð~r �~qaÞ: ð2:8Þ

In the last two relations, ea is the charge of particle a positioned at~qa, and dð~rÞ is
the Dirac delta function [3].

Auxiliary fields are absent from the microscopic Maxwell equations since all
charges present in the system contribute to qð~rÞ and~jð~rÞ: From the perspective of
facilitating the quantisation of the electromagnetic field, it is beneficial to recast
Maxwell’s equations in terms of potentials rather than fields. This is done through
the introduction of the scalar potential, /ð~r; tÞ, and the vector potential,~að~r; tÞ, on
making use of the fact that a potential function is obtainable by integrating a field of
force. Whence~b ¼ curl~a, and �r/ ¼~eþ @~a

@t . Substituting these last two relations
into the inhomogeneous Maxwell Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6) enable the potentials to be
related to the sources. The potentials are themselves subject to transformation by
the simultaneous addition of a gauge function, giving rise to a set of potentials /
and~a which leave the fields~e and~b unchanged, and therefore Maxwell’s equations
invariant. A specific choice of gauge function is then said to fix the gauge.

A common choice, and one that will be adopted throughout this work is the
Coulomb gauge, in which div~a ¼ 0. The potentials satisfy individual source
dependent Maxwell’s equations. / obeys
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e0r2/ ¼ �q; ð2:9Þ

which is immediately recognisable as Poisson’s equation. Its solution represents the
instantaneous Coulomb potential due to the charge density. Meanwhile ~a satisfies
the wave equation

r2 � 1
c2

@2

@t2

� �
~a ¼ � 1

e0c2
~j?; ð2:10Þ

where the transverse component of the current density~j?ð~rÞ appears in Eq. (2.10), and
is a direct consequence of the transverse gauge condition and Helmholtz’s theorem
[4]. It may be extracted with the help of the transverse delta function dyadic

d?ij ð~rÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞ3
Z

ðdij � k̂ik̂jÞei~k�~rd3~k ¼ ð�r2dij þrirjÞ 1
4pr

; ð2:11Þ

with the longitudinal component given for completeness by

djjijð~rÞ ¼
1

ð2pÞ3
Z

k̂ik̂je
i~k�~rd3~k ¼ �rirj

1
4pr

; ð2:12Þ

the sum of the two yielding [6]

d?ij ð~rÞþ djjijð~rÞ ¼ dijdð~rÞ: ð2:13Þ

In the last three formulae the Latin subscripts denote Cartesian tensor compo-
nents. When indices repeat, a sum over each component is implied. Clearly evident
from Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) is the separation of the static and dynamic parts of the
sources of the field in the Coulomb gauge, with ~e? ¼ �@~a?=@t, and ~ejj ¼ �r/.
Incidentally, the vector potential is transverse in all gauges.

An interesting case occurs when both q and~j vanish, corresponding to a free
radiation field since there are no sources present. Solutions of Maxwell’s equations
then represent propagation of electromagnetic waves in vacuum. They are obtained
by solving the wave equation

r2 � 1
c2

@2

@t2

� �
~e ¼ 0; ð2:14Þ

here written for the electric field, with a similar equation holding for~a and~b. Plane
wave solutions of the form

~eð~r; tÞ ¼ e~eðkÞð~kÞei~k�~r�ixt; ð2:15Þ

follow straightforwardly, in which e is the amplitude of the electric field, and eðkÞð~kÞ
is its complex unit electric polarisation vector for radiation propagating with wave
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vector ~k and index of polarisation k, with circular frequency x. Together ~k and k
describe the mode of the radiation field. Identical harmonic functional form solu-
tions apply to the magnetic induction field and vector potential, the latter obtained
from solution of Eq. (2.10) after setting the right-hand side equal to zero. The
magnitude of ~k is k ¼ j~kj ¼ x=c. The unit electric and magnetic polarisation vec-
tors, and direction of propagation, describe a right-handed triad, indicative of
transverse wave propagation. Free electromagnetic radiation is in general ellipti-
cally polarised, but linear combinations of waves with appropriate choice of field
strength and phase components readily produce linearly (plane) or circularly
polarised light. To enumerate the allowed values of ~k to a countable infinity,
radiation is confined to a cubic box of volume V, with the vector potential satisfying
the periodic boundary condition that it have identical value on opposite sides of the
box. The components of ~k are then restricted to ki ¼ 2pni=l, with ni; i ¼ x; y; z
taking on integer values, and l is the length of one side of the box.

In this section the laws underlying the classical mechanical behaviour and
electromagnetic characteristics associated with charged particles have been sum-
marized. The more interesting problem of interaction of microscopic forms of
matter with the radiation field is examined next.

2.2 Lagrangian for a Charged Particle Coupled
to Electromagnetic Radiation

Consider a particle a, with charge ea, mass ma and generalized coordinate ~qa, and
velocity _~qa, interacting with electromagnetic radiation described by scalar and vector
potentials /ð~rÞ and ~að~rÞ. To facilitate construction of the QED Hamiltonian by
means of the canonical quantization procedure, well known from particles only
quantum mechanics [3], we begin by writing down the classical Lagrangian function
for the particle, the electromagnetic field, and the interaction between the two as

L ¼ Lpart þ Lrad þ Lint: ð2:16Þ

Each of the three terms is given explicitly by:

Lpart ¼ 1
2

X
a

ma
_~q2a � Vð~qÞ; ð2:17Þ

where Vð~qÞ is the potential energy;

Lrad ¼ 1
2
e0

Z
f _~a2ð~rÞ � c2ðcurl~að~rÞÞ2gd3~r; ð2:18Þ
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and

Lint ¼
Z
~j?ð~rÞ �~að~rÞd3~r: ð2:19Þ

The choice of Lagrangian is justified if it leads to the correct equations of motion
for the system under consideration. Since L in Eq. (2.16) is additive, it is instructive
to consider each of the sub-systems individually before dealing with the total
Lagrangian in the following section.

Assume for the moment that there is no radiation field. The last two terms of
Eq. (2.16) consequently vanish. Substituting Lpart from Eq. (2.17) into the
Euler-Lagrange Eq. (2.2) produces for the equation of motion,

ma
d2~qa
dt2

¼ � @V
@~qa

; ð2:20Þ

which is immediately recognisable as Newton’s Second Law of Motion, as is to be
expected for non-relativistic kinematics. Proceeding with the canonical prescription
in order to transition from classical to quantum mechanics, the next step involves
the evaluation of the momentum canonically conjugate to the coordinate variable,

~pa ¼ @L

@ _~qa
; ð2:21Þ

which for Lpart above yields ~pa ¼ ma
_~qa, for which kinetic and canonical momenta

are equal.
Hamilton’s principal function is then constructed via

H ¼
X
a

~pa _~qa � L ð2:22Þ

after eliminating the velocity in favour of the momentum. Hamilton’s canonical
equations follow on taking the total derivative of H in Eq. (2.22), giving

_~qa ¼
@H
@~pa

; ð2:23Þ

_~pa ¼ � @H
@~qa

; ð2:24Þ

and

@H
@t

¼ � @L
@t

; ð2:25Þ
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if L is explicitly time-dependent. Continuing with this particles only scenario,
inserting the velocity and Lpart in Eq. (2.22) results in the particle Hamiltonian

Hpart ¼
X
a

1
2ma

~p2a þVð~qÞ; ð2:26Þ

which represents the total classical energy of a conservative system, and is a sum of
kinetic and potential energy contributions.

Let us now assume that there are no sources of charge and current. Only Lrad of
Eq. (2.16) therefore remains, corresponding to the free radiation field. Choosing the
vector potential to be the analogue of the “coordinate” variable, and its time derivative
to be the “velocity” variable, the canonical formalism valid for particles may be
applied to the electromagnetic field. Because the field is continuous, neighbouring
points in space are related via the spatial gradient as well as by the displacement
between them. Accounting for this fact results in the Euler-Lagrange Eq. (2.2) being
modified by an additional term, which for the ith component reads in total as

@

@t
@LD

@ _ai

� �
þ @

@xj

@LD

@ð@ai=@xjÞ �
@LD

@ai
¼ 0: ð2:27Þ

LD is a Lagrangian density. Its integral over all space yields L. With LDrad from

Eq. (2.18) given by 1
2 e0½ _~a2 � c2ðcurl~aÞ2�, application of Eq. (2.27) gives rise to the

source free wave equation

r2 � 1
c2

@2

@t2

� �
ai ¼ 0; ð2:28Þ

validating the choice of radiation field Lagrangian Eq. (2.18).
Analogously to Eq. (2.21), the momentum canonically conjugate to the field

coordinate is defined as

~Pð~rÞ ¼ @LD

@ _~að~rÞ : ð2:29Þ

From LDrad , ~Pð~rÞ is explicitly found in this case to be

~Pð~rÞ ¼ e0 _~að~rÞ ¼ �e0~e
?ð~rÞ: ð2:30Þ

Proceeding with the canonical formulation, the classical Hamiltonian for the free
radiation field is then calculated from

Hrad ¼
Z

ð~Pð~rÞ � _~að~rÞ � LDradÞd3~r; ð2:31Þ
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with the integrand corresponding to the Hamiltonian density. Eliminating _~a in terms
of ~P from Eq. (2.30), Hrad when expressed in terms of canonical variables is
written as

Hrad ¼ 1
2

Z
f½~P2ð~rÞ=e0� þ e0c

2½curl~að~rÞ�2gd3~r: ð2:32Þ

On making use of the definition of the vector potential, and the right-hand most
form of Eq. (2.30), Hrad can be written more transparently as functions of the
electric and magnetic induction fields, as in

Hrad ¼ e0
2

Z
f~e?2ð~rÞþ c2~b2ð~rÞgd3~r: ð2:33Þ

Either of the last two integrands provides an expression for the electromagnetic
energy density.

Interestingly, it was recognised by Born, Heisenberg and Jordan [7] that the
quantum mechanical version of Hrad is equivalent to the Hamiltonian of a
mechanically vibrating system, as demonstrated by Jeans’ theorem in the classical
regime [8]. By defining two real variables

qðkÞ~k
¼ ðe0VÞ1=2ðaðkÞ~k

þ �aðkÞ~k
Þ ð2:34Þ

pðkÞ~k
¼ �ixðe0VÞ1=2ðaðkÞ~k

� �aðkÞ~k
Þ; ð2:35Þ

where aðkÞ~k
are complex Fourier mode components [4] of the vector potential, with

the overbar denoting the complex conjugate, and V is the quantisation volume, Hrad

may be re-expressed as a sum of simple harmonic oscillator Hamiltonians, one for
each mode ð~k; kÞ

Hrad ¼
X
~k;k

1
2
fpðkÞ2~k

þx2qðkÞ2~k
g ¼

X
~k;k

H~k;k: ð2:36Þ

The new variables (2.34) and (2.35) are canonically conjugate, and result in the
correct Hamilton’s equations of motion being obtained on using (2.23) and (2.24).

Having established that Lpart and Lrad contained in the total Lagrangian
Eq. (2.16) each correctly describe the dynamics in the absence of a radiation field,
and when there are no sources present, respectively, in the next section we examine
the coupled matter-electromagnetic field system, and see how the equations of
motion are modified due to interaction. The system is then quantised and a QED
Hamiltonian operator is finally obtained.
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2.3 Minimal-Coupling QED Hamiltonian

We now verify that the total Lagrangian for the interacting system, Eq. (2.16), leads
to the correct equations of motion, appropriately changed to account for the
inclusion of Lint. Application of Eq. (2.2) gives rise to [9]

ma
d2qiðaÞ
dt2

¼ � @V
@qiðaÞ

þ eae
?
i ð~qaÞþ ea

d~qa
dt

�~bð~qaÞ
� �

i
; ð2:37Þ

instead of Eq. (2.20). Newton’s equations of motion are now modified by the
addition of Lorentz force law terms describing the coupling of the charged particle
to the electromagnetic field. Application of Eq. (2.27) to the full Lagrangian (2.16)
changes Eq. (2.28) to Eq. (2.10), the expected wave equation satisfied by the vector
potential in the presence of sources.

The classical Hamiltonian function for the coupled system may be obtained by
following the canonical scheme implemented in the previous section. The particle
momentum is no longer equal to its kinetic momentum, but changes to

~pa ¼ ma
d~qa
dt

þ ea~að~qaÞ: ð2:38Þ

~Pð~rÞ; however, remains identical to Eq. (2.30). H is then calculated from

H ¼
X
a

~pa � _~qa þ
Z

~Pð~rÞ � _~að~rÞd3~r � L; ð2:39Þ

which for a many-particle system is found to be [9, 10]

H ¼
X
a

1
2ma

f~pa � ea~að~qaÞg2 þVð~qÞþ 1
2

Z
f
~P2

e0
þ e0c

2ðcurl~aÞ2gd3~r: ð2:40Þ

Equation (2.40) is known as the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian on account of
the minimum action principle being applied to its construction. Coupling of radi-
ation with matter simply amounts to replacing the particle momentum by
~pa � ea~að~qaÞ.

At this point in the development it is convenient to collect the charged particles a
and form atoms and molecules n. Furthermore, the nuclei are henceforth taken to be
stationary, with the positions and momenta of the electrons only being considered.
As a result, the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.40) may be partitioned as [9, 10]

H ¼
X
n

HpartðnÞþHrad þ
X
n;n0
n\n0

Hintðn; n0Þ; ð2:41Þ
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into a sum of particle, radiation field, and interaction contributions. Decomposing
the electrostatic energy into a sum of single- and two-particle terms,

V ¼ VðnÞþVðn; n0Þ; ð2:42Þ

enables the first term of Eq. (2.41) to be written as

HpartðnÞ ¼
X
a

1
2ma

~p2aðnÞþVðnÞ; ð2:43Þ

and which differs slightly from Eq. (2.26) in that VðnÞ is now interpreted as the
intra-molecular potential energy. Hence Eq. (2.43) corresponds to the familiar
molecular Hamiltonian of non-relativistic quantum mechanics in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation [11]. The second term of Eq. (2.41) is given by
the third term of Eq. (2.40) and is seen to be identical to Hrad calculated for the free
radiation field Eq. (2.32). The remaining terms of Eq. (2.40), along with the second
term of Eq. (2.42) constitute the interaction Hamiltonian,

Hintðn; n0Þ ¼ �
X
a

ea
ma

~paðnÞ �~að~qaðnÞÞþ
X
a

e2a
2ma

~a2ð~qaðnÞÞþVðn; n0Þ; ð2:44Þ

where the third term of Eq. (2.44) is the instantaneous inter-particle Coulomb
potential. Even though Vðn; n0Þ appears explicitly, a fully retarded result is obtained
on using Eq. (2.44) on account of exact cancellation of static terms with those
arising from the vector potential, which contains non-retarded contributions in the
Coulomb gauge. The first two terms of the interaction Hamiltonian are linear and
quadratic in the vector potential evaluated at the position of electron a in atom or
molecule n.

Quantisation of the classical minimal-coupling Hamiltonian (2.41) then follows
by promoting the classical dynamical variables, for both particles and radiation
field, namely the respective coordinates ~qaðnÞ and ~að~rÞ, and momenta ~paðnÞ and
~Pð~rÞ; to quantum mechanical operators subject to the canonical equal time com-
mutation relations

½qiðaÞðnÞ; pjðbÞðn0Þ� ¼ i�hdijdabdnn0 ; ð2:45Þ

and

½aið~rÞ;Pjð~r0Þ� ¼ i�hd?ij ð~r �~r0Þ: ð2:46Þ

Recalling that the equations describing the electromagnetic field are formally
equivalent to that of an oscillating mechanical system, quantisation of the radiation
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field corresponds to quantisation of the simple harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian
Eq. (2.36). A powerful and elegantmethod of obtaining eigenvalue and eigenfunction
solutions to this problem is through the techniques of second quantisation via the
introduction of lowering and raising operators [12]

a ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mx
�h

r
qþ i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

mx�h

r
p

 !
; ð2:47Þ

and

ay ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mx
�h

r
q� i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

mx�h

r
p

 !
; ð2:48Þ

which are real and mutually adjoint, but are not symmetric and therefore
non-Hermitian. Thus the radiation field Hamiltonian Eq. (2.36) can be expressed in

terms of ð~k; kÞ� mode annihilation and creation operators aðkÞð~kÞ and ayðkÞð~kÞ as

Hrad ¼
X
~k;k

fayðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞþ 1
2
g�hx; ð2:49Þ

subject to the commutator

½aðkÞð~kÞ; ayðk0Þð~k0Þ� ¼ dkk0dð~k �~k0Þ; ð2:50Þ

with all other boson operator combinations commuting.

Identification of the operator combination ayðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞ as the number operator
nð~k; kÞ, allows the eigenvalue spectrum of the quantised electromagnetic field to be
written down immediately as ðnþ 1

2Þ�hx; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .. The excitation quanta
therefore correspond to the number of photons in the radiation field, which is
characteristic of the occupation number representation adopted. The state of the

electromagnetic field is specified by the ket jnð~k; kÞ
E
. It is usual to suppress states

with zero photons. The bosonic operators aðkÞð~kÞ and ayðkÞð~kÞ; respectively decrease
or increase the number of photons in the radiation field by unity according to the
operator relations [3, 6]

aðkÞð~kÞjnð~k; kÞ
E
¼ 0; n ¼ 0;

¼ n1=2jðn� 1Þð~k; kÞ
E
; n ¼ 1; 2; . . .

; ð2:51Þ
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and

ayðkÞð~kÞjnð~k; kÞ
E
¼ ðnþ 1Þ1=2jðnþ 1Þð~k; kÞ

E
; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .:; ð2:52Þ

along with the number operator

ayðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞjnð~k; kÞ
E
¼ njnð~k; kÞ

E
; n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .: ð2:53Þ

It is interesting to note that the state of the radiation field in which there are no
photons represents its ground state, corresponding to the electromagnetic vacuum,
for which n = 0 [13]. An ever present 1

2 �hx of zero-point energy is associated per
mode of the field, resulting in an infinite ground state field energy. Nonetheless,
measurable effects ensue from vacuum fluctuations, with the van der Waals dis-
persion force perhaps being one of the most important. Others include spontaneous

emission (since ayðkÞð~kÞ can act on the vacuum state to create a photon), and the
Lamb shift [1].

A Fourier mode expansion [4] of the vector potential as a function of the creation
and destruction operators in the Schrödinger picture takes the form

~að~rÞ ¼
X
~k;k

�h
2e0ckV

� �1=2

½~eðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞei~k�~r þ �~eðkÞð~kÞayðkÞð~kÞe�i~k�~r�; ð2:54Þ

where ~eðkÞð~kÞ is a complex unit electric polarisation vector for a ð~k; kÞ� mode
photon, and V is the box quantisation volume. Similar expressions for~e?ð~rÞ, ~bð~rÞ
and ~Pð~rÞ follow from their definitions in terms of ~að~rÞ given earlier, namely
~e?ð~rÞ ¼ � _~að~rÞ ¼ �e�1

0
~Pð~rÞ; and ~bð~rÞ ¼ curl~að~rÞ. They are

~e?ð~rÞ ¼ i
X
~k;k

�hck
2e0V

� �1=2

½~eðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞei~k�~r � �~eðkÞð~kÞayðkÞð~kÞe�i~k�~r�; ð2:55Þ

~bð~rÞ ¼ i
X
~k;k

�hk
2e0cV

� �1=2

½~bðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞei~k�~r � �~b
ðkÞð~kÞayðkÞð~kÞe�i~k�~r�; ð2:56Þ

where the unit magnetic polarisation vector is ~bðkÞð~kÞ ¼ k̂ �~eðkÞð~kÞ, and

~Pð~rÞ ¼ �i
X
~k;k

�hcke0
2V

� �1=2

½~eðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞei~k�~r � �~eðkÞð~kÞayðkÞð~kÞe�i~k�~r�; ð2:57Þ

the first factor after each sum in the mode expansion ensures that each field is
correctly normalised to reproduce the energy of the electromagnetic field.
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2.4 Multipolar-Coupling QED Hamiltonian

While the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian Eq. (2.41) may be employed to compute
light-matter and inter-particle interactions, the form of coupling Hamiltonian
Eq. (2.44) isn’t the most advantageous to work with from the point of view of
treating chemical systems. Inspection of Hintðn; n0Þ reveals the presence of the
particle momentum operator in the first term, the vector potential operator and its
square in the first and second terms, respectively, and the instantaneous two-particle
coupling Vðn; n0Þ given by the last contribution of Eq. (2.44). A superior alternative
QED Hamiltonian is provided by the multipolar counterpart. Here atoms and
molecules couple directly to the causal Maxwell field operators through their
molecular multipole moment distributions, and all instantaneous couplings have
been eliminated. Use of either Hamiltonian leads to results that are properly
retarded. In the minimal-coupling scheme this occurs through explicit cancellation
of static contributions. The multipolar version may be obtained from the
minimal-coupling form by applying a quantum canonical transformation on Hmin,
Eq. (2.40), using a generating function S that is independent of time. Although the
new Hamiltonian differs in functional form relative to the old one, identical
eigenspectra result with the use of either Hamiltonian since the transformation is
unitary. It is of the form

eiSHmine
�iS ¼ Hmult: ð2:58Þ

Hamiltonians related in this way are said to be equivalent [14]. An intrinsic
feature of quantum canonical transformations is that they leave the commutator
between canonically conjugate dynamical variables invariant, for instance

½q; p� ¼ i�h; ð2:59Þ

and they leave the Heisenberg operator equations of motion unchanged, the latter
being the quantum versions of Hamilton’s canonical equations,

i�h _q ¼ ½q;H�; ð2:60Þ

and

i�h _p ¼ ½p;H�: ð2:61Þ

It is easily verified that transformation (2.58) guarantees that these properties are
satisfied [9]. Hence a quantum canonical transformation in essence amounts to
transforming the original canonically conjugate dynamical variables of the system
and expressing the original Hamiltonian in terms of the newly transformed
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quantities. It is therefore the quantum mechanical analogue of a contact transfor-
mation in classical mechanics [2, 3].

The specific form of the generator S that enables transformation of
minimal-coupling variables to those in the multipolar formalism is [15]

S ¼ 1
�h

Z
~p?ð~rÞ �~að~rÞd3~r: ð2:62Þ

In Eq. (2.62),~p?ð~rÞ is the transverse component of the electric polarisation field
for a molecular assembly,

~pð~rÞ ¼
X
n

~pðn;~rÞ; ð2:63Þ

where a closed form expression for the electronic part of~pðn;~rÞ, written in terms of
a parametric integral, is [16]

~pðn;~rÞ ¼ �e
X
a

ð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞ
Z1
0

dð~r �~Rn � kð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞÞdk; ð2:64Þ

where~Rn is the position vector of the centre of species n. Because the generator is a
function only of the particle and field coordinates,~qaðnÞ and~að~rÞ remain unchanged
by the transformation, with only the canonically conjugate momenta being
transformed.

Employing the Baker-Hausdorff identity for two non-commuting operators
A and B,

eABe�A ¼ Bþ ½A;B� þ 1
2!
½A; ½A;B�� þ 1

3!
½A; ½A; ½A;B��� þ � � � ; ð2:65Þ

it can be shown [9] that the particle momentum transforms as

~pmulta ðnÞ ¼ eiS~pmina ðnÞe�iS ¼~pmina ðnÞþ i½S;~pmina ðnÞ� þ � � �
¼~pmina ðnÞþ e~að~qaðnÞÞ �

Z
~naðn;~rÞ �~bð~rÞd3~r; ð2:66Þ

on inserting the generator (2.62). In Eq. (2.66), the vector field~naðn;~rÞ is defined as

~naðn;~rÞ ¼ �eð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞ
Z1
0

kdð~r �~Rn � kð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞÞdk; ð2:67Þ
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with

~nð~rÞ ¼
X
n;a

~naðn;~rÞ: ð2:68Þ

Carrying out the transformation on the field momentum, we find in similar
fashion

~Pmultð~rÞ ¼ eiS~Pminð~rÞe�iS ¼ ~Pminð~rÞþ i½S; ~Pminð~rÞ�þ � � �
¼ Pminð~rÞþ i

�h
½
Z

~p?ð~r0Þ �~að~r0Þd3~r0; ~Pminð~rÞ� þ � � � : ð2:69Þ

On using the field commutation relation (2.46), it is seen that S commutes with
the minimal-coupling field momentum so that all subsequent higher-order nested
commutators not explicitly written in Eq. (2.69), but present in Eq. (2.65) vanish,
leaving the canonically conjugate field momentum in multipolar framework as

~Pmultð~rÞ ¼ ~Pminð~rÞ �~p?ð~rÞ: ð2:70Þ

Recalling from Eq. (2.30) that ~Pminð~rÞ ¼ �e0~e?ð~rÞ; it is seen that

~Pmultð~rÞ ¼ �~d?ð~rÞ; ð2:71Þ

where ~d?ð~rÞ is the transverse component of the electric displacement field ~dð~rÞ
defined by

~dð~rÞ ¼ e0~eð~rÞþ~pð~rÞ: ð2:72Þ

Hence in the multipolar formalism, the canonically conjugate field momentum is
no longer proportional to the transverse electric field, but is instead equal to the
negative of the displacement field. A mode expansion for this last field quantity is
given by

~d?ð~rÞ ¼ i
X
~k;k

�hcke0
2V

� �1=2

½~eðkÞð~kÞaðkÞð~kÞei~k�~r � �~eðkÞð~kÞayðkÞð~kÞe�i~k�~r�: ð2:73Þ

The multipolar form of Hamiltonian follows on substituting for ~pmulta ðnÞ,
Eq. (2.66) and ~Pmultð~rÞ; Eq. (2.70) into the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian
Eq. (2.40),
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Hmult ¼
X
n

1
2m

X
a

f~paðnÞþ
Z

~naðn;~rÞ �~bð~rÞd3~rg2 þ
X
n

VðnÞ

þ 1
2e0

Z
f½~Pð~rÞþ~p?ð~rÞ�2 þ e20c

2ðcurl~að~rÞÞ2gd3~rþ
X
n;n0
n[ n0

Vðn; n0Þ;
ð2:74Þ

on employing decomposition (2.42). As done for its minimal-coupling counterpart,
Hmult may be partitioned into particle, radiation field, and interaction Hamiltonian
terms. Thus

Hmult ¼ Hmult
part þHmult

rad þHmult
int þ 1

2e0

Z X
n

j~p?ðn;~rÞj2d3~r; ð2:75Þ

with

Hmult
part ¼

X
n

f 1
2m

X
a

~p2aðnÞþVðnÞg; ð2:76Þ

and

Hmult
rad ¼ 1

2e0

Z
f~d?2ð~rÞþ e20c

2~b2ð~rÞgd3~r; ð2:77Þ

when written explicitly in terms of Maxwell fields, and

Hmult
int ¼ �e�1

0

Z
~pð~rÞ �~d?ð~rÞd3~r

�
Z

~mð~rÞ �~bð~rÞd3~rþ 1
2

Z
Oijð~r;~r0Þbið~rÞbjð~r0Þd3~rd3~r0:

ð2:78Þ

~pð~rÞ appearing in the first term of Hmult
int is the electric polarisation field (2.63).

Two new fields feature in the remaining contributions. One is the magnetisation
field,

~mð~rÞ ¼ 1
2m

X
n;a

½~naðn;~rÞ �~paðnÞ �~paðnÞ �~naðn;~rÞ�; ð2:79Þ

and the other is the diamagnetisation field

Oijð~r;~r0Þ ¼
X
n

X
n0

1
m
eiklejmlnkðn;~rÞnmðn0;~r0Þ; ð2:80Þ

where the a-dependence of the ni tensors is implicit. A remarkable aspect of the
multipolar Hamiltonian relative to its minimal-coupling precursor is the
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disappearance of the static inter-particle coupling term Vðn; n0Þ. On separating the
square of the transverse polarisation contribution from (2.74) into a sum of intra-
and inter-molecular parts, it is found that the inter-molecular contribution exactly
cancels Vðn; n0Þ. What remains is a one-centre transverse electric polarisation field
squared contribution, the last term of Eq. (2.75). Because it is independent of the
radiation field, it may be neglected when considering effects that produce a change
in the state of the electromagnetic field. When evaluating corrections to the
self-energy, however, this contribution must be retained. Another feature of
Eq. (2.75) is the explicit presence of the transverse electric displacement field. This
is a direct consequence of the transformed field momentum Eq. (2.70).
Furthermore, atoms and molecules couple directly to the electric displacement and
magnetic induction fields through electric polarisation, magnetisation and dia-
magnetisation distributions. Because the Maxwell fields are strictly causal, inter-
actions between centres of charge and current are properly retarded, with
electromagnetic signals propagating at the correct speed, namely that of light,
c. There are no static coupling terms.

The transformation of the minimal-coupling Hamiltonian to Hmult via Eq. (2.58)
and the generator (2.62) is known as the Power-Zienau-Woolley transformation [9,
10, 14–21]. An alternative method of arriving at Hmult is to first transform the
minimal-coupling Lagrangian, Eq. (2.16). This may be accomplished by the addition
to L of the time derivative of a function of the coordinates and the time only. The effect
of such a modification is to generate an equivalent Lagrangian, in the sense that the
Euler-Lagrange equations of motion (2.2) remain identical in form [2]. Again the
coordinate variable remains invariant, but the new canonically conjugate momentum

is changed to~pþ @f ð~q;tÞ
@~q ; where f is the transformation function.

The general connection between f and the generator S that yields equivalent
Hamiltonians is easily found. Applying the first line of Eq. (2.66), the new
momentum obtained via canonical transformation is ~p� �h @S

@~q, so that f ¼ ��hS.

Hence the multipolar Hamiltonian Eq. (2.75) will result when � d
dt

R
~p?ð~rÞ �~að~rÞd3~r

is added to Lmin, Eq. (2.16) to give Lmult [14, 22, 23]. This addition has the desired
effect of removing coupling via the transverse current. On account of

~jð~rÞ ¼ d~pð~rÞ
dt

þ curl~mð~rÞ; ð2:81Þ

interaction now occurs through the polarisation and magnetisation fields instead.
The newly transformed Lagrangian, Lmult, leads to the correct equations of motion.
In the case of particles, this is the Newton-Lorentz force law Eq. (2.37). For the
radiation field, the resulting equations are known as the atomic field equations.
They are intermediate between the microscopic Maxwell-Lorentz Eqs. (2.3)–(2.6),
and the macroscopic Maxwell equations. The source free Maxwell Eqs. (2.4) and
(2.5) are trivially satisfied by the form of the electromagnetic potentials in the
Coulomb gauge. Meanwhile Eq. (2.3) becomes
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div~dð~rÞ ¼ qtrueð~rÞ; ð2:82Þ

where ~dð~rÞ was defined by Eq. (2.72), showing that the true charges are solely
responsible for the electric displacement field. The second source dependent
Maxwell-Lorentz Eq. (2.6) becomes

curl~hð~rÞ ¼ @~d?ð~rÞ
@t

; ð2:83Þ

on defining the auxiliary magnetic field

~hð~rÞ ¼ e0c
2~bð~rÞ � ~mð~rÞ; ð2:84Þ

after taking the transverse component of relation (2.81), thereby ensuring the
implicit presence of the current density. Hence the sources are represented by
electric polarisation and magnetisation distributions, which are in turn the origins of
the microscopic fields ~dð~rÞ and ~hð~rÞ.

By expanding ~pð~rÞ and ~mð~rÞ about ~Rn in a Taylor series [5], and retaining the
first few terms in the series, electric dipole and quadrupole polarisation
distributions,

~pðn;~rÞ ¼
X
a

eað~qaðnÞ �~RnÞf1� 1
2!
ð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞ � rþ � � �gdð~r �~RnÞ; ð2:85Þ

and the magnetic dipole contribution to the magnetisation field,

~mðn;~rÞ ¼
X
a

ea
ma

fð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞ �~paðnÞgf12!� � � �gdð~r �~RnÞ; ð2:86Þ

ensue, and similarly for the diamagnetisation distribution, Oijð~r;~r0Þ. Integrating
over all space yields for the interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (2.78), the multipole
expanded form

Hmult
int ðnÞ ¼ �e�1

0 ~lðnÞ �~d?ð~RnÞ � e�1
0 QijðnÞrjd?i ð~RnÞþ � � �

�~mðnÞ �~bð~RnÞþ � � �
þ e2

8m

P
a
fð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞ �~bð~RnÞg2 þ � � �

; ð2:87Þ

where the electric dipole moment operator,

~lðnÞ ¼ � e
1!

X
a

ð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞ; ð2:88Þ
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the electric quadrupole moment is

QijðnÞ ¼ � e
2!

X
a

ð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞið~qaðnÞ �~RnÞj; ð2:89Þ

the magnetic dipole moment is

~mðnÞ ¼ 1
2!

X
a

ea
ma

fð~qaðnÞ �~RnÞ �~paðnÞg; ð2:90Þ

and the last term written explicitly in Eq. (2.87) is the leading order diamagnetic
contribution.

If the dimensions of ξ are very small relative to the wavelength of light, it is
sufficient to keep only the first coupling term of Eq. (2.87), in what is known as the

electric dipole approximation. This is further justified on account of ~mðnÞ and ~~QðnÞ
typically being of the order of the fine structure constant smaller than ~lðnÞ, these
higher-order multipolar terms providing small corrections to the electric dipole
interaction term. For improved accuracy, and when treating optically active species,
however, it is necessary to include contributions from higher multipole moments.

2.5 Perturbative Solution to the QED Hamiltonian

If the coupling between electromagnetic radiation and matter is taken to be weak
compared to the strength of intra-atomic or molecular Coulomb fields, as is fre-
quently the case if the magnitude of the electric field strength of the radiation is of
the order of 106 Vcm−1 or less, eigenvalue and eigenfunction solutions to the QED
Hamiltonian operator may be obtained perturbatively. The total Hamiltonian is
separated into an unperturbed part, H0, comprising the sum of Hpart and Hrad , and
the perturbation operator given by Hint, namely

H ¼ H0 þHint; ð2:91Þ

with

H0 ¼ Hpart þHrad: ð2:92Þ

As was demonstrated in Sect. 2.2 of this chapter, when there is no radiation field,
the total system is made up of charged particles only, while when these sources
vanish, there is only the free field. Hence H0 represents a solved problem, and
which is separable when the sub-systems do not interact. Known solutions to the
atomic and molecular Hamiltonian are represented by HpartðnÞjEn

m

� ¼ En
mjEn

m

�
;

where jEn
m

�
is the energy eigenket associated with energy eigenvalue En

m for species
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n in electronic state represented by quantum number m, with additional labels being
inserted to describe extra degrees of freedom. An occupation number state is used to

specify the radiation field according to Hrad jnð~k; kÞ
E
¼ ðnþ 1

2Þ�hckjnð~k; kÞ
E
, where

the energy of the electromagnetic field is Erad ¼ ðnþ 1
2Þ�hx, when there are

n photons of mode ð~k; kÞ. Other radiation field states, such as a coherent state
representation [9], may be used in place of a number state specification. Hence the
basis functions employed in the perturbation theory solution to Eq. (2.91) are
product particle-radiation field states

jpartijradi ¼ jpart; radi ¼ jEn
m; nð~k; kÞ

E
: ð2:93Þ

The total energy of state (2.93) is given by En
m þ n�hck.

The question often asked in any quantum mechanical problem, is given that the
system at some initial time ti is in state |i〉, what is the probability that it is in state |f〉
at some later time tf, due to the influence of the perturbation, which may or may not
be time-dependent, but acts during the time interval? With exact analytical solutions
only possible for a few limited choices of Hint, a perturbation theory solution is
developed for the probability amplitude Mfi in series of powers of Hint for the
transition |f〉 ← |i〉. The observable quantity commonly derived from the matrix
element is the transition rate, C; associated with Fermi’s golden rule [9],

C ¼ 2p
�h

Mfi

�� ��2qf ; ð2:94Þ

where qf is the density of final states. Equation (2.94) holds in the weak-coupling
regime. When the initial and final states are identical, corresponding to a diagonal
matrix element, the resulting observable may be interpreted as an energy shift,
which is especially useful in the chapters to follow when dispersion potentials are
evaluated. In powers of the perturbation operator, we find for the perturbed energy

Em ¼ Eð0Þ
m þ mð0ÞjHintjmð0Þ

D E
þ
X
n

m6¼n

mð0Þj�
Hintjnð0Þ

�
nð0Þ
� jHintjmð0Þ�

Eð0Þ
m � Eð0Þ

n

þ � � � ; ð2:95Þ

in terms of the unperturbed states and energies jmð0Þ� and Eð0Þ
m , respectively, a sum

of zeroth-, first-, second-, and higher-order terms in Hint.
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Chapter 3
Dispersion Interaction Between Two
Atoms or Molecules

Abstract In this chapter, diagrammatic time-dependent perturbation theory is
employed to calculate the Casimir-Polder dispersion potential between two neutral
electric dipole polarisable atoms or molecules. Its computation via the
minimal-coupling scheme is summarised first. Next, it is shown how the energy
shift may be computed more simply by adopting the multipolar Hamiltonian in the
electric dipole approximation. In this second framework the force is mediated by
the exchange of two virtual photons, and the Casimir-Polder formula results on
summing the contribution from twenty-four time-ordered diagrams evaluated at
fourth-order of perturbation theory. The potential is obtained for oriented as well as
for isotropic systems separated beyond the region of wave function
overlap. Asymptotically limiting forms of the interaction energy applicable in the
near-and far-zone regions are also found. The former reproduces the London dis-
persion formula, while the latter exhibits an inverse seventh power law due to the
effects of retardation.

Keywords Diagrammatic perturbation theory � Casimir-Polder potential � London
dispersion energy � Vacuum electromagnetic field � Fluctuating electric dipoles

3.1 Casimir-Polder Potential: Minimal-Coupling
Calculation

Even though Göppert-Mayer [1], and others, employed the electric dipole coupling
Hamiltonian to study the interaction of light with matter in classical, semi-classical
or fully quantal descriptions, in their seminal quantum electrodynamical calculation
of the van der Waals dispersion potential, Casimir and Polder [2] used the con-
ventional minimal-coupling framework. Here we briefly outline the main features of
their computation and present the result for the energy shift, before showing in the
following section how the potential may be obtained more straightforwardly using
the multipolar-coupling scheme.

© The Author(s) 2016
A. Salam, Non-Relativistic QED Theory of the van der Waals
Dispersion Interaction, SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Magnetic Properties
of Atoms, Molecules, and Clusters, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-45606-5_3
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Consider two atoms or neutral, non-polar molecules A and B, both of which are
in their ground electronic state. Let the two particles be positioned at ~RA and ~RB,
respectively, with relative separation distance R ¼ ~RB �~RA

�� ��. The total
Hamiltonian operator in the minimal-coupling formalism for the two particles and
the electromagnetic field, and the interaction between them, is given by

Hmin ¼
X
n¼A;B

HpartðnÞþHrad þ
X
n¼A;B

HintðnÞþHintðA;BÞ; ð3:1Þ

where HpartðnÞ is given by Eq. (2.43), and Hrad expressed in terms of electric and
magnetic fields is

Hrad ¼ e0
2

Z
~e?2ð~rÞþ c2~b2ð~rÞ

n o
d3~r: ð3:2Þ

The third term of Eq. (3.1) is

HintðnÞ ¼ �
X
a

ea
ma

~paðnÞ �~a ~qaðnÞ �~Rn
� �þX

a

e2a
2ma

~a2 ~qaðnÞ �~Rn
� �

: ð3:3Þ

In addition to fluctuations due to the electromagnetic vacuum, the material
particles are sources of radiation. If the wavelength of the radiation engaging with
each entity is much larger than atomic and molecular dimensions, corresponding to
the long wavelength approximation, then spatial variations of the vector potential
may be ignored. Retaining the first term in the Taylor series expansion of the vector
potential results in the electric dipole approximation. If the dipoles are located at~RA

and ~RB; then the two centre interaction term is the familiar static dipolar coupling

HintðA;BÞ ¼
liðAÞljðBÞ
4pe0R3 ðdij � 3R̂iR̂jÞ; ð3:4Þ

with the electric dipole moment operator defined by Eq. (2.88). Noting that the
atomic polarisability is proportional to e2, where -e is the electronic charge, all
contributions correct to order e4 in the perturbation operator Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4)
must therefore be accounted for in the calculation. Hence these will manifest in a
variety of contributing orders in perturbation theory. There is a term in second order
arising from HintðA;BÞ. Diagrammatically it may be represented as shown in Fig. 3.
1, in which the solid vertical lines depict the state of the atom or molecule, with
time flowing upward, and the dashed horizontal lines indicate the instantaneous
dipole-dipole interaction, Eq. (3.4), with this axis corresponding to the displace-
ment variable. At second-order, two such couplings appear. As befits the dispersion
force, both A and B are in the ground electronic state, with the electromagnetic field
in the vacuum state. Transitions to virtual levels are possible, and these
states in A and B are denoted by rj i and sj i, respectively. As is well known,
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evaluation of the interaction using static dipolar coupling results in the London
dispersion formula, exhibiting R−6 separation distance dependence [3], whose
detailed form will be given in Sect. 3.3.

Another contribution at second-order arises from the second term of Eq. (3.3),
that which is proportional to the square of the vector potential. It is illustrated in
Fig. 3.2, in which two-photons are first simultaneously emitted at one site, and
subsequently absorbed at the other centre. The two-photon interaction vertex is a
consequence of the quadratic nature of the coupling, dependent upon the square of
the vector potential. The two photons, which are unobservable and therefore termed
virtual photons, are labelled by modes ð~p; eÞ and ð~p0; e0Þ. Both real and virtual
photons are sanctioned by theory, with virtual ones being invoked to interpret the
mediation of coupling forces between particles, as occurs in quantum field theory.
Because the polarisation and momenta of all virtual photons are summed over, the
mode specifications are arbitrary, and serve merely as labels to distinguish between

Fig. 3.1 Contribution of
static dipolar coupling to
dispersion potential at
second-order of perturbation
theory

Fig. 3.2 e2
2m~a

2ð~RnÞ
contribution to the dispersion
potential occurring in
second-order of perturbation
theory
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them in computational work, and in their visualisation by time-ordered graphical
means. It is seen from Fig. 3.2 that for the specific interaction term being consid-
ered, that the contribution from two diagrams must be accounted for. This is
because the pictorial representation of particle-electromagnetic field coupling
events as shown in this figure is a variant of the space-time diagrams introduced by
Feynman [4–6] to display and organise elementary photon absorption and emission
events undertaken by electrons. The rules developed by him for evaluating con-
tributions from diagrams in covariant QED also apply to photons interacting with
non-relativistic charged particles [7]. To ensure that the correct result is arrived at
for a specific process, be it the probability amplitude or the energy shift, all
topologically distinct diagrams that connect the same initial and final states at a
particular order of perturbation theory must be drawn and summed over.

There are two types of contributions occurring in third-order of perturbation
theory. Exchange of a virtual photon of mode ð~p; eÞ via the “~p �~a” interaction term
of Eq. (3.3), the single-photon emission and absorption events contributing
two-orders overall, and the static coupling HintðA;BÞ, which contributes one order.
One of the six possible time-ordered sequences of this combination of coupling
terms is shown in Fig. 3.3. The other contribution that is of third-order overall
arises from two “~p �~a” type of interaction vertices occurring at one particle site, and
an “~a2” type of interaction taking place at the position of the other atom or
molecule, and vice versa. With three time-orderings possible for the term quadratic
in the vector potential occurring at either A or B, six such diagrams contribute.
A representative is drawn in Fig. 3.4.

Finally, there is a contribution to the energy shift occurring at fourth-order of
perturbation theory. It involves the exchange of two virtual photons, one of mode
ð~p; eÞ and the other of mode ð~p0; e0Þ via the coupling term linear in the vector
potential. Twelve diagrams contribute in total at this order. One of the time-ordered
sequences is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.3 One of six diagrams
involving “~p �~a” and
HintðA;BÞ couplings
contributing to the dispersion
force at third-order
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The contributions from all of the possible time-ordered sequences, representative
diagrams of which were shown in Figs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, of which a greater
number are drawn explicitly in Power’s textbook [8], are evaluated individually and
then summed, in a technically involved calculation. In order to arrive at an energy
shift proportional to the atomic or molecular electric dipole polarisability of each
species, position matrix elements are related to their conjugate momentum coun-
terparts through the commutator connecting these variables, so that

Ers~q
rs ¼ Er ½Hpart;~q�

�� ��Es
� � ¼ �h

im
~prs; ð3:5Þ

where Ers represents the difference in energy between states rj i and sj i, Er � Es,
and the rs-th matrix element of particle dynamical variable ~X is ~Xrs ¼ r ~X

�� ��s� �
.

For isotropic species, the van der Waals dispersion interaction energy evaluated
by Casimir and Polder via the minimal-coupling QED Hamiltonian is [2]

Fig. 3.4 One of six
time-orderings involving the
“~p �~a” interaction at one
centre and “~a2” at the other in
third-order of perturbation
theory

Fig. 3.5 One of twelve
time-orderings involving
“~p �~a” type of couplings
occurring in fourth-order of e
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DE ¼ � �hc
16p3e20

Z1
0

duu6e�2uRaAðiuÞaBðiuÞ 1
u2R2þ

2
u3R3þ

5
u4R4þ

6
u5R5þ

3
u6R6

h i
; ð3:6Þ

after performing the polarisation sums (see below) and evaluating one of the wave
vector integrals. The orientationally averaged ground state electric dipole polaris-
abilities of species n ¼ A;B appearing in Eq. (3.6) are evaluated at the imaginary
wave vector k = iu, and which is readily obtained from its usual expression

anðkÞ ¼ 2
3

X
t

~l0tðnÞ�� ��2En
t0

ðEn
t0Þ2 � ð�hckÞ2

; ð3:7Þ

for electric dipole allowed electronic transitions from the ground state 0n
�� �

to
excited virtual levels tn

�� �
: Formula (3.6) holds for all pair separation distances

R beyond the contact and overlap region of A and B. Limiting forms of the general
result will be evaluated in Sect. 3.3 after details of the computation in the multipolar
framework are given in the next section. As expected, the dispersion potential
depends on the polarisability of each interacting particle.

The functional form (3.6) properly includes the effects of retardation as will be
shown below. This is despite the fact that the calculation was done in the
minimal-coupling scheme, which explicitly contains a static inter-particle interac-
tion term. Further insight in relation to this aspect is gained by noting that even
though the vector potential obeys the wave equation in the Coulomb gauge with
solution

~að~r; tÞ ¼ 1
4pe0c2

Z
~j? ~r0; t � ~r �~r0j j=cð Þ

~r �~r0j j d3~r0; ð3:8Þ

~a?ð~r; tÞ is a non-local vector and is not fully retarded [9]. This is because its source
is not the total current but its transverse component,

j?i ð~r; tÞ ¼
Z
jjð~r0; tÞd?ij ð~r �~r0Þd3~r0; ð3:9Þ

which is also a non-local vector. With ~Pð~rÞ ¼ �e0~e?ð~rÞ ¼ e0 _~að~rÞ in
minimal-coupling, we see that ~e?ð~r; tÞ contains static terms. For instance, the
transverse electric field of an electric dipole source oscillating at frequency x ¼ ck,
is [10]

e?i ð~l;~r; tÞ ¼ 1
4pe0

lje
�ixtð�r2dijþrirjÞe

ikr � 1
r

; r\ct: ð3:10Þ
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Note that the longitudinal electric field associated with this multipole moment is

ejji ð~l;~r; tÞ ¼ e�10 p?i ð~l;~r; tÞ ¼ e�10 lje
�ixtd?ij ð~rÞ ¼ � 1

4pe0r3
lje
�ixtðdij � 3r̂ir̂jÞ; r[ 0;

ð3:11Þ

on employing the form of the transverse delta function dyadic outside of the source.
A retarded result is obtained after adding the longitudinal electric field, ~ejj to the
transverse component,~e? to give the total electric field,

etoti ð~l;~r; tÞ ¼ e?i ð~l;~r; tÞþ ejji ð~l;~r; tÞ ¼ 1
4pe0

ljð�r2dijþrirjÞe
ikðr�ctÞ

r
¼ e�10 d?i ð~l;~r; tÞ: ð3:12Þ

From the last equality of Eq. (3.12) it is seen that the total electric field is equal
to e�10 times the transverse component of the electric displacement field. It may be
recalled that the latter is, to within a sign, the momentum field canonically con-
jugate to the vector potential in the multipolar formalism [9]. Interestingly, neither
~e? nor ~etot vanish for t\r=c in the minimal-coupling scheme, and have genuine
acausal signals associated with them [11, 12]. Remarkably, there is exact cancel-
lation of all static terms in the evaluation of the Casimir-Polder potential using
Hmin, leading to a causal result.

3.2 Casimir-Polder Energy Shift: Multipolar Formalism
Calculation

Employing the multipolar-coupling QED Hamiltonian instead of the
minimal-coupling version simplifies the computation of the dispersion potential in a
significant way. From Hmult given by Eq. (2.75), after dropping the one-centre
transverse electric polarisation field squared contribution, the total system
Hamiltonian for two particles in the presence of an electromagnetic field is written
as

H ¼ Hmult
part ðAÞþHmult

part ðBÞþHrad þHmult
int ðAÞþHmult

int ðBÞ: ð3:13Þ

Invoking the electric dipole approximation by retaining the first term of the
perturbation operator Eq. (2.87), the last two terms of Eq. (3.13) are given byX

n¼A;B
Hmult

int ðnÞ ¼ �e�10 ~lðAÞ �~d?ð~RAÞ � e�10 ~lðBÞ �~d?ð~RBÞ: ð3:14Þ

Closer inspection of the Feynman diagrams drawn in the previous section to aid
the calculation of the dispersion energy shift in the minimal-coupling scheme
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reveals the two particles A and B to be coupled by the exchange of two virtual
photons through either “~p �~a” or “~a2”, or a combination of these two interaction
terms, or by exchange of one virtual photon and one static dipolar coupling
interaction via “~p �~a” and an HintðA;BÞ coupling, or through the action of HintðA;BÞ
twice. With the form of interaction Hamiltonian in the multipolar framework given
by Eq. (3.14), the dispersion force may be viewed in this formalism as arising from
the exchange of two virtual photons between the pair. At each centre the coupling is
therefore proportional to e2. To leading order in R, the interaction energy for
coupling between nonpolar molecules is calculated using the fourth-order pertur-
bation theory formula

DE ¼ �
X
I;II;III

0 Hintj jIIIh i III Hintj jIIh i II Hintj jIh i I Hintj j0h i
ðEIII � E0ÞðEII � E0ÞðEI � E0Þ ; ð3:15Þ

with interaction Hamiltonian given by Eq. (3.14). Since the coupling Hamiltonian
is linear in the electric displacement field, creating or destroying a single photon,
there are twenty-four possible time-ordered sequences of emission and absorption
of two virtual photons, one of mode ð~p; eÞ, the other ð~p0; e0Þ. With virtual photons
ultimately being indistinguishable, the number of diagrams is halved to avoid
double counting. One of the twelve is sketched in Fig. 3.6.

The initial and final total system states are represented by the ket

0j i ¼ EA
0 ;E

B
0 ; 0ð~p; eÞ; 0ð~p0; e0Þ

�� �
; ð3:16Þ

Fig. 3.6 One of twelve
diagrams contributing to the
Casimir-Polder potential
when evaluated in the
multipolar coupling
framework
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corresponding to both species in their electronic ground states, and the radiation
field in the vacuum state, in which there are no photons present. The state 0j i is
easily read-off from the graph shown in Fig. 3.6 and other contributing diagrams,
corresponding to the state of the system at initial and final times. Similarly, the
intermediate particle-field states Ij i; IIj i; and IIIj i appearing in Eq. (3.15) are also
readily written down from each graph after the respective photonic event has taken
place. Sums are executed over all such intermediate states in order to arrive at an
expression for the energy shift as required by formula (3.15). The denominator of
Eq. (3.15) contains differences in energy between intermediate states and the
ground state (3.16), which are also obtained straightforwardly from the respective
diagram, or from explicit representation of the relevant intermediate state. As
before, rj i and sj i denote virtual electronic states of A and B, respectively.

Evaluating the numerator and denominator of Eq. (3.15) for each graph and
summing over all twelve diagrams yields for the interaction energy the intermediate
expression [9, 13, 14]

DE ¼ �
X
~p;~p0

X
e;e0

X
r;s

1
�hc

1
e0V

� �2

eðeÞi ð~pÞ�eðeÞk ð~pÞeðe
0Þ

j ð~p0Þ�eðe
0Þ

l ð~p0Þpp0eið~pþ~p
0Þ�~R

� l0ri ðAÞlr0j ðAÞl0sk ðBÞls0l ðBÞ ðkr0þ ks0þ pÞ
ðkr0þ ks0Þðkr0þ pÞðks0þ pÞ

1
pþ p0

� 1
p� p0

� �
:

ð3:17Þ

To proceed further, summation over virtual photon modes has to be performed.
Noting that the two directions of polarisation and the wave vector may be repre-
sented by a set of three mutually perpendicular complex unit vectors~eð1Þð~pÞ,~eð2Þð~pÞ
and p̂, the following identity is easily established,

X
e¼1;2

eðeÞi ð~pÞ�eðeÞj ð~pÞ ¼ dij � p̂ip̂j; ð3:18Þ

enabling the polarisation sums in Eq. (3.17) to be carried out immediately. If the
dimensions of the box confining the electromagnetic field are large enough to
quantify the number of lattice points in reciprocal space, then the wave vector sum
over discrete ~p-values may be converted to an integral via the substitution

lim
V!1

1
V

X
~p

! 1
2p

� �3 Z
d3~p: ð3:19Þ

The infinitesimal volume element d3~p may be expressed in a suitable system of
coordinates, for example in Cartesians as dpxdpydpz. More convenient is its rep-
resentation in spherical polar coordinates as p2dpdX, where dX ¼ sin hdhd/, with
h the polar angle and / the azimuthal angle. Factors of the form
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Z
ðdij � p̂ip̂jÞe�i~p�~RdX; ð3:20Þ

then occur, and the angular integration is performed on making use of the ele-
mentary integral

1
4p

Z
e�i~p�~RdX ¼ sin pR

pR
: ð3:21Þ

Effecting action of the gradient operator twice on Eq. (3.21) establishes the
useful relation

1
4p

Z
ðdij � p̂ip̂jÞe�i~p�~RdX ¼ ImFijðpRÞ; ð3:22Þ

where the tensor field FijðpRÞ is defined as

FijðpRÞ ¼ ð�r2dijþrirjÞ e
ipR

p3R

¼ dij � R̂iR̂j
� � 1

pR
þ dij � 3R̂iR̂j
� � i

p2R2 �
1

p3R3

� �	 

eipR: ð3:23Þ

Performing the polarisation sums using Eq. (3.18), followed by application of
Eq. (3.19) and the angular average Eq. (3.22), and evaluating the p0-integral in
Eq. (3.17) at the pole p0 ¼ �p treated as the principal value after extending the
limits of integration from ½0;1� to ½�1;1� on noting that Im ½Fjlðp0RÞ� is an even
function of p0, the energy shift becomes

DE ¼ � 1
4p3�hce20

X
r;s

l0ri ðAÞlr0j ðAÞl0sk ðBÞls0l ðBÞ
1

ðkr0þ ks0Þ

�
Z1
0

dpp6
ðkr0þ ks0þ pÞ
ðkr0þ pÞðks0þ pÞRe ½FjlðpRÞ� Im ½FikðpRÞ�;

ð3:24Þ

on using the result

Z1
�1

p03

pþ p0
Im ½Fjlðp0RÞ�dp0 ¼ pp3Re ½FjlðpRÞ�: ð3:25Þ

Calculating the product Re ½FjlðpRÞ� Im ½FikðpRÞ� using Eq. (3.23) and trans-
forming the integral to the complex plane on introducing p ¼ �iu, finally yields the
Casimir-Polder potential for two species in fixed relative orientation,
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DE ¼ � 1
8p3e20�hc

X
r;s

l0ri ðAÞlr0j ðAÞl0sk ðBÞls0l ðBÞ
Z1
0

duu6e�2uR
kr0ks0

ðk2r0þ u2Þðk2s0þ u2Þ

�

ðdik�R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�R̂jR̂lÞ
u2R2 þ ðdik�R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�3R̂jR̂lÞþ ðdik�3R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�R̂jR̂lÞ

u3R3

þ ðdik�R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�3R̂jR̂lÞþ ðdik�3R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�R̂jR̂lÞþ ðdik�3R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�3R̂jR̂lÞ
u4R4

þ 2ðdik�3R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�3R̂jR̂lÞ
u5R5 þ ðdik�3R̂iR̂kÞðdjl�3R̂jR̂lÞ

u6R6

2
6664

3
7775:

ð3:26Þ

To obtain the potential for isotropic particles, a rotational average is carried out
using the result [15]

l0ti ðnÞlt0j ðnÞ
D E

¼ 1
3
dijdkll

0t
k ðnÞlt0l ðnÞ ¼

1
3
dij ~l

0tðnÞ�� ��2; ð3:27Þ

where Greek subscripts designate Cartesian tensor components in the
molecule-fixed frame of reference. Contracting the tensor products with the factors
within square brackets of Eq. (3.26), and using the polarisability at imaginary
frequency from Eq. (3.7), yields expression (3.6).

3.3 Asymptotically Limiting Forms

From the Casimir-Polder potential, Eq. (3.6), which holds for all pair separation
distances outside regions of wave function overlap, the forms of the interaction
energy at short and large R are readily obtained. In the former limit, the
inter-particle displacement is small relative to characteristic reduced transition
wavelengths in either species, that is kr0R and ks0R are both considerably less than
unity. Hence the dominant term within square brackets of Eq. (3.6) is the R−6

dependent one. Approximating the exponential factor by unity, and using the
standard integral

Z1
0

rsdu
ðr2þ u2Þðs2þ u2Þ ¼

p
2

1
ðrþ sÞ ; r; s[ 0; ð3:28Þ

results in the near-zone (NZ) asymptotically limiting interaction energy,

DENZ ¼ � 1
24p2e20R6

X
r;s

~l0rðAÞ�� ��2 ~ls0ðBÞ�� ��2
EA
r0þEB

s0
: ð3:29Þ

Expression (3.29) is the dispersion energy formula of London [3]. It is inter-
esting that when the particles are very close to one another, coupling between them
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may be taken to be effectively instantaneous in action. As already pointed out,
Eq. (3.29) results on evaluating the static dipolar coupling potential between two
ground state species at second-order of perturbation theory.

Another way to directly arrive at Eq. (3.29) is to note that when R is small, the
virtual photons traversing the pair are propagating for a short time only, and are
therefore highly energetic, as demanded by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. In
the present example virtual photon wave vectors p and p0 will be very much greater
than kr0 and ks0. Terms whose denominators may be approximated by pp0ðkr0þ ks0Þ
will therefore make the largest contribution to the interaction energy. These arise
from diagrams in which one virtual photon is first emitted and absorbed, followed
by the second one. Four of the twelve possible time-orderings meet this require-
ment. They are illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Summation of the contributions from these
four graphs gives Eq. (3.29). It now becomes clear how results embodying static
coupling may be extracted from retarded potentials and how the diagram of Fig. 3.1
follows from those drawn in Fig. 3.7 to yield the London formula.

Physical arguments opposite to those presented for the near-zone may be applied
to obtain the asymptotically limiting form of the Casimir-Polder dispersion
potential at very long-range, where retardation effects dominate. At this extreme,
the pair separation distance is much greater than characteristic reduced transition
wavelengths, namely kr0R� 1 and ks0R� 1. This means that u2 may be discarded
in the energy denominators of the atomic or molecular polarisabilities appearing in
Eq. (3.6), and the five subsequent u-integrals may be evaluated individually using

Z1
0

xne�gxdx ¼ n!g�n�1; Re g[ 0; ð3:30Þ

and summed, to give the far-zone (FZ) limit

Fig. 3.7 Four diagrams
which yield the London
dispersion potential
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DEFZ ¼ � 23�hc
64p3e20R

7
aAð0ÞaBð0Þ; ð3:31Þ

exhibiting inverse seventh power dependence on R. To be effective at large R, the
exchanged virtual photons must be in existence for a comparatively long time,
hence they are of low energy. This accounts for the polarisabilities appearing in
Eq. (3.31) being static, corresponding to the zero frequency limit
x ¼ ck ¼ icu! 0. This atomic or molecular quantity is readily obtained from
Eq. (3.7) and is given by

anð0Þ ¼ 2
3

X
t

~l0tðnÞ�� ��2
En
t0

: ð3:32Þ

With Er0 and Es0 both clearly being much greater than virtual photon energies
�hcp and �hcp0, of the twelve energy denominators contributing to the Casimir-Polder
potential [9, 13], a sub-set of four approximated as Er0Es0ð�hcpþ �hcp0Þ will make
the largest contribution in the far-zone region. They arise from diagrams in which
the two virtual photons are simultaneously in transit when intermediate state IIj i is
evaluated in the fourth-order perturbation theory formula. There are four such
orderings. One of these diagrams was shown in Fig. 3.6. The other is drawn in
Fig. 3.8. The two remaining diagrams are reflections of Figs. 3.6 and 3.8. Summing
the four graphs produces Eq. (3.31).

Fig. 3.8 One of four graphs
contributing to the far-zone
dispersion energy shift
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Finally, it is worth remarking that Craig and Power [16] showed that the wave-
or far-zone limit may be obtained via second-order perturbation theory using an
effective interaction Hamiltonian that is directly proportional to the static electric
dipole polarisability and which has a quadratic dependence on the electric dis-
placement field,

Heff
int ¼ �

1
2e20

X
modes

aAijð0Þd?i ð~RAÞd?j ð~RAÞ � 1
2e20

X
modes

aBklð0Þd?k ð~RBÞd?l ð~RBÞ: ð3:33Þ

The four diagrams are now reduced to two diagrams of the type illustrated in
Fig. 3.2 but with coupling Hamiltonian (3.33) instead of the “~a2” type of vertex.
The linear interaction vertices of the form �e�10 ~lðnÞ �~d?ð~RnÞ, which create or
destroy a single photon, have been collapsed, giving rise to two-photon coupling
vertices. The interaction Hamiltonian (3.33) is advantageous, especially when
computing higher multipole moment contributions to the dispersion force and
interactions between three-bodies, as will be shown in what follows, when the
number of time-ordered diagrams that have to be summed over can become pro-
hibitively large if an Hint that is linear in the Maxwell field or fields is employed.

3.4 Correlation of Fluctuating Electric Dipoles

There are a number of other physical viewpoints and computational schemes for
evaluating the retarded van der Waals dispersion potential within a quantised
radiation field approach. One of these is response theory in which an electrically
polarisable species responds via its dynamic polarisability to the electric dipole
source dependent electric displacement field of a second particle [17–19]. A second
approach recognises the change in the mode structure of the vacuum electromag-
netic field due to the introduction of one or more atoms or molecules in the finite
volume constituting a cavity. The presence of two such objects gives rise to an
intermolecular energy shift [20–22]. A third involves the calculation of the
two-photon contribution to the elastic scattering amplitude in a model independent
approach due to Feinberg and Sucher [23]. A fourth is the re-interpretation of the
energy shift as being caused by the radiation reaction field instead of the vacuum
field, which is entirely dispensed with [24], and which may be accomplished with a
normal ordering of the field operators, whose expectation values over the electro-
magnetic vacuum vanish. A closely related fifth approach is the manifestation of the
dispersion interaction in terms of coupling of induced dipoles arising from the
source fields due to the dipoles themselves [25], which in the context of QED
theory is intimately connected to the source theory of Schwinger et al. [26], who
calculated an effective product of polarisation sources, from which the inter-particle
energy shift was obtained. The effect of a second dipole due to the electric field of a
first dipole was also used by Spruch and Kelsey [27] to compute the dispersion
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potential. A sixth method is the calculation of the electromagnetic energy density
produced by a polarisable source and the potential that ensues when a second body
is in close proximity, giving rise to a mutual force of attraction [28].

As an alternative to the diagrammatic perturbation theory calculation detailed in
earlier sections of this chapter, and those mentioned above, we adopt a picture in
which quantum fluctuations of the vacuum electromagnetic field induce dipole
moments in each of the two species. Their coupling then gives rise to an interaction
energy, which is shown to be identical to the Casimir-Polder dispersion potential
[29, 30]. Historically the method is of some importance as it was the viewpoint
originally taken by London in his derivation of the R−6 functional form of the
dispersion energy shift.

Consider a neutral polarisable species ξ located at ~Rn. Its frequency dependent
electric dipole polarisability is defined as

anijðxÞ ¼
X
t

l0ti ðnÞlt0j ðnÞ
Et0 � �hx

þ l0tj ðnÞlt0i ðnÞ
Et0þ �hx

( )
; ð3:34Þ

in terms of the t  0 electric dipole allowed transition in n. Application of an
electric displacement field of mode ð~k; kÞ and frequency x ¼ ck, induces an electric
dipole moment

lindi ðn;xÞ ¼ e�10 anijðxÞd?j ðx;~RnÞ: ð3:35Þ

For two interacting atoms or molecules A and B, the moments induced at each
centre couple according to

DE ¼
X
modes

lindi ðA;xÞlindj ðB;xÞReVijðx;~RÞ; ð3:36Þ

giving rise to an energy shift, with the separation distance defined as before, and the
sum is taken over all radiation field modes. Appearing in Eq. (3.36) is the familiar
retarded dipole-dipole coupling tensor [14],

Vijðx;~RÞ ¼ 1
4pe0R3 ðdij � 3R̂iR̂jÞð1� ixR=cÞ � ðdij � R̂iR̂jÞx2R2=c2

� �
eixR=c:

ð3:37Þ

Substituting the induced moments from Eq. (3.35) into (3.36) produces an
expression that is proportional to the polarisability of each species,

DE ¼
X
modes

e�20 aAikðxÞaBjlðxÞd?k ðx;~RAÞd?l ðx;~RBÞReVijðx;~RÞ; ð3:38Þ
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and consists of separate particle and field factors. To evaluate the van der Waals
dispersion interaction energy, the expectation value of Eq. (3.38) is taken over the
total system ground state Eq. (3.16). In this computational scheme, the induction of
moments due to fluctuations of the vacuum electromagnetic field is readily
apparent. Calculation of the expectation value of the molecular factors in Eq. (3.38)
yields ground state dynamic polarisabilities of each species of the form Eq. (3.34),
with rj i and sj i being virtual states of A and B as before. For the factor involving the
product of electric displacement fields evaluated at two different positions, corre-
sponding to the locations of the two particles, we find

0ð~p; eÞh j
X
modes

d?i ðx;~RAÞd?j ðx;~RBÞ 0ð~p; eÞj i ¼ �hce0
16p3

Z
ðdij � p̂ip̂jÞp3e�i~p�~RdpdX;

ð3:39Þ

on using the mode expansion for the electric displacement field Eq. (2.73), carrying
out the polarisation sum via Eq. (3.18), and on employing Eq. (3.19) to convert the
sum over ~p to an integral. Performing the angular integration via Eq. (3.22), the
interaction energy Eq. (3.38) after inserting Eq. (3.39) becomes

DE ¼ � �hc
16p3e20R2

Z1
0

dpp6aAikðpÞaBjlðpÞRe ½FijðpRÞ� Im ½FklðpRÞ�; ð3:40Þ

when expressed in terms of the tensor Eq. (3.23), noting that 4pe0Vijðp;~RÞ ¼
�p3FijðpRÞ: Multiplying the last two factors in Eq. (3.40) and contracting the
Cartesian tensor products after performing an orientational average using result
Eq. (3.27) produces,

DE ¼ � �hc
16p3e20R2

Z1
0

dpp4aAðpÞaBðpÞ sin 2pR 1� 5
p2R2 þ

3
p4R4

� �
þ cos 2pR

2
pR
� 6
p3R3

� � �
:

ð3:41Þ

On substituting the imaginary variable p ¼ iu and transforming the integral to
one over the complex frequency plane yields the Casimir-Polder potential Eq. (3.6),
on using the analytic properties of the polarisability Eq. (3.34).

This method of coupling fluctuating electric dipole moments induced by the
electric displacement field has been extended to treat the case in dispersion when
one of the species is electronically excited [29], in which a downward transition
occurs via emission of a real photon, and to the computation of the ground state
dispersion potential between two chiral molecules [30].

In this chapter it has been shown how molecular QED may be employed to
calculate the retarded van der Waals dispersion potential between a pair of neutral
species in their ground electronic states. Diagrammatic time-dependent perturbation
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theory with either the minimal- or multipolar-coupling Hamiltonians yields the
Casimir-Polder energy shift. The same result is found on viewing the interaction
energy as arising from the coupling of electric dipole moments induced at each site
by the vacuum electromagnetic field.
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Chapter 4
Inclusion of Higher Multipole Moments

Abstract In this chapter, contributions to the retarded two-body dispersion
potential arising from higher multipole moments, are computed. First, a general
formula is obtained for the energy shift between two species with pure electric
multipole polarisability of arbitrary order. Interaction energies between an electric
dipole polarisable molecule and a second that is electric quadrupole or octupole
polarisable, as well as between two electric quadrupole polarisable molecules, are
then extracted. Useful insight is gained by decomposing the octupole moment into
irreducible components of weights-1 and -3. Magnetic effects are accounted for by
including magnetic dipole and lowest-order diamagnetic coupling terms in the
interaction Hamiltonian in addition to the electric dipole contribution. Remarkably,
the energy shift between an electrically polarisable atom and a paramagnetically
susceptible one is repulsive, unlike earlier examples, which are always attractive
when both species are in the ground electronic state. Another interesting case arises
when both molecules are chiral, and characterised by mixed electric-magnetic
dipole polarisability. The energy shift is found to be discriminatory, dependent
upon the handedness of each species. Asymptotic forms for DE are obtained for
each of the examples considered. In all of the cases involving electric coupling,
retardation effects weaken the potentials relative to their semi-classically derived
counterparts.

Keywords Dipole-quadrupole potential � Quadrupole-quadrupole energy shift �
Dipole-octupole interaction energy � Electric dipole-magnetic dipole potential �
Diamagnetic contribution � Discriminatory energy shift

4.1 Introduction

While the leading electric dipole term of the multipolar series expansion Eq. (2.87)
provides the dominant contribution to the van der Waals dispersion energy, as
shown in the last Chapter, where the molecular QED calculation of the
Casimir-Polder potential was presented, culminating in Eq. (3.6), there are plenty of
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situations in which it is necessary to go beyond the electric dipole approximation,
and consider higher-order terms. This is always the case if the atom or molecule
sees a spatially non-uniform electromagnetic field. Another is if the size of the
chromophore is comparable to or larger than the wavelength of radiation interacting
with matter. Both of these situations may be dealt with by accounting for the
possible variations at neighbouring points in space of the vector potential, ~að~rÞ,
whose mode expansion ~að~rÞ is therefore proportional to ei~k�~r � 1þ i~k �~rþ
ði~k�~rÞ2
2! þ . . ., where~k is the wave vector. Truncating the expansion to a specific power

of~r enables a systematic correction to the leading electric dipole coupling term to
be made in each of the electric polarisation, magnetisation and diamagnetisation
fields, as shown in Chap. 2 when transforming from minimal-coupling to multi-
polar Hamiltonians. Since the interaction Hamiltonian is additive, particular mul-
tipole moment terms contributing to an application are easily selected at the start of
a calculation.

For many previously studied systems, it is the first few electric terms of the
multipolar series that are of interest. A classic example is provided by the helium
dimer, detected spectroscopically in the early 1990s [1], and which is known to be
very weakly bound, possessing a very shallow potential energy minimum, and
which is described by a wave function that extends over large inter-nuclear sepa-
ration distances. Including electric quadrupole and electric octupole coupling terms,
as well as the effects of retardation on the dispersion potential, was necessary to
ensure closer agreement with experiment was obtained. A similar feature was
required to be included in the computation of interaction energies between lithium
atoms when forming a dimer [2].

Other systems where higher multipoles are essential for an accurate description
include dispersion forces between chiral molecules. Because such species possess
low or no symmetry elements, spectroscopic selection rules are less restrictive,
allowing contributions from electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole couplings to
feature; in some cases transitions to all multipole orders is even possible. An
interesting aspect of such interactions is that they are discriminatory, depending on
the handedness of the coupled particles. Contributions to the dispersion energy
arising from higher multipole moments are examined in this chapter.

4.2 Generalised Dispersion Energy Shift for Molecules
with Arbitrary Electric Multipoles

In Chap. 3, the dominant contribution to the van der Waals dispersion potential
arising between two neutral species was evaluated in the electric dipole approxi-
mation, producing the Casimir-Polder interaction energy of Eq. (3.6). Even though
the magnetic dipole moment is of the same order of magnitude as the electric
quadrupole moment, higher-order corrections to the electric polarisation field are
commonly treated before magnetic effects are examined. In this section we
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generalise the energy shift between two electric dipole polarisable atoms or
molecules to account for interactions between two arbitrarily electrically polarisable
particles. Specific contributions to the dispersion energy involving electric quad-
rupole and octupole terms will be extracted in subsequent sections before going on
to calculate potentials that include magnetic dipole and diamagnetic coupling terms.

Consider two polarisable species A and B positioned at ~RA and ~RB, respectively,
with ~R ¼ ~RB �~RA as before. In the multipolar coupling scheme, the interaction of
an electric multipole moment of order l, located at ~rn for particle n; given in
reducible form as

EðlÞ
i1i2...ilðnÞ ¼ �e

l!
ð~qðnÞ �~rnÞi1ð~qðnÞ �~rnÞi2 . . .ð~qðnÞ �~rnÞil ; ð4:1Þ

is expressed as

HðlÞ
intðnÞ ¼ �e�1

0 EðlÞ
i1i2...ilðnÞri2 . . .rild

?
i1 ð~rnÞ: ð4:2Þ

Because the divergence of the electric displacement field vanishes for a neutral
source, ~dð~rÞ is purely transverse. A consequence is that the coupling Hamiltonian
Eq. (4.2) vanishes when the Cartesian tensor component labelling the field i1
coincides with the index associated with any of the gradient operators that come
before it.

Utilising the interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (4.2) instead of its electric dipole
counterpart Eq. (3.14) in the fourth-order formula for the energy shift Eq. (3.15),
along with summation over the twelve time-ordered diagrams featuring in the
Casimir-Polder potential, in which two virtual photons of mode ð~p; eÞ and ð~p0; e0Þ
are exchanged, produces for the dispersion interaction energy between a species
A that is pure electrically polarisable with electric multipole moment of one kind of
order a, and particle B that is similarly arbitrarily electrically polarisable with
electric multipole moment of one type of order b, the intermediate expression

DEða;bÞ ¼ �
X
~p;~p0

X
r;s

�hcp
2e0V

� �
�hcp0

2e0V

� �
ðdi1k1 � p̂i1 p̂k1Þðdj1l1 � p̂0j1 p̂

0
l1Þ½E

ðaÞ
i1...iaðAÞ�0r½E

ðaÞ
j1...jaðAÞ�r0

� ½EðbÞ
k1...kbðBÞ�

0s½EðbÞ
l1...lbðBÞ�

s0ðri2 . . .riark2 . . .rkbe
i~p�~RÞðrj2 . . .rjarl2 . . .rlb e

i~p
0 �~RÞ

X12
x¼1

D�1
x

;

ð4:3Þ

where the last sum is over the twelve energy denominator products, D�1
x : The labels

r and s denote intermediate electronic levels ofA andB. Thematrix element over states
|m> and |n> of the electric multipole moment of order l, Eq. (4.1), is written as

\mjEðlÞ
i1...ilðnÞjn[ ¼ ½EðlÞ

i1...ilðnÞ�mn: ð4:4Þ
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To facilitate the evaluation of the sums over~p and~p0, the action of the gradient
operators is made distinct by distinguishing between position vectors ~R and ~R0 in
the exponential factors, remembering to set them equal to one another at the end of
the calculation. After performing the angular averages, Eq. (4.3) becomes

DEða;bÞ ¼ � �hc
2e0

� �2 1

ð2pÞ4
X
r;s

½EðaÞ
i1...iaðAÞ�0r½E

ðaÞ
j1...jaðAÞ�r0½E

ðbÞ
k1...kbðBÞ�

0s½EðbÞ
l1...lbðBÞ�

s0

� ð�r2di1k1 þri1rk1ÞRðri2 . . .riark2 . . .rkbÞRð�r2dj1l1 þrj1rl1ÞR
0 ðrj2 . . .rjarl2 . . .rlbÞR

0 1
RR0

�
Z1
0

Z1
0

1
2
ðsin pR sin p0R0 þ sin pR0 sin p0RÞ

X12
x¼1

D�1
x dpdp0 R¼R0j :

ð4:5Þ

Taking advantage of the fact that the sum of energy denominators is identical to
that occurring in the Casimir-Polder calculation, the integral in Eq. (4.5) is then
given by

Z1
0

Z1
0

1
2
ðsin pR sin p0R0 þ sin pR0 sin p0RÞ

X12
x¼1

D�1
x dpdp0

¼ 2pkr0ks0
ð�hcÞ3

Z1
0

du e�uðRþR0Þ

ðk2r0 þ u2Þðk2s0þ u2Þ: ð4:6Þ

Inserting Eq. (4.6) into (4.5) yields a generalised formula [3] for the pair dis-
persion potential between two arbitrarily electrically polarisable species, one of
multipole order a, the other of order b,

DEða;bÞ ¼ � �hc
32p3e20

Z1
0

duaðaÞi1...iaj1...jaðA; iuÞa
ðbÞ
k1...kbl1...lbðB; iuÞ

� ½ð�r2di1k1 þri1rk1Þðri2 . . .riark2 . . .rkbÞe
�uR

R
�

� ½ð�r2dj1l1 þrj1rl1Þðrj2 . . .rjarl2 . . .rlbÞe
�uR

R
�:

ð4:7Þ

Result (4.7) holds for all separation distances outside contact of the orbitals
describing the charge distribution of A and B for both species in fixed relative
orientation to one another. The generalised anisotropic pure electric multipole
moment dynamic polarisability of order l evaluated at the imaginary wave vector
k = iu that appears in formula (4.7) is defined as

aðlÞi1...il j1...jlðn; iuÞ ¼
X
t

2Et0
EðlÞ
i1...ilðnÞ

h i0t
EðlÞ
j1...jlðnÞ

h it0
E2
t0 þð�hcuÞ2 : ð4:8Þ
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The Casimir-Polder potential for two oriented molecules is easily obtained from
Eq. (4.7) on choosing a = b = 1, which corresponds to the electric dipole contri-
bution. Whence

DEð1;1Þ ¼ � �hc
32p3e20

Z1
0

duað1Þij ðA; iuÞað1Þkl ðB; iuÞ½ð�r2dik þrirkÞe
�uR

R
�½ð�r2djl þrjrlÞe

�uR

R
�;

ð4:9Þ

which is identical to Eq. (3.26) after substituting for að1Þij ðn; iuÞ from Eq. (4.8) and
evaluating the gradients in Eq. (4.9). Expression (4.7) is now used to compute
higher-order electric contributions to the two-body dispersive energy shift.

4.3 Electric Dipole-Quadrupole Dispersion Potential

The first higher-order energy shift to be considered is that between an electric dipole
polarisable molecule, A, and an electric quadrupole polarisable one, B. For aniso-
tropic particles, the interaction energy is obtained straightforwardly from general
formula (4.7) on selecting a = 1 and b = 2, since from (4.1) these two values give
rise to electric dipole and quadrupole moment operators, respectively. Thus

DEð1;2Þ ¼ � �hc
32p3e20

Z1
0

duað1Þij ðA; iuÞað2ÞklmnðB; iuÞHiklðuRÞHjmnðuRÞ: ð4:10Þ

HijkðuRÞ symbolises the geometric tensor

HijkðuRÞ � ð�r2dij þrirjÞrk
e�uR

R

¼ ½ðdijR̂k þ djkR̂i þ dikR̂j � 5R̂iR̂jR̂kÞð3þ 3uRþ u2R2Þ
þ ðdij � R̂iR̂jÞR̂kðu2R2 þ u3R3Þ�e�uR

R4 :

ð4:11Þ

From Eq. (4.8), the electric quadrupole polarisability tensor at imaginary fre-
quency is

að2Þijklðn; iuÞ ¼
X
t

2Et0
½Eð2Þ

ij ðnÞ�0t½Eð2Þ
kl ðnÞ�t0

E2
t0 þð�hcuÞ2 ; ð4:12Þ
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where the reducible form of the electric quadrupole operator located at ~Rn is, from
Eq. (4.1),

Eð2Þ
ij ðnÞ ¼ � e

2!
ð~q�~RnÞið~q�~RnÞj: ð4:13Þ

As for the anisotropic Casimir-Polder potential, the energy shift for a randomly
oriented pair of particles is obtained after carrying out separate orientational
averages on each species. For the electric quadrupole polarisability Eq. (4.12), we
use the fourth-rank Cartesian tensor average result [4]

\að2ÞijklðnÞ[ ¼ 1
10
ðdikdjl þ dildjkÞað2ÞklklðnÞ; ð4:14Þ

where the angular brackets denote the orientationally averaged quantity, and Greek
subscripts designate Cartesian tensor components in the molecule-fixed axis. In

arriving at Eq. (4.14), use has been made of the fact that Eð2Þ
ii ðnÞ ¼ 0, and

Eð2Þ
ij ðnÞ ¼ Eð2Þ

ji ðnÞ. The former property follows from the form of the electric
quadrupole coupling,

Hð2Þ
int ðnÞ ¼ �e�1

0 Eð2Þ
ij ðnÞrjd

?
i ð~RnÞ; ð4:15Þ

which vanishes when i = j, so that the trace of the quadrupole moment does not
contribute to the interaction. The index symmetry relation follows immediately
from Eq. (4.13). Therefore the electric quadrupole moment that features in this and
other interactions is traceless, symmetric and of weight-2. It has irreducible
components

Eð2Þ
ij ¼ � e

2!
½ð~q�~RnÞið~q�~RnÞj � 1

3
ð~q�~RnÞ2dij�: ð4:16Þ

Multiplying Eq. (4.14) with the tensor coming from the average of the electric

dipole polarisability, \að1Þij ðnÞ[ ¼ 1
3dija

ð1Þ
kk ðnÞ, and contracting with the product of

HijkðuRÞ factors in Eq. (4.10) yields the isotropic energy shift [3]

DEð1;2Þ ¼ � �hc
160p3e20R8

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað2ÞklklðB; iuÞe�2uR

� ½u6R6 þ 6u5R5 þ 27u4R4 þ 84u3R3 þ 162u2R2 þ 180uRþ 90�:
ð4:17Þ

Expression (4.17) has also been obtained using response theory [5–7], and by
directly computing the two-photon scattering amplitude [8]. Asymptotic limits
follow from Eq. (4.17) on making the usual approximations.
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In the near-zone, an R−8 dependent interaction energy ensues,

DEð1;2Þ
NZ ¼ � 3

8p2e20R8

X
r;s

j½~Eð1ÞðAÞ�0rj2½Eð2Þ
kl ðBÞ�0s½Eð2Þ

kl ðBÞ�s0
Er0þEs0

; ð4:18Þ

which would be the result obtained on using a static electric dipole-quadrupole
coupling potential of the form

Vijkð~RÞ ¼ 3
4pe0R4E

ð1Þ
i ðAÞEð2Þ

jk ðBÞ½ðdijR̂k þ djkR̂i þ dikR̂j � 5R̂iR̂jR̂kÞ�: ð4:19Þ

This is evident on inspecting the u-independent term of HijkðuRÞ, Eq. (4.11),
which has identical distance and orientational dependence to expression (4.19).

At very long-range the potential displays inverse ninth power law behaviour and is
proportional to the static polarisabilities of each entity. It is given by the limiting form

DEð1;2Þ
FZ ¼ � 1593�hc

1280p3e20R9
að1ÞðA; 0Það2ÞklklðB; 0Þ: ð4:20Þ

4.4 Electric Quadrupole-Quadrupole Interaction Energy

The next higher-order contribution to the dispersion potential between particles
with pure electric multipole polarisability characteristics is the energy shift between
two electric quadrupole polarisable species. For oriented objects the interaction
energy is readily obtained on inserting a = b = 2 into Eq. (4.7). This produces [3]

DEð2;2Þ ¼ � �hc
32p3e20

Z1
0

duað2ÞijklðA; iuÞað2ÞpqrsðB; iuÞLipjqðuRÞLkrlsðuRÞ: ð4:21Þ

The pure electric quadrupole polarisability was defined in Eq. (4.12). Effecting
one more gradient on HijkðuRÞ in Eq. (4.11) defines the geometric tensor LijklðuRÞ
appearing in Eq. (4.21). It is given by

LijklðuRÞ � ð�r2dij þrirjÞrkrl
e�uR

R

¼ f½ðdijdkl þ dikdjl þ djkdilÞ � 5ðdijR̂kR̂l þ dikR̂jR̂l þ dilR̂jR̂k þ djkR̂iR̂l þ djlR̂iR̂k þ dklR̂iR̂jÞ
þ 35R̂iR̂jR̂kR̂lÞ�ð3þ 3uRþ u2R2Þ
þ ½dijðdkl � 3R̂kR̂lÞ � ðdijR̂kR̂l þ dikR̂jR̂l þ dilR̂jR̂k þ djkR̂iR̂l þ djlR̂iR̂k þ dklR̂iR̂jÞ
þ 10R̂iR̂jR̂kR̂lÞðu2R2 þ u3R3Þ � ðdij � R̂iR̂jÞR̂kR̂lðu4R4Þ�ge�uR

R5 :

ð4:22Þ
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To obtain the energy shift for isotropic A and B, we multiply the two Lijkl factors
and contract with tensors from the expression for averaged quadrupole polaris-
ability Eq. (4.14). This results in the potential [3]

DEð2;2Þ ¼ � �hc
1600p3e20R10

Z1
0

duað2ÞklklðA; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðB; iuÞe�2uR

� ½u8R8 þ 10u7R7 þ 89u6R6þ 510u5R5þ 1983u4R4þ 5280u3R3 þ 9360u2R2 þ 10080uRþ 5040�:
ð4:23Þ

At short separation distances expression (4.23) reduces to the near-zone limiting
form

DEð2;2Þ
NZ ¼ � 63�hc

20p3e20R10

Z1
0

duað2ÞklklðA; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðB; iuÞ; ð4:24Þ

displaying inverse tenth power law dependence. It may be obtained directly on
employing a static electric quadrupole-quadrupole coupling potential in
second-order of perturbation theory. The form of the static quadrupolar coupling is
given by the u-independent part of LijklðuRÞ, Eq. (4.22). Retardation again weakens
the far-zone potential by an additional factor of R−1. From Eq. (4.23) the long-range
asymptote is

DEð2;2Þ
FZ ¼ � 50319�hc

6400p3e20R
11
að2ÞklklðA; 0Það2ÞmpmpðB; 0Þ; ð4:25Þ

which is written in terms of static electric quadrupole polarisabilities.

4.5 Electric Dipole-Octupole Energy Shift

An interaction energy that is of the same order of magnitude as DEð2;2Þ computed in
the last section, occurs between an electric dipole polarisable species, chosen to be
A, and an electric octupole polarisable molecule, B. For particles in fixed orientation
relative to one another, the potential follows from the general formula Eq. (4.7) on
choosing a = 1 and b = 3. Thus

DEð1;3Þ ¼ � �hc
32p3e20

Z1
0

duað1Þij ðA; iuÞað3ÞklmrstðB; iuÞLiklmðuRÞLjrstðuRÞ; ð4:26Þ
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with LijklðuRÞ given by Eq. (4.22). From definition (4.8), the pure electric octupole
polarisability tensor at imaginary frequency is

að3Þklmrstðn; iuÞ ¼
X
t

2Et0
½Eð3Þ

klmðnÞ�0t½Eð3Þ
rst ðnÞ�t0

E2
t0 þð�hcuÞ2 : ð4:27Þ

The electric octupole moment appearing in Eq. (4.27) is in its reducible form,

Eð3Þ
ijk ðnÞ ¼ � e

3!
ð~q�~RnÞið~q�~RnÞjð~q�~RnÞk; ð4:28Þ

as obtained from Eq. (4.1). It is advantageous to decompose Eð3Þ
ijk ðnÞ into its irre-

ducible components of weights-1 and -3 according to

Eð3Þ
ijk ðnÞ ¼ Eð3;1Þ

ijk ðnÞþEð3;3Þ
ijk ðnÞ; ð4:29Þ

with the weight-1 term given by

Eð3;1Þ
ijk ðnÞ ¼ � e

30
ð~q�~RnÞ2½ð~q�~RnÞidjk þð~q�~RnÞjdik þð~q�~RnÞkdij�; ð4:30Þ

and the weight-3 contribution given by

Eð3;3Þ
ijk ðnÞ ¼ � e

3!
fð~q�~RnÞið~q�~RnÞjð~q�~RnÞk

� 1
5
ð~q�~RnÞ2½ð~q�~RnÞidjk þð~q�~RnÞjdik þð~q�~RnÞkdij�g:

ð4:31Þ

The first of these has three-independent components and transforms like a
vector, while Eq. (4.31) has seven independent components and features in both
retarded and instantaneous interactions. From the form of the electric octupole
coupling,

Hð3Þ
int ðnÞ ¼ �e�1

0 Eð3Þ
ijk ðnÞrjrkd

?
i ð~RnÞ; ð4:32Þ

and the decomposition Eq. (4.29), the following useful and easily verifiable rela-
tions follow:

Eð3;3Þ
ijj ðnÞ ¼ 0; Eð3;1Þ

ijk ðnÞEð3;3Þ
ijk ðnÞ ¼ 0; Eð3;1Þ

ijk ðnÞEð3;1Þ
ijk ðnÞ ¼ 3

5
Eð3Þ
ijj ðnÞEð3Þ

ikk ðnÞ: ð4:33Þ

On rotational averaging, with electric octupole polarisability requiring use of the
sixth-rank result [4], the isotropic energy shift may be separated into distinct
octupole weight-1 and weight-3 dependent contributions according to [3]
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DEð1;3Þ ¼ � �hc
1200p3e20R6

Z1
0

duu4e�2uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað3;1ÞkllkmmðB; iuÞ½u4R4 þ 2u3R3 þ 5u2R2 þ 6uRþ 3�

� �hc
420p3e20R10

Z1
0

due�2uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað3;3ÞklmklmðB; iuÞ½u8R8 þ 12u7R7 þ 90u6R6 þ 486u5R5

þ 1863u4R4 þ 4950u3R3 þ 8775u2R2 þ 9450uRþ 4725�;
ð4:34Þ

where að3;1Þijklmnðn; iuÞ and að3;3Þijklmnðn; iuÞ are electric octupole weight-1 and -3 imaginary
frequency dependent polarisabilities, respectively. It is interesting to note that the

first term of Eq. (4.34), proportional to að3;1ÞkllkmmðB; iuÞ may be understood as a
higher-order correction to the Casimir-Polder energy shift. This is justified on

account of selection rules for Eð3;1Þ
ijk ðnÞ being similar to those found in transitions

involving Eð1Þ
i ðnÞ, and that the coefficients of the polynomial term in powers of uR

written within square brackets are identical to those occurring in the
að1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞ potential.

Asymptotic limits of the electric dipole-electric octupole interaction follow from
the potential applicable for all R, Eq. (4.34). In the near-zone we find the limit

DEð1;3Þ
NZ ¼ � 45�hc

4p3e20R10

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað3;3ÞklmklmðB; iuÞ; ð4:35Þ

which depends only on octupole weight-3 components, and like DEð2;2Þ
NZ exhibits an

inverse tenth power law behaviour of R. At very long-range, Eq. (4.34) tends to

DEð1;3Þ
FZ ¼ � �hc

6720p3e20R11
að1ÞðA; 0Þ 4473

5
að3;1ÞkllkmmðB; 0Þþ 190476að3;3ÞklmklmðB; 0Þ

h i
; ð4:36Þ

which is proportional to R−11 and depends on both octupole weight-1 and -3
components.

4.6 Electric Dipole-Magnetic Dipole Potential

Thus far only electric multipole coupling has been considered and dispersion ener-
gies between atoms or molecules possessing pure electric multipole polarisabilities
have been computed. Because the magnetic dipole moment, ~mðnÞ, is of the same
order of magnitude as the electric quadrupole moment, the former multipole moment
should also be accounted for when evaluating the leading correction terms to the
Casimir-Polder potential. In this section we present the calculation of the van der
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Waals dispersion energy between an electric dipole polarisable particle, A, and a
second species, B, that is magnetic dipole susceptible. We again employ the total
system Hamiltonian for the two atoms or molecules and the radiation field Eq. (3.13),
but now include the first and third terms of the interaction Hamiltonian written in
multipolar theory, Eq. (2.87), giving the two-term coupling Hamiltonian

Hint ¼ �e�1
0 ~lðAÞ �~d?ð~RAÞ � ~mðBÞ �~bð~RBÞ: ð4:37Þ

The initial and final states remain the same as in all of the dispersion energy
calculations considered, namely both species are in the ground electronic state with
the electromagnetic field in the vacuum state. Exchange of two virtual photons
between the pair mediates the interaction and the same twelve time-ordered dia-
grams encountered in the Casimir-Polder potential apply in the present case, with
the electric dipole coupling vertices at centre B replaced by magnetic dipole ones.
Fourth-order perturbation theory yields, after summing over virtual photon polar-
isations and momenta, the interaction energy for oriented A and B,

DE ¼ 1
8p3e20�hc3

ejlqeikpR̂pR̂q

X
r;s

l0ri ðAÞlr0j ðAÞm0s
k ðBÞms0

l ðBÞ

�
Z1
0

duu6e�2uRkr0ks0
ðk2r0 þ u2Þðk2s0þ u2Þ

1
u2R2 þ 2

u3R3 þ 1
u4R4

h i
:

ð4:38Þ

After orientational averaging, and defining the isotropic, real frequency depen-
dent paramagnetic susceptibility of molecule n as

vpðn;xÞ ¼ 2
3

X
t

j~m0tðnÞj2En
t0

ðEn
t0Þ2 � ð�hxÞ2; ð4:39Þ

energy shift (4.38) becomes [5–7, 9]

DE ¼ �h
16p3e20c

Z1
0

duu6e�2uRaðA; iuÞvpðB; iuÞ 1
u2R2 þ 2

u3R3 þ 1
u4R4

h i
: ð4:40Þ

The integral is over the complex variable x ¼ icu, with the polarisability and
susceptibility responding at imaginary frequency.

Asymptotically limiting forms of the potential follow from Eq. (4.40) on making
the usual approximations. In the near-zone, kR << 1, resulting in

DENZ ¼ 1

72p2e20�h
2c4R4

X
r;s

j~l0rðAÞj2j~m0sðBÞj2Er0Es0ðEr0 þEs0Þ�1; ð4:41Þ

exhibiting an R−4 dependence on distance. Because there is no static coupling
between an electric and a magnetic dipole, Eq. (4.41) does not represent a true
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near-zone limit. Energy shift (4.41) is in fact retarded, depending on the transition
frequencies of each species. At very large R, Eq. (4.40) tends to the limit

DEFZ ¼ 7�h
64p3e20cR7

aðA; 0ÞvpðB; 0Þ: ð4:42Þ

The far-zone potential varies as R−7 and is proportional to the static molecular
susceptibility functions. Interestingly, energy shift (4.40) and its limiting forms are
positive in sign and are consequently repulsive.

The dispersion energy between two paramagnetic species is analogous in
functional form to the Casimir-Polder potential Eq (3.6), and is obtained on
replacing~l0tðnÞ by 1

c~m
0tðnÞ. R−6 London and R−7 Casimir shifts of the form Eqs. (3.

29) and (3.31) ensue on substituting transition electric dipole moments and polar-
isabilities by their magnetic dipole counterparts. Frequently, the far-zone potentials
between two electric dipole polarisable atoms, two paramagnetically susceptible
atoms, and one electric dipole polarisable species and one magnetic dipole polar-
isable atom, are combined as in

DEem
FZ ¼ � �h

64p3e20R7
f23c½aðA; 0ÞaðB; 0Þþ 1

c4
vpðA; 0ÞvpðB; 0Þ�

� 7
c
½aðA; 0ÞvpðB; 0Þþ vpðA; 0ÞaðB; 0Þ�g;

ð4:43Þ

and is commonly known in the literature as the Feinberg-Sucher potential [10],
where the very last term of Eq. (4.43) signifies the potential between paramag-
netically susceptible A and electric dipole polarisable B.

It should also be mentioned that interaction energy (4.40) has been obtained via
response theory [5–7, 11, 12] starting from the expression

DE ¼ � 1
2e20

X
modes

aðA;xÞ~d?2ðB;~RAÞ � 1
2

X
modes

vpðB;xÞ~b2ðA;~RBÞ; ð4:44Þ

written here for isotropic molecules, and taking the expectation value over the total
system ground state. The first term of (4.44) represents the response of electric
dipole polarisable body A to the magnetic dipole dependent electric displacement
field of species B at the position of A, ~RA, while the second term corresponds to the
response of paramagnetically susceptible particle B to the electric dipole dependent
magnetic field due to A at ~RB. Identical results are of course obtained on inter-
changing the roles of A and B.

4.7 Inclusion of Diamagnetic Coupling

From the form of the second term of Eq. (4.44) it is seen that the interaction energy
between electric and magnetic dipole polarisable systems is proportional to the
square of the magnetic field. Inspection of the fourth term written in the multipolar
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interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (2.87) reveals another contribution that is quadratic in
~bð~rÞ, namely the diamagnetic coupling term. Hence this contribution should also be
included as it is of the same order as the paramagnetic component
�1

2vpðB;xÞ~b2ðA;~RBÞ. With A electric dipole polarisable as before, the interaction
Hamiltonian is

Hint ¼ �e�1
0 ~lðAÞ �~d?ð~RAÞþ e2

12m
\q2ðBÞ[~b2ð~RBÞ; ð4:45Þ

for isotropic diamagnetic coupling. Since this interaction term is quadratic in the
electronic charge, third-order perturbation theory is required to evaluate the
two-photon exchange contribution to the dispersion potential, the interaction vertex
signifying a two-photon event due to the quadratic dependence on the magnetic
field. Three time-ordered diagrams have to be summed over in a perturbative
computation. One of the diagrams is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The energy shift is
found to be [5–7, 13]

DE ¼ � e2

144p3e20mc2

X
r

j~l0rðAÞj2\q2ðBÞ[ 00
Z1
0

duu6e�2uRkr0
ðk2r0þ u2Þ

1
u2R2 þ 2

u3R3 þ 1
u4R4

h i
;

ð4:46Þ

where \q2ðBÞ[ 00 is the ground state matrix element of the electronic position
variable, q.

In the near-zone, Eq. (4.46) leads to an R−5 dependence according to

DENZ ¼ � e2

288p3e20mc
2R5

X
r

j~l0rðAÞj2\q2ðBÞ[ 00kr0: ð4:47Þ

Fig. 4.1 One of three
time-orderings contributing to
the dispersion interaction
between an electric dipole
polarisable particle A and a
diamagnetically susceptible
species B
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Meanwhile in the far-zone Eq. (4.46) reduces to the limit

DEFZ ¼ � 7e2�h
384p3e20mcR7

aðA; 0Þ\q2ðBÞ[ 00; ð4:48Þ

which has inverse seventh power law form, and with the static electric dipole
polarisability of A denoted by aðA; 0Þ.

If we define the magnetic susceptibility as the sum of the frequency dependent
paramagnetic part given by Eq. (4.39), and a frequency independent diamagnetic
contribution,

vdðn; 0Þ ¼ � e2

6m
\q2ðnÞ[ 00; ð4:49Þ

according to

vðn;xÞ ¼ vpðn;xÞþ vdðn; 0Þ; ð4:50Þ

then the R−7 far-zone limits of the interaction of an electric dipole polarisable
molecule with para- and dia-magnetic susceptible species Eqs. (4.42) and (4.48)
may be combined to give

DEFZ ¼ 7�h
64p3e20cR7

aðA; 0ÞvðB; 0Þ: ð4:51Þ

For molecules in the ground electronic state the static electric dipole polaris-
ability and the static paramagnetic susceptibility are both greater than zero. vðn; 0Þ
defined by Eq. (4.50), however, may be either positive or negative depending on
the relative magnitudes of para- and dia-magnetic terms. If vðn; 0Þ\0, the molecule
is classified as diamagnetic. The total interaction between two magnetically sus-
ceptible species may be written succinctly in terms of vðn;xÞ using Eq. (4.50).
Furthermore, the van der Waals dispersion potential between electric and magnetic
dipole atoms or molecules may be expressed compactly on taking advantage of a
duality transformation. This involves the simultaneous global exchange of electric
and magnetic characteristics, which for the present case amounts to interchanging
the electric dipole polarisability with the total magnetic susceptibility Eq. (4.50)
divided by c2.

4.8 Discriminatory Dispersion Potential

An interaction energy that is comparable in magnitude to the dispersion potential
between an electric dipole polarisable body and a paramagnetically susceptible one
that was considered in Sect. 4.6, is the energy shift between two electric-magnetic
dipole polarisable species. This is the leading contribution to the dispersion
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potential involving coupling between two isotropic chiral molecules. Objects of this
type possess few or no elements of symmetry, belonging to one of the following
point groups: C1, Cn, Dn, T, O and I, with n� 2. They lack both a centre of
inversion and a plane of symmetry. Selection rules in such systems are conse-
quently less restrictive, with higher-multipole moment contributions now allowed,
often to all orders as in the case of an object with C1 symmetry.

Retaining the dipole approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (4.37) is
modified to

Hint ¼ �e�1
0 ~lðAÞ �~d?ð~RAÞ � e�1

0 ~lðBÞ �~d?ð~RBÞ � ~mðAÞ �~bð~RAÞ � ~mðBÞ �~bð~RBÞ:
ð4:52Þ

We are interested in extracting the interference term between electric dipole and
magnetic dipole coupling terms. Also contained within Eq. (4.52) is the source of
the Casimir-Polder potential, arising in the electric dipole approximation, its
paramagnetic analogue proportional to vpðA; iuÞvpðB; iuÞ, and the energy shift
between pure electric dipole polarisable and pure magnetic dipole susceptible
particles evaluated in Sect. 4.6. The computation of the discriminatory potential is
similar to that carried out in Sect. 3.2 in which the electric dipole approximation
was invoked. In the present case one electric dipole interaction vertex at each centre
is replaced by a magnetic dipole coupling term. This results in a four-fold increase
to forty-eight in the number of possible time-ordered sequences associated with two
virtual photon exchange relative to the twelve diagrams featuring in the calculation
of the Casimir-Polder potential. The twelve energy denominators are the same in
both cases. Summing the graphs gives

DE ¼ �
X
~p;~p0

X
r;s

�hp
2e0V

� �
�hp0

2e0V

� �
l0ri ðAÞmr0

j ðAÞl0sk ðBÞms0
l ðBÞ½ðdik � p̂ip̂kÞðdjl � p̂0jp̂

0
lÞ

þ ðdik � p̂0ip̂
0
kÞðdjl � p̂jp̂lÞþ eilpejkqp̂pp̂

0
q þ eilpejkqp̂

0
qp̂q�eið~pþ~p0Þ�~R X12

x¼1

D�1
x ;

ð4:53Þ

where eijk is the skew-symmetric tensor, and the polarisation sums involving
electric-magnetic and magnetic-magnetic vector combinations have been performed
using the relations X

e¼1;2

eðeÞi ð~pÞ�bðeÞj ð~pÞ ¼ eijkp̂k; ð4:54Þ

and X
e¼1;2

bðeÞi ð~pÞ�bðeÞj ð~pÞ ¼ dij � p̂ip̂j: ð4:55Þ
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Next the wave vector sums are converted to integrals, the p0 integral performed,
and the variable p transformed to iu. In terms of the dyadics aij ¼ dij � R̂iR̂j and
bij ¼ dij � 3R̂iR̂j, the analogue of Eq. (3.26) for two optically active molecules in
fixed relative orientation is [7]

DE ¼ � 1
4p3e20�hc3

X
r;s

l0ri ðAÞmr0
j ðAÞl0sk ðBÞms0

l ðBÞ
Z1
0

duu8e�2uR

ðk2r0 þ u2Þðk2s0 þ u2Þ

�
ðaikajl � eilpejkqR̂pR̂qÞ 1

u2R2 þðaikbjl þ bikajl � 2eilpejkqR̂pR̂qÞ 1
u3R3

þðaikbjl þ bikajl þ bikbjl � eilpejkqR̂pR̂qÞ 1
u4R4 þ 2bikbjl

1
u5R5 þ bikbjl

1
u6R6

2
64

3
75:

ð4:56Þ

Orientational averaging of (4.56) yields the dispersion potential for isotropic
A and B,

DE ¼ � 1
18p3e20�hc3R4

X
r;s

½~l0rðAÞ � ~mr0ðAÞ�½~l0sðBÞ � ~ms0ðBÞ�
Z1
0

duu4e�2uR

ðk2r0 þ u2Þðk2s0 þ u2Þ 4þ 6
uR

þ 3
u2R2

h i
;

ð4:57Þ

which is valid for all R outside orbital overlap [7, 14]. Interestingly, the energy
shifts (4.56) and (4.57) are discriminatory, depending on the handedness of each
species. The chirality of A and B manifests through the pseudoscalar quantity
~l0tðnÞ � ~mt0ðnÞ, for randomly oriented chiral molecules, which changes sign when
one enantiomer is replaced by its antipodal form. The chiral discrimination dis-
persion potential may also be expressed in terms of the mixed electric-magnetic
dipole polarisability evaluated at imaginary frequency x ¼ icu. At real frequency
this quantity is defined as

Gijðn;xÞ ¼
X
t

l0ti ðnÞmt0
j ðnÞ

Et0 � �hx
þm0t

j ðnÞlt0i ðnÞ
Et0 þ �hx

� �
: ð4:58Þ

For left- (L) and right- (R) handed isomers of the same chiral molecule, the L-L
and R-R potential is repulsive, while the L-R and R-L energy shifts are attractive.
For chemically distinct species the absolute sign of the interaction energy cannot be
determined since the sign of the pseudoscalar ~l0tðnÞ � ~mt0ðnÞ may be positive or
negative. Changing either enantiomer from L→R or R→L will change the sign of
DE.

For molecular separations R smaller than characteristic reduced transition
wavelengths, the dominant term within square brackets of Eq. (4.57) is 3ðuRÞ�2,
the exponential factor in the same expression is approximated by unity, and the u-
integral evaluated via Eq. (3.28) to give the near-zone asymptote
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DENZ ¼ � 1
12p2e20c2R6

X
r;s

½~l0rðAÞ � ~mr0ðAÞ�½~l0sðBÞ � ~ms0ðBÞ�
Er0 þEs0

: ð4:59Þ

This result extends the London potential to dispersive inter-particle coupling
between chiral species. It also exhibits R−6 behaviour. Expression (4.59) may also
be obtained by employing static electric dipole-electric dipole and static magnetic
dipole-magnetic dipole coupling potentials in second-order of perturbation theory,
and extracting the cross-term.

In the far-zone limit kR >> 1 and u2 may be neglected in comparison to kr0 and
ks0 in the energy denominators of Eq. (4.57). Performing the u-integral yields the
asymptote

DEFZ ¼ � �h3c
3p3e20R9

X
r;s

½~l0rðAÞ � ~mr0ðAÞ�½~l0sðBÞ � ~ms0ðBÞ�
E2
r0E

2
s0

; ð4:60Þ

having an R−9 dependence.
Finally, it should be pointed out that for oriented chiral molecules, there is a

contribution to the discriminatory dispersion energy shift from two electric
dipole-electric quadrupole polarisable species, and which is of the same order of
magnitude as the GðA; iuÞGðB; iuÞ potential just presented. The mixed electric
dipole-quadrupole polarisability tensor at real wave vector k is defined as

Aijkðn; kÞ ¼
X
t

l0ti ðnÞQt0
jkðnÞ

Et0 � �hck
þQ0t

jkðnÞlt0i ðnÞ
Et0þ �hck

� �
: ð4:61Þ

The discriminatory interaction energy proportional to AijkðA; iuÞAlmnðB; iuÞ does
not survive random orientational averaging, leaving formula (4.57) as the sole term
contributing to the potential at this order of approximation for isotropic particles
[7]. Response theory has also been successfully employed to compute interaction
potentials between chiral systems [7, 12, 14, 15].
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Chapter 5
van der Waals Dispersion Force Between
Three Atoms or Molecules

Abstract Working within the electric dipole approximation, the leading
non-additive retarded three-body dispersion potential is evaluated. Again two vir-
tual photons are exchanged between each coupled pair. In order to avoid the use of
sixth-order perturbation theory, necessitated when the interaction Hamiltonian is
linear in the electric displacement field, a canonical transformation is performed on
the �e�1

0 ~l �~d? form to yield an effective two-photon coupling Hamiltonian that is
quadratic in the displacement field. Third-order perturbation theory is then used to
obtain the dispersion energy shift, which holds for a scalene triangle configuration.
At short inter-particle separation distance, the Axilrod-Teller-Muto result originally
derived via semi-classical theory is reproduced. Explicit expressions for interaction
energies corresponding to equilateral and right-angled triangle, and collinear
geometries are also presented, along with their asymptotically limiting forms.
Whether the dispersion force is attractive or repulsive depends on the spatial
arrangement of the three objects.

Keywords Two-photon coupling Hamiltonian � Retarded triple dipole potential �
Axilrod-Teller-Muto interaction energy � Triangular and collinear geometries

5.1 Introduction

The dispersion energy is non-pairwise additive. Contributions therefore arise from
three-, four-, …, and many-body terms. It is important to note that the dominant
contribution to the potential by far is due to pair interaction terms [1], led by the
Casimir-Polder energy shift between two neutral non-polar species. There are a few
chemical systems, however, for which retaining only the two-body term is insuf-
ficient. One example of longstanding and current interest is the interaction between
elements in group 8 of the Periodic Table, whether they be in the gaseous or solid
phases [2]. For the accurate computation of crystalline lattice energies, and
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thermophysical properties such as the third virial coefficient, it is necessary to go
beyond pairwise additivity and include the effects of three- and four-body terms in
the dispersion potential. This has been done so as to calculate reliable interaction
energies between three identical or different rare gas atoms [3], almost exclusively
within the confines of semi-classical theory. Another example is the simulation and
interpretation of photo- and magneto-association spectra [4]. Experimentally, these
techniques are being employed to study the spectroscopy and dynamics of atoms
and small molecules undergoing low energy collisions at ultracold temperatures.
For instance, scattering cross-sections have been measured for atom-atom-atom and
atom-diatom collisional processes involving alkali metal atoms and their homo- and
hetero-nuclear dimer and trimer combinations in the study of the formation and
dissociation of molecular species. Collisions at extremely low temperatures are
especially sensitive to the long-range part of the interaction energy, and in an effort
to improve the overall quality and transferability of such global potential energy
surfaces, three body dispersion energy shifts have been accounted for [5], as they
often make a significant contribution to the interaction energy. A similar motivation
applies when considering interactions taking place in a medium, such as the
influence of a solvent in modifying the strength of the force coupling embedded or
constituent particles in any microscopic treatment of environmental effects.

The van der Waals dispersion potential between three electric dipole polarisable
atoms is associated with the names of Axilrod and Teller, and Muto, who in the
same year independently derived the nonpairwise additive three-body energy shift
[6, 7]. They employed static dipolar coupling potentials, and so their expression for
the interaction energy is valid only at short separation distances between particles.
In keeping with the molecular QED presentation, the retardation corrected triple
dipole dispersion interaction is evaluated in this Chapter. Perturbation theory cal-
culations are again carried out. They are facilitated by employing an interaction
Hamiltonian that is quadratic in the electric displacement field and is proportional to
the polarisability of the atom or molecule [8]. It is shown how the Axilrod-
Teller-Muto result follows as the near-zone asymptote of the potential applicable
for all distances between the three objects. Since the sign of the interaction energy
depends on the geometry adopted by the three atoms or molecules, explicit for-
mulae for dispersion potentials for specific configurations are obtained, including an
equilateral triangle arrangement, and three-bodies lying in a straight line.

5.2 Two-Photon Coupling: The Craig-Power Hamiltonian

Consider three mutually interacting neutral and polarisable atoms or molecules A,

B and C, situated at R
!

A; R
!

B and R
!

C, respectively. The molecular QED
Hamiltonian operator in the electric dipole approximation for this system is a
straightforward extension of Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) applicable to the two-body case,
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H ¼ HpartðAÞþHpartðBÞþHpartðCÞþHrad

� e�1
0 ~lðAÞ �~d?ðR!AÞ � e�1

0 ~lðBÞ �~d?ðR!BÞ � e�1
0 ~lðCÞ �~d?ðR!CÞ:

ð5:1Þ

To arrive at the dispersion energy, the expectation value is taken over the ground
state of the particles and field of the last three terms of Eq. (5.1), which comprise
the perturbation operator. Hence the initial and final state specification of the total
non-interacting system is given by

j 0[ = j 0A; 0B; 0C [ ; ð5:2Þ

with 0n; n ¼ A;B and C denoting that each species is in its lowest energy state. No
photons are present in the electromagnetic field. As for pair dispersion potentials,
coupling is viewed as due to the exchange of two virtual photons between any two
interacting particles. Hence the use of the form of the perturbation operator dictated
by Eq. (5.1), which is linear in the electric displacement field, would necessitate
employing sixth-order perturbation theory for the evaluation of the three-body
dispersion potential, and drawing and summing over 360 time-ordered sequences of
photon absorption and emission events. These are associated with virtual photon of
mode ð~k1; k1Þ being exchanged between A and B, virtual photon of mode ð~k2; k2Þ
propagating between B and C, and C and A coupled via transfer of virtual photon of
mode ð~k3; k3Þ, noting that the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 merely serve as labels to
distinguish between the virtual photons, each polarisation and momentum ulti-
mately being summed over.

Such a computation is technically demanding, labourious, and prone to error. At
the end of Sect. 3.3 it was pointed out how the R−7 asymptotic form of the Casimir-
Polder potential could be obtained using an interaction Hamiltonian that is quad-
ratic in the electric displacement field. If the polarisability is taken to be frequency
dependent, the ensuing effective coupling Hamiltonian may be used to evaluate the
Casimir-Polder energy shift via diagrammatic perturbation theory or in a form of
response theory, simplifying the computation in significant ways [9]. Below we
show how the Craig-Power Hamiltonian [8] may be derived from Eq. (5.1), and use
it in the next Section to compute the retarded triple dipole dispersion potential.

For a single centre at R
!
, the Hamiltonian in the electric dipole approximation is

H ¼ Hpart þHrad � e�1
0 ~l �~d?ð R!Þ: ð5:3Þ

To obtain the new Hamiltonian, a unitary transformation of the type Eq. (2.58) is
carried out on Eq. (5.3), with the generating function S chosen such that the coupling
term linear in the electric dipole moment and electric displacement field is removed
for all energy non-conserving processes. With the use of identity Eq. (2.65), the new
Hamiltonian correct to second-order is
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Hnew ¼ Hpart þHrad � e�1
0 ~l �~d?ðR!Þþ i½S;Hpart þHrad �

� i½S;�e�1
0 ~l �~d?ðR!Þ�þ i

2
½S; ½S;Hpart þHrad�� þ . . .

¼ Hpart þHrad � i
2
½S;�e�1

0 ~l �~d?ðR!Þ�
¼ Hpart þHrad þHnew

int :

ð5:4Þ

The generator S is found from

i½S; Hpart þHrad� ¼ e�1
0 ~l �~d?ðR!Þ: ð5:5Þ

Thus the new second-order Hamiltonian is � i
2 ½S; Hint�. Employing the particle

and electromagnetic field base state jEn; Nð~k; kÞ[ , the off-diagonal matrix ele-
ment for the particle factor, and the diagonal matrix element for the field factor of
the generator is

\Nð~k; kÞ; Em j S jEn; Nð~k; kÞ[ ¼ i
e�1
0 ~lmn �~d?ðR!Þ
Emn � �hck

: ð5:6Þ

Substituting Eq. (5.6) into the new coupling Hamiltonian and evaluating the
diagonal matrix element for particles results in the functional form

\Nð~k; kÞ; En jHnew
int jEn; Nð~k; kÞ[ ¼ � 1

2e20

X
m

~lnm �~d?ð R!Þ~lmn �~d?ð R!Þ
E2
mn � ð�hckÞ2

¼ � 1
2e20

\Nð~k; kÞ; En j aðkÞ~d?2ð R!Þ jEn; Nð~k; kÞ[ ;

ð5:7Þ

where aðkÞ is the isotropic frequency-dependent electric dipole polarisability. The
coupling Hamiltonian is now quadratic in the electric displacement field with the
molecule responding through its polarisability [8, 10].

5.3 Triple Dipole Dispersion Potential

We now compute the leading non-additive contribution to the van der Waals dis-
persion potential between three electric dipole polarisable species described in the
previous Section using the Craig-Power form of interaction operator. For oriented
systems, this coupling, which is quadratic in the field, is given by the interaction
Hamiltonian
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Hint ¼ � 1
2e20

X
modes

aijðA; kÞd?i ðR
!

AÞd?j ðR
!

AÞ � 1
2e20

X
modes

aklðB; kÞd?k ðR
!

BÞd?l ðR
!

BÞ

� 1
2e20

X
modes

amnðC; kÞd?m ðR
!

CÞd?n ðR
!

CÞ:

ð5:8Þ

A consequence of the quadratic dependence of the coupling Hamiltonian on the
electric displacement field is that events leading to changes in the electromagnetic
field involving two photons are readily dealt with. This is ideal for calculations of
the dispersion potential in which particles are coupled through the exchange of two
virtual photons.

For the interaction of three objects according to Eq. (5.8), with initial and final
state specified by Eq. (5.2), the energy shift is evaluated using the third-order
perturbation theory formula

DE ¼
X
I;II

\0 jHint j II[\II jHint j I[\IjHint j 0[
EI0EII0

; ð5:9Þ

where the sum is executed over all intermediate states j I[ and j II[ , but not
including j 0[ . Employing collapsed two-photon interaction vertices instead of
coupling operators linear in~d?ð~rÞ means that there are only 3! time-ordered graphs
to be summed over [11]. One of these is drawn in Fig. 5.1. The Arabic numerals 1,
2 and 3 in the diagram denote the mode of the virtual photon. The five remaining
time-orderings are obtained on permuting the interaction vertices. Evaluation and
summation produces

DE ¼ ��hc
X
~k1

X
~k2

X
~k3

k1k2k3
32e30V3

� �
½aijðA; k1Þþ aijðA; k3Þ�½aklðB; k1Þþ aklðB; k2Þ�

� ½amnðC; k2Þþ amnðC; k3Þ�ðdik � k̂1i k̂
1
k Þðdlm � k̂2l k̂

2
mÞðdjn � k̂3j k̂

3
nÞe�i~k1�~ce�i~k2�~aei~k3�~b

� 1
ðk1 þ k3Þðk2 þ k3Þ þ

1
ðk1 þ k2Þðk1 þ k3Þ þ

1
ðk2 þ k3Þðk1 þ k2Þ

� �
;

ð5:10Þ

after performing the polarisation sums, and where k̂xi ; x ¼ 1; 2; 3 denotes the ith
Cartesian component of the wave vector of photon of mode x.

Expression (5.10) applies to a triangular arrangement of the three objects

according to the relative displacement vectors~a ¼ R
!

B � R
!

C; ~b ¼ R
!

C � R
!

A; and

~c ¼ R
!

A � R
!

B, which appear in the last equation. After converting the wave vector
sums to integrals using relation (3.19), and performing the angular integrations,
which are all of the type
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1
4p

Z
ðdij � k̂ik̂jÞe�i~k�~RdX ¼ 1

k3
ð�r2dij þrirjÞ sin kRR

; ð5:11Þ

and expressing the sum of the three energy denominators as an integral over the
parameter u according to [11]

1
ðk1 þ k2Þðk2 þ k3Þ þ

1
ðk2 þ k3Þðk3 þ k1Þ þ

1
ðk1 þ k2Þðk1 þ k3Þ

� �

¼ 4k1k2k3
p

Z1
0

du
1

ðk21 þ u2Þðk22 þ u2Þðk23 þ u2Þ; ð5:12Þ

and transforming the wave vector integrals to the complex plane and evaluating
using the result

Z1
0

dkaijðn; kÞ k sin kRk2 þ u2
¼ p

2
aijðn; iuÞe�uR; ð5:13Þ

where aijðn; iuÞ is the polarisability tensor at imaginary frequency, yields the
retarded triple dipole dispersion potential [11, 12] for oriented A, B and C

DE ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

ð�r2dkm þrkrmÞað�r2din þrirnÞbð�r2djl þrjrlÞc 1
abc

�
Z1
0

duaijðA; iuÞaklðB; iuÞamnðC; iuÞe�uðaþ bþ cÞ:

ð5:14Þ

Result (5.14) for rotationally averaged particles was first obtained by Aub and
Zienau [13]. Their calculation was carried out using covariant S-matrix theory of

Fig. 5.1 One of six diagrams
contributing to three-body
dispersion interaction when
two-photon coupling vertices
are employed
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quantum electrodynamics. From the sixth-order perturbation term of the scattering
matrix, they were able to extract the non-relativistic limit to the potential propor-
tional to the electric dipole polarisabilities of the three species. Differing physical
viewpoints for the manifestation of the interaction within Coulomb gauge QED
were subsequently used by a few workers [14–18] to confirm the three-body dis-
persion energy shift.

Performing an orientational average on Eq. (5.14), and using the definition of
the FijðpRÞ tensor, Eq. (3.23), which after inserting p = iu in the latter and multi-
plying by u3 is given by

FijðuRÞ � ð�r2dij þrirjÞ e
�uR

R

¼ �½ðdij � bRibRjÞu2R2 þðdij � 3bRibRjÞðuRþ 1Þ� e
�uR

R3 ; ð5:15Þ

the retarded triple dipole dispersion potential may be written as

DE ¼ �hc
64p4e30

Z1
0

duaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞFjkðuaÞFijðubÞFikðucÞ: ð5:16Þ

Substituting the second equality of Eq. (5.15) into (5.16) and evaluating the
product of the three geometrical factors produces the lengthy expression [12]

DE ¼ �hc
64p4e30

1
a3b3c3

Z1
0

due�uðaþ bþ cÞaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞ

� f½�6þ 9½ðâ � b̂Þ2þðb̂ � ĉÞ2 þðĉ � âÞ2� � 27ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�ð1þ uaÞð1þ ubÞð1þ ucÞ
þ ½�4þ 3½3ðâ � b̂Þ2 þðb̂ � ĉÞ2 þðĉ � âÞ2� � 9ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�ð1þ uaÞð1þ ubÞu2c2
þ ½�4þ 3½ðâ � b̂Þ2 þ 3ðb̂ � ĉÞ2 þðĉ � âÞ2� � 9ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�u2a2ð1þ ubÞð1þ ucÞ
þ ½�4þ 3½ðâ � b̂Þ2 þðb̂ � ĉÞ2þ 3ðĉ � âÞ2� � 9ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�ð1þ uaÞu2b2ð1þ ucÞ
þ ½�2þ 3ðâ � b̂Þ2 þ 3ðb̂ � ĉÞ2 þðĉ � âÞ2 � 3ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�u2a2ð1þ ubÞu2c2
þ ½�2þ 3ðâ � b̂Þ2 þðb̂ � ĉÞ2þ 3ðĉ � âÞ2 � 3ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�ð1þ uaÞu2b2u2c2
þ ½�2þðâ � b̂Þ2 þ 3ðb̂ � ĉÞ2þ 3ðĉ � âÞ2 � 3ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�u2a2u2b2ð1þ ucÞ
þ ½ðâ � b̂Þ2 þðb̂ � ĉÞ2 þðĉ � âÞ2 � ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�u2a2u2b2u2c2g:

ð5:17Þ

Result (5.17) applies for all separation distances a, b and c outside the charge
overlap region, extending out to infinity. Asymptotically limiting forms are
obtained in the next Section.
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5.4 Far- and Near-Zone Limits

Identical physical arguments and mathematical approximations invoked to obtain
the short- and long-range asymptotes to the Casimir-Polder potential (see Sect. 3.3)
may also be applied to the three-body dispersion potential Eq. (5.14). In the
far-zone the relative displacements are large compared to characteristic reduced
transition wavelengths, and low virtual photon frequency values contribute most to
the energy shift in this regime on appeal to the time-energy uncertainty principle.
Hence the polarisabilities appearing in Eq. (5.14) may be taken to be static and
placed outside of the integral. The interaction is therefore governed entirely by the
dynamics of the electromagnetic field, the particles being passive. The u-integral in
Eq. (5.14) is then immediate, yielding

DEFZ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

aijðA; 0ÞaklðB; 0ÞamnðC; 0Þ

� ð�r2dkm þrkrmÞað�r2din þrirnÞbð�r2djl þrjrlÞc 1
abcðaþ bþ cÞ ;

ð5:18Þ

for oriented species forming a scalene triangle.
At the opposite extreme a � k�1

r0 ; b � k�1
s0 and c � k�1

t0 , where r, s and t des-
ignate intermediate electronic states of A, B and C, respectively. Now the dynamics
of the particles are important, with coupling to the radiation field taken to be static.
Hence the exponential term in Eq. (5.14) is approximated to unity, giving the
near-zone limit

DENZ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

ð�r2dkm þrkrmÞað�r2din þrirnÞbð�r2djl þrjrlÞc 1
abc

�
Z1
0

duaijðA; iuÞaklðB; iuÞamnðC; iuÞ;

ð5:19Þ

which is written in an alternative form to that first derived by Axilrod-Teller, and by
Muto. Noting that the evaluation of gradients produces

ð�r2dij þrirjÞ 1R ¼ ðdij � 3bRibRjÞR�3; ð5:20Þ

and generalising the u-integral Eq. (3.28) to

rst
Z1
0

du
ðr2 þ u2Þðs2 þ u2Þðt2 þ u2Þ ¼

p
2

ðrþ sþ tÞ
ðrþ sÞðsþ tÞðtþ rÞ ; ð5:21Þ
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result (5.19) is more commonly expressed as

DENZ ¼ 1
432p3e30

1
a3b3c3

ðdij � 3âiâjÞðdjk � 3b̂jb̂kÞðdik � 3ĉiĉkÞ

�
X
r;s;t

~l0rðAÞ�� ��2 ~l0sðBÞ�� ��2 ~l0tðCÞ�� ��2 ðEr0 þEs0 þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0 þEr0Þ ;

ð5:22Þ

on orientational averaging. Expression (5.22) is equivalent to the result obtained from
Eq. (5.17) on letting e�uðaþ bþ cÞ ! 1 and retaining the u-independent term, corre-
sponding to the first geometrical term within braces, and on using Eqs. (5.20) and
(5.21). Analogous to the London dispersion potential, the short-range triple dipole
interaction energy may be derived directly by employing static dipolar coupling
potentials in third-order of perturbation theory, as done originally in Refs. [6, 7].

Introducing the direction cosines cos hA ¼ �b̂ � ĉ; cos hB ¼ �ĉ � â and cos hC ¼
�â � b̂ where hA; hB and hC are internal angles of the triangle formed by A, B and
C facing sides extended by BC, CA and AB, respectively, with lengths a, b and c, as
shown in Fig. 5.2, the product of the orientational factors yields

f�6þ 9½ðâ � b̂Þ2 þðb̂ � ĉÞ2 þðĉ � âÞ2� � 27ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞg
¼ 3½1þ 3 cos hA cos hB cos hC�; ð5:23Þ

on using the identity

ðâ � b̂Þ2 þðb̂ � ĉÞ2 þðĉ � âÞ2 ¼ 1� 2 cos hA cos hB cos hC: ð5:24Þ

Hence the near-zone potential may be written in more recognisable form as

DENZ ¼ 1
144p3e30

X
r;s;t

~l0rðAÞ�� ��2 ~l0sðBÞ�� ��2 ~l0tðCÞ�� ��2 ðEr0 þEs0 þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0 þEr0Þ

� ½1þ 3 cos hA cos hB cos hC�
a3b3c3

:

ð5:25Þ

A cubic dependence on each separation distance is exhibited.

Fig. 5.2 Triangle
configuration for the three
bodies. Relative
displacements and internal
angles are defined in the text
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The potentials obtained in this and the previous Section are now applied to
particular geometrical arrangements of the three bodies.

5.5 Equilateral Triangle Geometry

The first configuration to be considered is an equilateral triangle arrangement of the
three objects, whose general disposition is shown in Fig. 5.2. We choose the
lengths of each side to be equal, with a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ R, and the interior angles
hA ¼ hB ¼ hC ¼ 60	. Inserting these parameters into Eq. (5.17) produces [19]

DE ¼ �hc
512p4e30R

9

Z1
0

due�3uRaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞ

� ½7u6R6 þ 3u5R5 þ 24u4R4 þ 75u3R3 þ 120u2R2 þ 99uRþ 33�;
ð5:26Þ

which holds for all values of R beyond the contact radius of the three particles. It is
interesting to note that the energy shift is positive, indicating a repulsive potential
for this geometry.

Near- and far-zone limiting potentials follow from Eq. (5.26) in the usual way.
For short inter-object separations, uR << 1. Thus e�3uR 
 1, and the uR-indepen-
dent term within square brackets is retained, giving

DENZ ¼ 33�hc
512p4e30R9

Z1
0

duaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞ; ð5:27Þ

which has inverse ninth power law dependence. Substituting for the polarisabilities
at imaginary wave vector and performing the u-integral via Eq. (5.21) yields the
familiar form obtained by Axilrod-Teller and Muto explicitly in terms of transition
electric dipole moments,

DENZ ¼ 11
8

1
144p3e30R

9

X
r;s;t

~l0rðAÞ�� ��2 ~l0sðBÞ�� ��2 ~l0tðCÞ�� ��2 ðEr0 þEs0 þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0 þEr0Þ :

ð5:28Þ

Expression (5.28) is identical to the result that would be obtained directly on
using the near-zone asymptote Eq. (5.25) on selecting variables appropriate to
equilateral triangle geometry, the distance and angular factors giving 11/8R9.

To evaluate the far-zone asymptote, in which uR >> 1, the polarisabilities are
approximated by their zero frequency forms, and taken outside of the integral in
Eq. (5.26). Each of the polynomial terms is then integrated using Eq. (3.30) and
summed to give the interaction energy at long-range
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DEFZ ¼ 24 � 79
35

�hc
64p4e30R10

aðA; 0ÞaðB; 0ÞaðC; 0Þ; ð5:29Þ

in agreement with the result first obtained by Aub and Zienau [13], and subse-
quently confirmed by others [15, 17, 18]. Compared to the near-zone potential, the
far-zone shift is weakened by an inverse power of R, displaying R−10 behaviour
overall. Both asymptotes are repulsive.

5.6 Collinear Arrangement

We now examine the situation in which all three species lie along a line. One
possible configuration is to place object C mid-way between particles A and B,
displaced from each by a distance R. This corresponds to collapsing the equilateral
triangle, resulting in a collinear arrangement. Hence 2a ¼ 2b ¼ c ¼ R, and direc-
tion cosines â � b̂ ¼ 1; b̂ � ĉ ¼ ĉ � â ¼ �1, for which hC ¼ 180	 and hA ¼ hB ¼ 0	.
Inserting these values in the potential for arbitrary geometry Eq. (5.17) produces
[19]

DE ¼ �hc
8p4e30R9

Z1
0

due�2uRaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞ

� ½u6R6 þ 5u5R5 þ 17u4R4 þ 16u3R3 � 36u2R2 � 96uR� 48�;
ð5:30Þ

and which is applicable for all R.
After the usual approximations, the short-range limit is found to be

DENZ ¼ � 6�hc
p4e30R

9

Z1
0

duaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞ; ð5:31Þ

exhibiting attractive R−9 behaviour. Explicitly in terms of transition dipoles and
energies, Eq. (5.31) may be written as

DENZ ¼ � 8
9

1
p3e30R

9

X
r;s;t

~l0rðAÞ�� ��2 ~l0sðBÞ�� ��2 ~l0tðCÞ�� ��2 ðEr0 þEs0 þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0 þEr0Þ ;

ð5:32Þ

which is identical to the energy shift obtained from limit (5.25) on noting that the
geometrical factor for this particular configuration from this last equation is −27/R9.
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On letting x ! 0 in the electric dipole polarisabilities appearing in Eq. (5.30) so
that their static forms may be factored outside of the integral, performing the u-
integral yields the far-zone asymptote

DEFZ ¼ � 93�hc
32p4e30R

10
aðA; 0ÞaðB; 0ÞaðC; 0Þ; ð5:33Þ

which is also attractive in nature, and like its equilateral triangle counterpart, dis-
plays R−10 dependence on distance [19].

5.7 Right-Angled Triangle Configuration

A third configuration to be considered is a right-angled triangle, with C vertically
above A. For lengths b = 3R, c = 4R, a is then equal to 5R, and the direction
cosines for this 3-4-5 triangle are simply cos hA ¼ �b̂ � ĉ ¼ 0; cos hB ¼ �ĉ � â ¼ 4

5,

and cos hC ¼ �â � b̂ ¼ 3
5. Inserting these parameters in Eq. (5.17) yields the triple

dipole dispersion interaction energy

DE ¼ �hc
5400000� 64p4e30R9

Z1
0

due�12uRaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞ

� ½90000u6R6 þ 15900u5R5 þ 146150u4R4 þ 9588u3R3 þ 4003u2R2 þ 900uRþ 75�:
ð5:34Þ

In the near-zone, retaining the u-independent term within square brackets and
approximating e�12uR by unity in Eq. (5.34) leads to

DENZ ¼ 3�hc
64p4e30R

9

1
33 � 43 � 53

Z1
0

duaðA; iuÞaðB; iuÞaðC; iuÞ; ð5:35Þ

exhibiting inverse ninth power dependence on separation distance. This is identical
to the result obtained directly from Eq. (5.25), the distance and angular factors
reducing to ð3� 4� 5� R3Þ�3. In the far-zone Eq. (5.34) tends to the limiting
form

DEFZ ¼ 4:05� 10�4�hc
60� 64p4e30R10

aðA; 0ÞaðB; 0ÞaðC; 0Þ; ð5:36Þ

displaying inverse tenth power law dependence.
Whether a three-body energy shift is attractive or repulsive depends on the

configuration adopted. The asymptotic limits, however, may differ in sign from the
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general result, and from each other, that is, the near-zone potential may be attractive
and the far-zone limit repulsive, or vice versa. This is due to the fact that the
short-range limit is calculated by retaining the coefficient of the u-independent term
in the polynomial factor, while at very long range, all terms have to be retained and
integrated, and individual terms may be of either sign. Their sum then determines
the overall sign of the interaction energy in the far-zone.
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Chapter 6
Three-Body Dispersion Energy Shift:
Contributions from Higher Electric
Multipoles

Abstract Employing the Craig-Power Hamiltonian, a general formula is obtained
for the retarded dispersion energy shift among three arbitrarily electrically polarisable
atoms or molecules. Explicit expressions are then extracted for the first few leading
order corrections to the triple dipole potential. These include energy shifts in which
two of the particles are electric dipole polarisable and the third is either electric
quadrupole or octupole polarisable, as well as the interaction between an electric
dipole polarisable atom and two electric quadrupole polarisable ones. Results are
obtained for arbitrary three-body configurations, and for equilateral triangle and
collinear arrangements. In each case, near- and far-zone asymptotes are computed.

Keywords Generalised energy shift � Higher electric multipoles � Dipole-dipole-
quadrupole � Dipole-quadrupole-quadrupole � Dipole-dipole-octupole

6.1 Introduction

Oneway inwhich the quality and accuracy of global potential energy surfaces may be
improved upon, is by systematically including contributions from higher multipole
moment correction terms. This is the case for properties that are particularly sensitive
to forces at long-range arising from the electrostatic, induction and dispersion energy
contributions. As shown in Chap. 4, interesting effects arise on accounting for
magnetic dipole and electric octupole couplings.With collisional processes involving
three particles, and interactions among many neutral non-polar species being
dependent in a significant way on non-pairwise additive contributions to the van der
Waals dispersion potential, it is important to go beyond the triple dipole energy shift
and consider higher multipole terms. Here we restrict treatment to electric quadrupole
and electric octupole interaction contributions, as these terms are expected to be
dominant and potentially more applicable to molecular systems. Extension to include
magnetic effects is not expected to pose any conceptual or computational difficulty.

In Sect. 5.3 it was seen how adoption of the Craig-Power Hamiltonian greatly
simplified the calculation of the retarded analogue of the Axilrod-Teller-Muto
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three-body dispersion potential. Only six time-ordered diagrams were required to be
summed over at third-order of perturbation theory. Meanwhile in Sect. 4.2 it was
shown how a generalised formula for the dispersion interaction between two
molecules with arbitrary electric multipole polarisability could be easily obtained
from knowledge of the functional form of the Casimir-Polder potential and be used
to readily extract explicit higher electric contributions associated with quadrupole
and octupole couplings. Here we combine these two approaches, and the inherent
advantages offered by them, to derive a generalised expression for the pure electric
multipole moment contribution of arbitrary order to the three-body retarded dis-
persion energy shift. The resulting formula is then used in subsequent sections to
extract specific higher electric multipole contributions such as the electric
dipole-dipole-quadrupole, dipole-dipole-octupole, etc. interaction energies, both for
arbitrary arrangement of the three objects as well as for particular geometries. In the
past these terms have been evaluated using semi-classical theory and have therefore
only been applicable in the near-zone [1].

6.2 Generalised Three-Body Dispersion Potential

In this Section we derive a generalised expression for the retarded non-additive
three-body dispersion energy shift between species possessing electric multipole
polarisability characteristics of arbitrary order. Since symmetry prevents two dif-
ferent electric multipole moment operators from coupling the same virtual elec-
tronic state to the ground state in atoms, no contributions to the mixed electric
multipole polarisability tensor are considered. An l-th order generalised polaris-
ability at the real frequency ω is defined similarly to Eq. (4.8) as

aðlÞi1...il j1...jlðn;xÞ ¼
X
t

½EðlÞ
i1...ilðnÞ�0t½E

ðlÞ
j1...jlðnÞ�t0

En
t0 � �hx

þ ½EðlÞ
j1...jlðnÞ�0t½E

ðlÞ
i1...ilðnÞ�t0

En
t0 þ �hx

� �
; ð6:1Þ

where the l-th order electric multipole moment operator EðlÞ
i1...ilðnÞ was defined by

Eq. (4.1). The generalised form of the Craig-Power Hamiltonian, which in the
electric dipole approximation was given by Eq. (5.8), is then straightforwardly
written as [2]

HðlÞ
int ¼ � 1

2e20

X
modes

aðlÞi1...ilj1...jlðn; kÞri2 . . .rild
?
i1 ð~RnÞrj2 . . .rjld

?
j1 ð~RnÞ: ð6:2Þ

Identical conditions on the Cartesian tensor components that led to the vanishing
of the generalised interaction Hamiltonian linear in the electric displacement field

Eq. (4.2) also apply to coupling Hamiltonian Eq. (6.2), namely that HðlÞ
int ¼ 0 when

indices i1 and j1 associated with~d?ð~rÞ is equal to a subscript associated with any of
the gradient operators appearing before the field.
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Employing the generic form of Eq. (6.2) to three species A, B and C, charac-
terised by an electrical polarisability of arbitrary order l, m and n, respectively, the
computation of the dispersion potential follows identically to that presented in
Sect. 5.3 for the triple dipole case. Again all three particles are in the electronic
ground state, with excitations due to fluctuations of the vacuum electromagnetic field
allowing virtual levels r, s and t in the three molecules, respectively, to be accessed.
Six time-ordered graphs, one of which was illustrated in Fig. 5.1, depicting
exchange of two virtual photons between any coupled material pair, contributes to
the energy shift, with interaction vertices given by suitably index and multipole order
modified forms of Eq. (6.2). Summing over the diagrams, third-order perturbation
theory formula Eq. (5.9) gives for the generalised interaction energy

DEðl;m;nÞ ¼ � 2�hc

ð8p2e0Þ3
ð�r2dk1m1 þrk1rm1Þaðrk2 . . .rkmrm2 . . .rmnÞa

� ð�r2di1n1 þri1rn1Þbðri2 . . .rilrn2 . . .rnnÞb

� ð�r2dj1l1 þrj1rl1Þcðrj2 . . .rjlrl2 . . .rlmÞc 1
abc

�
Z1
0

Z1
0

Z1
0

dk1dk2dk3
1

ðk1 þ k2Þðk2 þ k3Þ þ
1

ðk1 þ k3Þðk2 þ k3Þ þ
1

ðk1 þ k2Þðk1 þ k3Þ

� �

� ½aðlÞi1...ilj1...jlðA; k2Þþ aðlÞi1...ilj1...jlðA; k3Þ�½a
ðmÞ
k1...kml1...lmðB; k1Þþ aðmÞk1...kml1...lmðB; k3Þ�

� ½aðnÞm1...mnn1...nnðC; k1Þþ aðnÞm1...mnn1...nnðC; k2Þ� sin k1a sin k2b sin k3c;

ð6:3Þ

where the distances a, b and c were defined in Sect. 5.3 appropriate to a triangular
configuration of the three particles. In arriving at Eq. (6.3), mode polarisation and
wave vector sums have been carried out according to identities (3.18) and (3.19),
respectively, while relation (5.11) was used to perform the angular average.
Rewriting the sum of energy denominators in terms of the parameter u via the
integral relation Eq. (5.12), and carrying out the ensuing complex integrals using
the result Eq. (5.13) [3], yields the general formula [2]

DEðl;m;nÞ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

ð�r2dk1m1 þrk1rm1Þaðrk2 . . .rkmrm2 . . .rmnÞa

� ð�r2di1n1 þri1rn1Þbðri2 . . .rilrn2 . . .rnnÞb

� ð�r2dj1l1 þrj1rl1Þcðrj2 . . .rjlrl2 . . .rlmÞc 1
abc

�
Z1
0

duaðlÞi1...ilj1...jlðA; iuÞa
ðmÞ
k1...kml1...lmðB; iuÞaðnÞm1...mnn1...nnðC; iuÞe�uðaþ bþ cÞ;

ð6:4Þ
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for species A which is pure l-th order electric polarisable, B which is m-th order
electric polarisable, and n-th order C, with the generalised polarisability tensors
evaluated at imaginary frequency x ¼ icu as before. Expression (6.4) holds for all
separation distances a, b and c beyond orbital overlap and extending out to infinity,
for oriented A, B and C. It correctly includes the effects of retardation. On inserting
l = m = n = 1 into Eq. (6.4), the retarded triple dipole dispersion potential

Eq. (5.14) is found as expected, with að1Þij ðn; iuÞ easily obtainable from definition
(6.1) or from (4.8).

6.3 Dipole-Dipole-Quadrupole Potential

The leading correction involving pure electric multipole moment polarisabilities to
the Aub-Zienau dispersion energy arising between three electric dipole polarisable
bodies is obtained by characterising one of the species to be electric quadrupole
polarisable. Let this be particle C. For oriented A, B and C, the dispersion inter-
action energy follows straightforwardly from the generalised formula (6.4) on
substituting l = m = 1 and n = 2. Whence [2],

DEð1;1;2Þ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

ð�r2dkm1 þrkrm1Þara
m2
ð�r2din1 þrirn1Þbrb

n2ð�r2djl þrjrlÞc 1
abc

�
Z1
0

duað1Þij ðA; iuÞað1Þkl ðB; iuÞað2Þm1m2n1n2ðC; iuÞe�uðaþ bþ cÞ;

ð6:5Þ

where the pure electric quadrupole polarisability at imaginary wave vector of object

C, að2Þm1m2n1n2ðC; iuÞ, is obtainable from definition (6.1) or as given in Eq. (4.12). The

transition electric quadrupole moment ½Eð2Þ
m1m2ðCÞ�0t featuring in this last mentioned

quantity is again traceless, symmetric in Cartesian tensor components, and of
irreducible weight-2.

To obtain the potential for isotropic bodies, an orientational average is carried
out. As previously, this may be done as separate averages over each particle using
earlier results: relation (3.27) for electric dipole dependent terms, and Eq. (4.14) for
electric quadrupole polarisability. On making use of the geometric tensors FijðuRÞ,
Eq. (5.15), and HijkðuRÞ, Eq. (4.11), the energy shift for randomly averaged par-
ticles may be written compactly as

DEð1;1;2Þ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað2ÞklklðC; iuÞHjklðuaÞ

� ½HiklðubÞþHilkðubÞ�FijðucÞ: ð6:6Þ
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An expression for DEð1;1;2Þ explicitly in terms of direction cosines involving unit
vectors â; b̂ and ĉ is obtained after multiplying the Hijk and Fij factors, and which is
applicable for an arbitrary triangular configuration of the three particles, is given in
Ref. [2]. Note that a factor of 1/3 has been absorbed into each of the dipole
polarisabilities, and a factor of 1/10 into the isotropic quadrupole polarisability.

The near-zone limiting form, independent of u, is short enough to be given
below:

DEð1;1;2Þ
NZ ¼ 9�hcX

32p4e30

1
a4b4c3

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað2ÞklklðC; iuÞ

� ½�21ðâ � b̂Þþ 3ðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞþ 25ðâ � b̂Þ3 þ 30ðâ � b̂Þðĉ � âÞ2

þ 30ðâ � b̂Þðb̂ � ĉÞ2 � 75ðâ � b̂Þ2ðb̂ � ĉÞðĉ � âÞ�: ð6:7Þ

Result (6.7) is identical to that first obtained by Bell [1], who used static dipolar
and quadrupolar coupling potentials. It exhibits inverse quartic dependence on
separations a and b, and inverse cubic power law with respect to distance variable c.

Adopting an equilateral triangle arrangement, for which a = b = c = R as
before, and setting internal angles to be 60°, the retarded dispersion potential (6.6)
becomes [4]

DEð1;1;2Þ
Eq ¼ � �hc

512p4e30R
11

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað2ÞklklðC; iuÞe�3uR

� ½5u8R8 þ 23u7R7 þ 83u6R6 þ 270u5R5 þ 717u4R4

þ 1473u3R3 þ 2106u2R2 þ 1755uRþ 585�: ð6:8Þ

With uR ≫ 1 in the far-zone, approximating the polarisabilities by their static
forms and evaluating the u-integrals yields an R−12 asymptotic limit

DEð1;1;2Þ
FZ ¼ � 22567� 5�hc

25 � 37p4e30R12
að1ÞðA; 0Það1ÞðB; 0Það2ÞklklðC; 0Þ: ð6:9Þ

In contrast, the near-zone energy shift displays an R−11 dependence. It may be
obtained directly from Eq. (6.7) on substituting parameters applicable to an equi-
lateral triangle, or from (6.8) on letting uR ≪ 1, and keeping the factor of 585 from
the terms within square brackets. Thus

DEð1;1;2Þ
NZ ¼ � 585�hc

512p4e30R11

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað2ÞklklðC; iuÞ: ð6:10Þ
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Explicitly in terms of electric multipole moments, (6.10) may be written alter-
natively as

DEð1;1;2Þ
NZ ¼ � 13

256p3e30R11

X
r;s;t

½~Eð1ÞðAÞ�0r�� ��2 ½~Eð1ÞðBÞ�0s�� ��2½Eð2Þ
kl ðCÞ�0t½Eð2Þ

kl ðCÞ�t0

� ðEr0 þEs0 þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0 þEr0Þ;

ð6:11Þ

on employing integral relation (5.21). For this geometry, the interaction energy and
its asymptotic limits are all attractive.

On inserting the geometrical parameters appropriate to all three particles lying on
one line, with C placed in the middle, Eq. (6.6) yields the dispersion potential [4]

DEð1;1;2Þ
Coll ¼ �hc

8p4e30R
11

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað2ÞklklðC; iuÞe�2uR

� ½u8R8 þ 13u7R7 þ 97u6R6 þ 432u5R5 þ 996u4R4

þ 384u3R3 � 4032u2R2 � 9216uR� 4608�: ð6:12Þ

It is worth remarking that for a collinear arrangement of the three bodies, in
which B is electric quadrupole polarisable, with C still in between A and B, the

energy shift is identical to result (6.12). Hence DEð1;2;1Þ
Coll ¼ DEð1;1;2Þ

Coll .
Retaining the u-independent term within square brackets of Eq. (6.12), and

letting e�2uR ! 1 yields the short-range asymptote

DEð1;1;2Þ
NZ ¼ � 576�hc

p4e30R
11

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað2ÞklklðC; iuÞ

¼ � 128
5p3e30R11

X
r;s;t

½~Eð1ÞðAÞ�0r�� ��2 ½~Eð1ÞðBÞ�0s�� ��2½Eð2Þ
kl ðCÞ�0t½Eð2Þ

kl ðCÞ�t0

� ðEr0 þEs0þEt0Þ
ðEr0þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0þEr0Þ; ð6:13Þ

while at very long-range, Eq. (6.12) reduces to

DEð1;1;2Þ
FZ ¼ � 48555�hc

128p4e30R12
að1ÞðA; 0Það1ÞðB; 0Það2ÞklklðC; 0Þ; ð6:14Þ

exhibiting identical respective power law dependences to their equilateral triangle
counterparts. Both asymptotes (6.13) and (6.14) are also attractive.
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6.4 Dipole-Quadrupole-Quadrupole Dispersion
Energy Shift

The next higher-order contribution to the three-body dispersion potential involving
species with pure electric multipole polarisability characteristics is between an
electric dipole polarisable molecule, A and two objects with electric quadrupole
polarisability, B and C. Inserting l = 1 and m = n = 2 into the general formula
Eq. (6.4) allows the interaction energy for oriented particles to be written down
directly as

DEð1;2;2Þ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

ð�r2dk1m1 þrk1rm1Þara
k2ra

m2
ð�r2din1 þrirn1Þbrb

n2

� ð�r2djl1 þrjrl1Þcrc
l2

1
abc

Z1
0

due�uðaþ bþ cÞað1Þij ðA; iuÞað2Þk1k2l1l2ðB; iuÞað2Þm1m2n1n2ðC; iuÞ:

ð6:15Þ

In terms of the tensors HijkðuRÞ, Eq. (4.11), and LijklðuRÞ, Eq. (4.22), Eq. (6.15)
becomes

DEð1;2;2Þ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

Z1
0

duað1Þij ðA; iuÞað2Þk1k2l1l2ðB; iuÞað2Þm1m2n1n2ðC; iuÞ

� Lk1m1k2m2ðuaÞHin1n2ðubÞHjl1l2ðucÞ: ð6:16Þ

Orientationally averaging að1Þij ðA; iuÞ using Eq. (3.27), and the quadrupole
polarisabilities via Eq. (4.14), produces for isotropic bodies, the energy shift

DEð1;2;2Þ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað2ÞklklðB; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðC; iuÞ

� LjlkmðuaÞ½HilmðubÞþHimlðubÞ�½HijkðucÞþHikjðucÞ�: ð6:17Þ

Multiplying the Lijkl and Hijk factors yields a lengthy expression explicitly in
terms of the direction cosines â � b̂, b̂ � ĉ and ĉ � â, and which may be found in Ref.
[2]. The near-zone asymptote for a triangular arrangement with arbitrary side
lengths is brief enough to be given here. It has the form
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DEð1;2;2Þ
NZ ¼ � 27�hc

64p4e30a5b4c4

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað2ÞklklðB; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðC; iuÞ

� ½�140ðb̂ � ĉÞþ 1200ðâ � b̂Þðĉ � âÞþ 100ðĉ � âÞ2ðb̂ � ĉÞ
þ 100ðâ � b̂Þ2ðb̂ � ĉÞþ 200ðb̂ � ĉÞ3

� 1400ðĉ � âÞ3ðâ � b̂Þ � 1400ðâ � b̂Þ3ðĉ � âÞ � 2000ðb̂ � ĉÞ2ðâ � b̂Þðĉ � âÞ
þ 3500ðâ � b̂Þ2ðĉ � âÞ2ðb̂ � ĉÞ�;

ð6:18Þ

and which is equivalent to the result obtained using semi-classical theory [1]. The
potential has inverse fifth power dependence on a, and inverse fourth power
behaviour on each of b and c.

Specialising to an equilateral triangle configuration, with identical side length R,
and equal internal angles, the energy shift is [4]

DEð1;2;2Þ
Eq ¼ �hc

512p4e30R13

Z1
0

due�3uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað2ÞklklðB; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðC; iuÞ

� ½u10R10 þ 26u9R9 þ 189u8R8 þ 993u7R7

þ 4284u6R6 þ 14562u5R5 þ 36918u4R4

þ 66501u3R3 þ 80082u2R2 þ 57915uRþ 19305�: ð6:19Þ

Limiting forms result on making the familiar approximations. In the far-zone
(6.19) tends to the asymptote

DEð1;2;2Þ
FZ ¼ 1110991�hc

37 � 8p4e30R
14
að1ÞðA; 0Það2ÞklklðB; 0Það2ÞmpmpðC; 0Þ; ð6:20Þ

exhibiting R−14 behaviour, and is proportional to the static polarisabilities. The
near-zone potential, which may be obtained from Eq. (6.19) on keeping the u-
independent term and setting e�3uR ¼ 1, or directly from Eq. (6.18) on substituting
parameters for a, b and c, and direction cosines applicable for an equilateral tri-
angle, is found to be
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DEð1;2;2Þ
NZ ¼ 19305�hc

512p4e30R13

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað2ÞklklðB; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðC; iuÞ

¼ 1287
2560p3e30R13

X
r;s;t

½~Eð1ÞðAÞ�0r�� ��2½Eð2Þ
kl ðBÞ�0s½Eð2Þ

kl ðBÞ�s0½Eð2Þ
mp ðCÞ�0t½Eð2Þ

mp ðCÞ�t0

� ðEr0þEs0þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0þEr0Þ;

ð6:21Þ

displaying R−13 dependence on separation distance. Note the potential has positive
sign.

As for other three-body dispersion potentials considered thus far, results are given
for a collinear geometry A-C-B. From Eq. (6.17), on choosing a = b = c/2 = R/2,
and hA ¼ hB ¼ 0�, and hC ¼ 180�, the energy shift valid for all R outside wave
function overlap is found to be [4]

DEð1;2;2Þ
Coll ¼ � �hc

8p4e30R13

Z1
0

due�2uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað2ÞklklðB; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðC; iuÞ

� ½u10R10 þ 19u9R9 þ 222u8R8 þ 1638u7R7

þ 7464u6R6 þ 18000u5R5 � 432u4R4

� 147456u3R3 � 442368u2R2 � 552960uR� 276480�: ð6:22Þ

Expression (6.22) also applies to the situation in which the electric dipole
polarisable molecule lies mid-way between the two electric quadrupole polarisable
species. At very long-range, result (6.22) tends to the limit

DEð1;2;2Þ
FZ ¼ 2469771�hc

64p4e30R14
að1ÞðA; 0Það2ÞklklðB; 0Það2ÞmpmpðC; 0Þ; ð6:23Þ

which has repulsive R−14 behaviour. In the near-zone the interaction energy is

DEð1;2;2Þ
NZ ¼ 34560�hc

p4e30R
13

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað2ÞklklðB; iuÞað2ÞmpmpðC; iuÞ

¼ 2304
5p3e30R13

X
r;s;t

½~Eð1ÞðAÞ�0r��� ��2½Eð2Þ
kl ðBÞ�0s½Eð2Þ

kl ðBÞ�s0½Eð2Þ
mp ðCÞ�0t½Eð2Þ

mp ðCÞ�t0

� ðEr0þEs0 þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0 þEt0ÞðEt0 þEr0Þ;

ð6:24Þ

which is stronger by a factor of R relative to the far-zone asymptote (6.23).
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6.5 Dipole-Dipole-Octupole Dispersion Potential

The last higher-order electric multipole contribution to the three-body dispersion
energy shift to be considered is that between two species A and B which are electric
dipole polarisable, and a third molecule, C, which is electric octupole polarisable.
From the general formula (6.4), the interaction energy between oriented particles is
easily obtained on letting l = m = 1 and n = 3. Thus

DEð1;1;3Þ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

ð�r2dkm1 þrkrm1Þaðrm2rm3Það�r2din1 þrirn1Þbðrn2rn3Þb

� ð�r2djl þrjrlÞc 1
abc

Z1
0

due�uðaþ bþ cÞað1Þij ðA; iuÞað1Þkl ðB; iuÞað3Þm1m2m3n1n2n3ðC; iuÞ;

ð6:25Þ

where the pure electric octupole polarisability tensor of species C, að3Þm1m2m3n1n2n3ðC; iuÞ
at imaginary wave vector k = iu, was defined in terms of reducible components of

the electric octupole moment, Eð3Þ
m1m2m3ðCÞ, Eq. (4.28), by relation (4.27). Utilising

the FijðuRÞ and LijklðuRÞ tensors, the potential may be written as [2, 4]

DEð1;1;3Þ ¼ � �hc
64p4e30

Z1
0

duað1Þij ðA; iuÞað1Þkl ðB; iuÞað3Þm1m2m3n1n2n3ðC; iuÞ

� Lkm1m2m3ðuaÞLin1n2n3ðubÞFjlðucÞ: ð6:26Þ

Independent averages of second and sixth rank Cartesian tensors for dipole and
octupole polarisabilities, respectively, may be performed to yield the energy shift
for freely tumbling entities. Retaining the coefficient 1/210 explicitly as a pre-factor
in the isotropic octupole polarisability, the orientationally averaged potential energy
is [2]

DEð1;1;3Þ ¼ � �hc
15� 64p4e30

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞ

�
að3ÞkllkmmðC; iuÞLjkllðuaÞLikmmðubÞFijðucÞ
þ 2að3ÞklmklmðC; iuÞ LjklmðuaÞ½2LiklmðubÞþ LilkmðubÞ

�
þ LilmkðubÞþ LimklðubÞþ LimlkðubÞ�FijðucÞ

�
0
BB@

1
CCA; ð6:27Þ
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and which may be decomposed into contributions dependent upon octupole
weight-1 and weight-3 terms on using relation (4.29) as done in Sect. 4.5 for the
two-body electric dipole-octupole dispersion energy. Multiplying the geometric
tensors in Eq. (6.27) produces a formula that depends on direction cosines formed
from unit displacement vectors â; b̂, and ĉ, and distances a, b and c [2].

When A, B and C adopt an equilateral triangle geometry, the retarded electric
dipole-dipole-octupole dispersion energy is

DEð1;1;3Þ
Eq ¼ �hc

64� 120p4e30R
13

Z1
0

due�3uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað3ÞkllkmmðC; iuÞ

� ½33u4R4 þ 99u5R5 þ 120u6R6 þ 75u7R7 þ 24u8R8 þ 3u9R9 þ 7u10R10�

þ �hc
64� 120p4e30R

13

Z1
0

due�3uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað3ÞklmklmðC; iuÞ

� ½13u10R10 þ 119u9R9 þ 785u8R8 þ 2784u7R7 þ 5307u6R6 þ 3789u5R5

� 1446u4R4 þ 9441u3R3 þ 46332u2R2 þ 58725uRþ 19575�;
ð6:28Þ

when partitioned into a sum of two terms, one proportional to Eð3Þ
kllðCÞ and the other

dependent upon Eð3Þ
klmðCÞ contributions.

Comparing the first term of (6.28) with the triple electric dipole potential for the
same geometry, Eq. (5.26), it is seen that the coefficients preceding each polyno-
mial term in uR is identical in both cases, noting the additional ðuRÞ4 factor in the
octupole case since coupling of this multipole moment to the electric displacement
field involves the action of two gradient operators. As in the analogous two-body
example, the first term of (6.28), involving weight-1 octupole polarisability is a
higher-order correction to the retarded triple dipole dispersion potential of Aub and
Zienau [5]. This feature holds true for arbitrary triangular geometry, and will be
shown explicitly below for the collinear configuration of three objects.

Since there is no term independent of u in the first integral of (6.28), the
near-zone potential is obtained by keeping the term with coefficient 19,575 within
square brackets of the second integral, while simultaneously letting e�3uR � 1, to
give at short-range, but still outside orbital overlap, the energy shift formula

DEð1;1;3Þ
NZ ¼ 1305�hc

512p4e30R13

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað3ÞklmklmðC; iuÞ; ð6:29Þ
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which like the near-zone dipole-quadrupole-quadrupole potential, has R−13 power
law dependence. Both terms of (6.28) contribute in the far-zone. Evaluating the
u-integrals yields

DEð1;1;3Þ
FZ ¼ �hc

15� 29 � 37p4e30R14
að1ÞðA; 0Það1ÞðB; 0Þ

� ½716608að3ÞkllkmmðC; 0Þþ 52824000að3ÞklmklmðC; 0Þ�; ð6:30Þ

exhibiting R−14 dependence.
When the three objects lie along a straight line, with A and B either side of C, the

interaction energy is [4]

DEð1;1;3Þ
Coll ¼ �hc

120p4e30R
13

Z1
0

due�2uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað3ÞkllkmmðC; iuÞ

� ½�48u4R4 � 96u5R5 � 36u6R6 þ 16u7R7 þ 17u8R8 þ 5u9R9 þ u10R10�

þ �hc
30p4e30R

13

Z1
0

due�2uRað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað3ÞklmklmðC; iuÞ½u10R10 þ 21u9R9

þ 273u8R8 þ 2498u7R7 þ 14790u6R6 þ 352880u5R5

þ 127576u4R4 þ 50688u3R3 � 57344u2R2 � 1382400uR� 691200�
ð6:31Þ

Inspection of the triple dipole dispersion potential for collinear geometry Eq. (5.
30) reveals that the first term of (6.31) may be viewed as a higher-order correction
to the former energy shift due to identical structural features of the term, and given
that it is proportional to octupole weight-1, which has the characteristics of a vector.
Because the first integral term of (6.31) only contributes to the retarded potential,
the near-zone limit is obtained from the second integral term. It is found to be

DEð1;1;3Þ
NZ ¼ �23040�hc

p4e30R
13

Z1
0

duað1ÞðA; iuÞað1ÞðB; iuÞað3ÞklmklmðC; iuÞ

¼ � 10240
p3e30R

13

X
r;s;t

j½~Eð1ÞðAÞ�0rj2j½~Eð1ÞðBÞ�0sj2½Eð3Þ
klmðCÞ�0t½Eð3Þ

klmðCÞ�t0

� ðEr0 þEs0 þEt0Þ
ðEr0 þEs0ÞðEs0þEt0ÞðEt0 þEr0Þ; ð6:32Þ

with attractive R−13 dependence. In the far-zone, Eq. (6.31) tends to the limit

DEð1;1;3Þ
FZ ¼ �hc

p4e30R
14
að1ÞðA; 0Það1ÞðB; 0Þ 1593

40
að3ÞkllkmmðC; 0Þþ 1871117

240
að3ÞklmklmðC; 0Þ

h i
;

ð6:33Þ
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the energy shift depending on both Eð3Þ
kllðCÞ and Eð3Þ

klmðCÞ contributions to the
electric octupole moment, and displaying R−14 behaviour.

Finally, it should be pointed out that higher-order corrections to the triple dipole
dispersion potential occur when one of the electric dipole moments in each species
is successively replaced by an electric octupole moment, to yield DD-DD-DO,
DD-DO-DO, and DO-DO-DO potentials, for example. In these cases the contri-
bution from the octupole weight-3 dependent term vanishes on orientational
averaging, leaving a fully retarded contribution that depends solely on octupole
weight-1 moment. For the DD-DO-OO interaction energy, the pure electric octu-
pole polarisability contains both octupole weight-1 and weight-3 dependent terms.
In all of the cases involving electric multipole coupling, retardation effects weaken
the potential.
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